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.PREFAcE

Rationale fOr,this Program-Excerpt from Original'
'Proposal Submitted to the Office ofiEducation

in October 1974 '

1. Needs and Objectives for this Program
. .

There is,a general recognition that educatiOn should provide an in
ternatiOnal,diMension and emphasize teaching about other cultures-.
However, there has been a serious neglect by not includingsn
adequate number of AdUlt Educators, and theii-adult-students in'
the targeted groUps. Elementary, secondrylfrand college Students
and teachers have been placed in a priority order high above that

(Of expanding loost-secondary Adult EducatiRni leaving the Population
\involved in Adult Education as an esientia.ly disadvantaged and
dePrived group with inadequate resourcesian unfilled needs. -

On all levels of Adult Education (Basicli High'School EquiValendy,
and Post-Secondary),. in the areas of social studies, art,.handi-
craftS,1Mitic, humanities and home eponOrnics', the concepts, Content'
and dimension of the international realm can and'should be: introduced
to the adult learner.. A broader interest in the world in whiéh-we .

live; and-concern for inernational studies is certainly no less
significant for the adult learner-that ilt iS for'the adOleacenti yet

..this type of'bias against adults is inherent in the limited inter-
national dimension available in traditional Aduit Education curetcUla4

ihr

Traditional proposals submitted on Group Projects Abroad,.seemto be
essentially for elementary, secondary or_college teacherS,.servicing"
age groups on theeleMentary, secondary or College Ievelg.., Afthough
I am certain that much remains to be done wiih youth on thOse.levels

...of education, this project will service tdults( On elementanr, r

secondary and postsecondary levels through their Adult EducatOra;',
groups disadvantaged in terms of traditional resourceAllocaticin and,.

effort expenditure.. In the 1930's, the Indian "Mysore'Experiment."
in Adult EdUcation'recognized the world of-contemporary ideas and
change as too valuable to be left exclusively to young students, or
college enrolled 'adults, but claimed.thesd as the domain.,..of all.adults
,as well, irrespective of their social class or educational baCkgrou&i.s-.

.1 In our contemporary "Global Village" where-the "Mediut-is the MesSage,"
. ., .

a great deal:of significant nonformaPand ftrmal learning end educe-
' tion. about pur modern World iS taking place outside.of the:traditional

40 'college levkl gind Clientele course. This type,Of education pro des
an excellent Otportunity and challenge to introduce and develop

,

international:education dimension.
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It. is My fee ng that Adult Education,.cOmpared to the other levela.
of education, offers the greatest educatianal and numerical'growth
potential for:the forthcoting.decades, and it,is clearly an area in-
need of mare'substantive internatiOnal input. It is the riuMerical
expansion of:this postsecondary group that will be greatest in the
next few decades, and the attitudinal:change-of this group from "localq
to-."cosmapolitae, an essential feature for:our more meaningfhl,global
inyolVement. :ThenCarnegid Commission.and the, Federal Cpmtission-on
Post-Secondary Education anticipate a.16% iricrease.in the pOst-35 age
group in the next decade; and a greatly expanded Adult Education4
reaid,.16ut they.have:not adequately stressed an'increased need to'
bring a new international dimension intorAdult EdUcation curricula
and programs: This7proposal iS a practical step in that direction)
and 'could serve as a model to meetmew'and increasing needs of this-
post-secondary learning. group.

Operationalized, this project Could open up neW.areas for Group,
projects inIndia and cOuld_result in expansion of international in:
put about India in a vital and largely untaPped area of our educe- ,

.
tidnal systeM, Adult Edueation. This Project has unique potential.
and Taill be handled and viewed,at a creative project to meet largely .

unmet needs by-developing different linkages, approaches and strategies
for expanding the international education component in American Adult
Education. ", It could emerge as a pilot for this type_of involvement
and, thrOugh innovative and flexible.,approaches, help develop neli.
.responses to newlyrecognized needs;. and provide meaningful.feedback
and models far,future projects of thiS nature.

2. Results or Benefits exiected for the Nation, for tha Region, for the ,
College, and for Participants.

Implementation-Of thie4Tragram should.result in a number of significant
benefits...gar the matian,' for the New England Region, for Southern Can- ,

necticut State College and for participants an4 their students.

or the Nation There are three majar areas whereby thrs competency 4.
sed project can benefit the nation:

20.4 Now, more than ever beforellt has become necessary-to eXpend
greater(effort and achieve greater success in educating ,.

American adults to our global position and'responsibAitipt;
a.nd to newly emergent gldbal'realities. Ameiican value6 and
TractiCes are being revised,because of limits on the avail-
ability'of.cheap oil and natural resource supplies, and
because of the food and shelter needs of numerous. developing
nations. Because of our new situation we sAOUld recognize
our interdependence.and the greater effort4MCsuccess
urgently needed in international'education. jersanal'value
changes and new international perspectivea.are,required in
the light af change in national and internatianal,needs,

, and.more intelligent Tarticipation is required by adult's in

American foreign policy decision-making.

7
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02.1.2 Thee concept of aVadlable "lifelong educatiOn" is an idea
whope timetas come, although the plractical applications
still halve to be worked out, This.proposed project.pould.
make a significanecentribution for regularizing.an.inter-
national education,Component as part of" a lifelong,learnfn
experience. 4

2.1.3 It.is clear fram prOjection statistics of numbers oe
students entering anditeacherS.reguired, tliat elementary
:and secondary education. has ente*eci,a long non-growth stage.
It is also clear that.the'broider,national economic situa-
tion has curtailedother job opportunitied..for college.

graduates. What emerges is-a frozen job mar4et and con=.,
straining situation for a traditIonally mobile professidn.-
'Adult eduCation and early-childhood education seem to be the
only educational fields that have the growth,potential
flexibility and teaCher mobility, characteristic of.this,
type Of:situation. The Group. Projects Abrbad program:has ,

invested PL 480 funds in,elementary and secondary education
ebr.quite a few years, I am certain, to good national:
,advantage.A I think that at this time, for the future the
adult education area offers an akpanding field with

1 flexibility and mobility and a largely area for

'investment and significant benefits

2.2 For the Region

The New England region has been traditionallY: oriented.to the
experience of the'western part of the world, while,,the Pacific West
Coast has.been more otiented.towards Asia; This experience will
provide Adult Educators from the di,fferent parts of the New Englanp.
Region with the resources, capability and support system.for
introducing and maintaining a South,Asim) dimerision among adults

in this 44ea.

2.3 For-the College

'.The College will benefit if this p;pposal is accepted thrOugh:,
greater involvement and application of the Indian and inter.,
cultural dimensions in'the Adult Education Teacher Preparation and
professional education programa..

. .

Existinktinor-irOgrams at the college Under the Center.for'Interu.
national Education include Asian Studies, African Studies, and
East European Studiei. ...It is Dr. Stadbler's intention, 4,uti1ilt
intercultural input from these prograns in this Adult Educatiopi
leacher; Training Program. _Through continued involvement and ..
teaching in internationai'and comparative.education, and.inyolve-
ment aa coordinator of'the Adult EdUcation teacher training

..rOgram, he.can bring a sUbdtantive'dimension of global input into
'this new teacher training program- The proposed development.oft'
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an Adult Education Learning Center at the collage will ,also pravide
a major institutional supportive device'Tor extending this global
dimen4on among preVioualy unservided adult_population groupg.

. ,

.\ 2.14! For Participants and their. Adult StUdents

,Tgis program will provide major learning and experiences to develop
cbmwetencies for Adult Educators teaching adult subjects suitable\
for input about India. 'Amonk other things, this program will
provide for an integrated and ftinctional stress on competencies

and 9.ppreciation of India, and multi-Aedia instructional methods
in content and knowledge aboutidia, intercultural understanding

and akilA for achieving these content and, understan-ding
competencies with adult students.,

@

,.
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1. VIERV1gW

Oh June 12th, 1975, a krou

-,. -

INTRO.DUC I N j

y-two American Adult'Edu-

cators embai.ked on a sixty,five day educational progf.in in India

Under the leadership,and directorship al Dr. Moses Stambler, ahd the

sponsorship and fUnding of the Office of Education, Institute of

International Education, Group%Projects Abroad Prograh (Directed by

Dr. Joe Belmonte) and its agent USEFI, members Of th9 group partici-

pated in the first Such federally sponsored prograin for adult

educators. It was one of 1he five OE-University sponsored programs

operational for India in 1975, and repr

and milestone for the Significance of

aented a majOr recognitton..

Lite rriational Education

dimension for the personal growth and teaching capabili

BducatOrs.

The group that went to India Included city ahd,lodal

of AdUlt

rectors.

of-adult'education, vocational-education ,,teachers and administrators,

community college and e4tension service people, teachers,of Adult

.Basic Education'and English as a Second Language, and Adult Education

Mastera Degree students and doctoral candidates.,

The proposal, as submitted bY Dr. Stahbler, coordiniator of the

Graduate Adult Educator Program at Southern ConneCticut State College,

included in its'trip objectives the addition pf an'Indian international
'

;perspective for adult educators in the New Engiand Regio'n and thp

addition of:this dimension td their Adult Educatidh progralls at home.

The papers written by parti6ipants in India for th,l.s/ publication

J

1-

. ..4,-2'..1.0.*,,,t)

130.10
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indicate the reactions of AmeriEan adul(9edlicators to their.Indian

experience. And reflect the expanded internatiOnal dimension that

took place in the_minds of participants.

The sewnd publication will consist of documents ind

materials on Perspectives on Adult Education by Indian Adult

Educators. That manuscript is,in the process of being

edited by Moses Stambler and Le Stambler, and is

expected to be published 'by mid-1977. In addition, sound-

filmstrips on Indian Adult Education will be edited by'

Prof. Lyndon Patrie (A/V Director at Southern'Connecticut

State Colle.ge), and Moses Stambler, and are.expected to be

available by the beginning of 1978.

PARTICIPANTS IN 1975 SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR ADULT.EDUCATORp
Southern ConnecticUt State College (scpc)

Moses Stapibler, Director; Coordinator Graduate Adult Educator Program;
Lyndon Patrie, Assistant Director, Director Audio-Visuai And Multi-

Medift Services

1. StaMbler, Moses,Grouplieader Prof.' of Ed.. doord. Grad.,Adu. Educator
z. Program 4

Lyndon,Asst. Group Leader Director, Audio, Visual Dept.,at SCSC

3. WAms,'Manette

4. Ackerson, Mary (Mass.).

5. Archibald, Beverly (Conn.

6. Baird, Philip (N.Y.):

7. Bedini, Dante (Conn.)

).

s. Vane, Ethel (Mass.)
13

Teacher ABE program in New Haven

Adult Education Teacher

Teacher ABE E.S.L. Norwich

.Director Adult Education, Comack, New York

Teacher - H.S. Music, Milford High School

Dir.of Cont.Ed. & CQMM. Scrvcs.,Prof.Bchav
Studies
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4.:Fletcher, Jean (Conn.)

10. Jacobs, Marcia (Conn.)

11. Jones,.Ovyn (Mass.)

12. Kistler, James (Pa.)

'13. Lopes, Fernandes (Mass.)

Morse-i-Macy (N711-,-)

Teacher, Milford H.S. Adult Educator

Adult Education Teacher, Westport

Doctoral student at U. Mass.

Director, Comm. Servbs.;Lehigh Cty.Comm.

15. Pannella, Roccb (Conn.)

16.-Repole, Frank (Conn.)

17. Robbinb, John (Mass.)

18. Robinson Joseph (Mass.')

19. Rosenkranz, Catherine (R.I.)

20. Stadoler, Leah (Conn.)

21. Swanjord, Edward (Conn.)

22. Vitello, Joanne,.(Conn.)

2. EXTENT AND SCOPE OF THE TRIP

Director, ABE progra; Prin., Cosswell School

Teacher-at-Adult-Learning-

Teacher and Counsefor ABE/Student Affairs

ctor of Adult Education, Danbury,

Director, Adult Ed., King Philip-Reg.Voc:High.

Dir.,Ad.Ed., Plymouth Lower Reg.Sch. District

Coord., Cont. Ed., ABE Staff Dev. R.I. College

Instr.Rliv. New Haven,Ph.D. Cand.Ad.Ed. U.Conn

TeaCher,. ABE. program in New Haven

,Tacher, A.B.E..E.S.L. Adult Learning Center

In the course of our broad travels and misitations, we had an

opportuni4y to view some major adult education operations, and to come

to Undeestand and appreciate many of the problem8 and accomplishments

ofeducati,ng adults in India. There was extensive interchange of

ideas with counterpart adult educators on issues and approaches in

AdultEducation both in India and the United States, and a broadening

,of perspective and appreciation by both our American grbup and the

Indians we met.

14
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In the federal government structure of India, vie found-a great

deal of helpfulness, friendliness,.and genuine warmth at all levels

National, state local, and at the level of ancillary priyate

YOluntary social service d adult education agencies. Inherent

cultural and political d fferences-on a broad national level were

quickly and significantly-miniraized-byLa-consistentfrankand.

healthy people-to-people exchange of-ideas.

Our trip lasted from June 15-August 16, oklwhich twenty,one

days were spent in residence at Seva Mandir (Temple of Service) in

rural Udaipur in the state.of Rajasthan. Cur first seven days were .

4

spent in Delhi and included visits to. the National Directorate Of

Adult Education of the Ministry of Education, the Indian. 'Adult Educe=

tion Association, the National Federation of Indian Women the

National Centre for Educational Research and Technology, and the

Gandhi Peace Foundation. Our objectives in Delhi included securing

a broad national perspective and conceptlial framework on Adult

Education in India. What we found were hard working people at

Miniatry of Education and at public and private orgari4zations,

trying their best to maximize information.and programs, at best,

difficult job in a federal political system.. After a two day

dultural visit to Agra, we spent three days in'Jaipur under the
#'

auspices of Mrs. C. K. Dandiya, Head of the Department of Adult

Education at the University of Rajasthan. Arrangeients were made

for 1.18 to visit literacy classes in the scheduled caste section '

4



( . . Harijans or untouchable caSte) by the Rajasthanedult Edudation

Association. 'Also, we visited a worker Education Iprogram, where we
-

0 4

viewed an 'effective use of simulation techniques;

We arrived at'Udaipur on Saturday, June 28th;_stayed:there :for

three weeks; andhad an intensive adult education Snd
13

.prograth-in-affiliationwith-Seva Mandir untilLFriaaA-July4ath.- In-
.

addition to lectures delivered /by Members,o'ffthe U1:0:7vrsityYof .

Rajasthan and people affiliated with Seva-Mandir ob!Indian culture,

civilization arts, history, politica, education ai international

relations, we.went on extensive visits to villages (nd rural adult
I

education operations and:other types of.rural Oriented development

programs. 'Also, we visited the tribals (i.e.. Bhils).. Through our

visitations we also Were able to learn more about the exciting and

colorful fOlk=arts and handicrafts of the Rajasthani peoile. During

our comparatively long residence in Udaipur, we.had the unusual

opportunity of extensive in-depth discussions with Indian colleagues
_

and oounterparts on ideas, plans, activities and accomplishments of

programslor adults in rural areas.

From Udaipar, IT traveled to Bombay in the state of Maharashtra,

where we stayed for three days. During that time, we visited:the .

Saint Xavier Jesuit Institute for Comffiunications and learned from

Father Gerry D'Rozario about their exating plans'to use the TV media

for adult literacy and social -ducation purposes We also Visited

the worker Education program whose objectives included inculcating

trade union values to workers and were pleased to see.role playing .



.t,
activities in proces and to léarn about creative group dynamics and

; the use of interaction techniquea tor training adult workers in trade

union adtivities. We visited the Instit40,:a:Vorker Education,
,., . ,)*. t :.,,..,,

.

'Adarsh Nagar, and als&the-award Wilining and exciting Polyvalent

4., : :. l',`,1' ,-,','.1,

.Adult Educatiod Centermaj ShigshMangr. At this Polyvalent

".411ter-1-11eeamel-in-te tontact;.);ribb.-6- hi;-gilly-Pragmatieneeds asseSt "Yti 4
. 4
:...,

medt based and competen orlented urban adult education program runisr
,

brithe secretary Mr. G.K. GOLankar. This program seemed to'be a
,
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Valuable one in urban adult edudation in other Indian cities. The

previously mentioned visit (i.n Jaipur was an affiliate of this Bombay,

, organization. The Bombay program, assisted by UNESCO, has potential

or broad application outside of India as well.

Our.two day stayin Poona, a city near Bombay, included a visit

to,the ippressive Direotorate of Adult Education for the state of

Maharashtra, Gram Shikshan Mohin, and also the historically.

signifitant Higne Stree Shikshan Sanstah. Our yisit'to the Sava

Sadan Society, of contemporary importance for its social welfare and

educational work With destitute and needy,women,,, was both inspiring
, 0,.....

'and educational. 'Cultural visits to the Ellora and Ajanta caVes in ,

the environs of Aurangabad Were f011owed by a visit to the State of.

Kerala. Here We learned of the literacy rate in Kerala, highest in

t e natiodi and the effective library program and cultural co'ridltio4q,
,

ntributing to this marked achievement in adult education.

Our visit to the State of Andhra Pradesh included a three,day

4

ste.y at the capital city Hyderabad,,with visita to Andhra Mahila.,

17,



Sabha, a literacy and broader social sefvice agency, and the National

Institute of.Community DevelopMent - major national governnent

training and research center on community...development projects.

On our three day visitto-Calcutta we includedA trip tO the

West Bengal Committee to Eradicate Illiteracy,on organization doing

both literacy and social serviM worrin.the'uxbAn slum aress of

Calcutta. We found the West BengalACommittee involved: in an

interesting-experiment, Supported by the national government,'of,

participation in a city-based'oonsortium of social service agencies

attempting to deal with broader city ;problems in.an integrated and

systematiO fashion. We Also had an insPirational visit to.the

Salvation Army, which is-doing a very effective sOcial service job,

and an Opportur4tylir meeting And speakingwith Mother Teresa, a

living "Saint" of-tile Catholic Church who is widely.known for her

exciting:missionary and social service.work, and:for the extensive
T1

training .activities for social. service Workers.'

After a cultural 'visit
vo
to Varanasi, religious center for the

Hindu religion, wewisited-the world renounced and award:winning

Literacy House Center founded'by WeIthy Fisher,. ih Lucknow. The

trip was completed by a "Hest.and Relaxation" isit t6 Srinagar in

Kashmirl.after, which mosb of the partigipants 3.eft for Delhi and the,.-

' States.
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ITINERARY FOR 1975.SUMMER INSTITUTE FOR:ADULT EDUCATORS-

June 15 Ar. Delhi.
June 22 Ar. Agra
June 24 4 Ar. Jaipur
June 27' Ar. Udaipur
July 18 Ar. Bombay
July 21 Ar: Poona
July 23 Ar, Bombay
July 24 . Ar, Aurangabad
July 26 Ar. Cochin
July 30 Ar. Hyderabad
Aug. 02 Ar. Calcutta
Aug. 05 Ar. Varanasi
Aug. 07. Ar. Lucknow
Aug. 09 Ar. Delhi

, Aug. 11 Ar. Srinagar
Aug. 14 Ar. Delhi
Aug. 16 DEPART FOR U.S.

3. ACTUAL CONSEQUENCES OF THIS TRIP FOR MANY PARTICIPANTS

On'the basis of tx6ormAtion provide& by roup discussions,

ongoing feedback and evaluations unsigned final evaluation forms,

papers written by participants and post-

cOmmunications by participantsr Vv. to,

Tollowing developments Sor many oft.

3.1 MOADENED INTERNATIONAL PERSPECT

Many participants, previously limited in experience and

perspective by their awn enirironm nt.i.Oe United States,

have broadened their global outl ok adding an international

dimension to their world views.!

3.2 SOCIAL.CONSCIOUSNESS

Most participants came Tace-to-f4ce with the,wide disparity

between the affluent and the maseOf disadvantaged in Indian

society. As gueste at posh hotels, we participated in the

activities and

ulted in the

ts:
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affluent society, but as visitors to the villages ana

,

disadvantaged groups involved in Adult Education programs,

'we came into contact with people from the masses of Indian

society. Reports indicated that participants had a

heightening of social consciousness and awareness ,of class

and social differences, and a high degree of personal

values .61arificatiOns.'

3.3 SELF-RENEWAL

Most of the adult educator participants had worked with
..

.. -group6 of American disadvantaged at some time in their past

and were able to recall their idealistic dedication of their

earlier periods.. For a'number of the participants, this

experience clearly revived earlier commitments and dedita-

tion, a development'at a midlife period whenmany are in

(/
responsible to use their expertise for implementing their

ideas.

3.4 UNDERSTANDING AND SYMPATHETIC APPRECIATION OF INDIA

Visitations tO Adult Education operations ir villages and

disadvantaged urban areas., and residence in rural Udaipur

for-a period of 21 days enabled participants to engage in---

significant interaction with Indian people on various,social
N.

levels. Most participants have developed very positive

appreCiation of Indian people and culture.

20
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3.5 SENSE OF HOPEFUINESS

Despite the evident and.often 4eem1ng1y overwhelming economic,

educational, and political problems being faced by the

people of India, participants came out with a sense of hope,

rather than despair. This Wag essentially becauSe of the 11
)

tremendousIY dedicated and devottd people with Whom came

into'contact, who were intensively'working to iMpro the

difficult conditions. We found that the adult educa iOn in

rndia has attracted Teople of very high caliber, de-dicated

to ideals of human betterment and eager to improve the lot

of the ple. Contact with these people of e2Qellente

dedication has left most participants with a hopefulness

that the enormous tasks of adult education and social change

can be accomplished.

3,6 .PERSPECTIVE ON THE FAMILY,

Nearly all participants have indicated their .favorable

reactions to the extended family Fid Warmth Of-human
.4*
relationships in Indian zociety, and some have expressed

regret over the lack of this pattern in American family

-relationships.

.3.7 PARTICIPANT PRODUCTS AND FOLLOW-THROUGH

.Each participant has written an impressionistic articlek

about Indian Adult Education. These articles uneven in

their quality, are included'in this book.

Each participant will write a lesson plan on teaching about

India to AmAican Adults. These lesson plans will be

21



edited and compiled by Moses Stambler and made avidlable

to otiler adult educators. It is hoped that that publica-
,

tion will significantly contribute toward an expanstbn of

thinking about the uses of international education.material,

%

in aqiult education curricula.

Each,:participant will be involved in

usingalides, tapes and the media,to

presentingTinformation---
A

adult.groups and aty

Adult Education Association meetings. A number of partici-

pants.alrrady have been extensively booked-.

Moses Staibler will'edit a publication of Adult EducatiOn in

'India which will essentially cover the projects visited on

this trip.

4:-. LIMITATIONS OF THIS COMPILATION OF PAPERS

This collection Of participant papers has eignificant and real

limitations. Any attempt to gra6p the scope and depth of- the Adult

EduCation scene in India in a sixty-five day.period, would be an

'impossible task under normal conditions. It was particularly so in

our case because we were foreigners coming to a different Culture,

and Most in the group were without any significant Asian Studies

background. .Many in the group came lifith biases-of,American

civiiization 'and inherent limitations of viewing Adult Education

programa from a ,stateside perspective.

We could not possibly hope to see the full_range and dimensions

,of Indian Adult Education because of our limiteditinerary and the

2 2
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pitifully short tine we were able to spend at pocations of evident

historical and contempoiary significance. We tied .to secure as

broad a range of perspective ea was possible on India through our
0 .

activities. We visiied numerous villages and observed programs of

Farmers Functional Literapy, and regular literacy; we visited

operations involved with agricultural vocational, folkcraftl'home

science, training operations, urban worker 6atkon Polyv§lent

Education and social Service :operations of all dime]4sions and

scope. Our phyaical conditions ranged from the poshness of our

hotels and :the Splendors of:the Indian heritage, civilizOion and

contemporary cuiture, to the slums and hovels Of the'massOf India's

popu4tion. We did not visit university continuing.Oducation for'

the professions and would have liked to see more of the in-house

training,operations, and hopefully a jail or two (where I found

excellent adult education taking place in my stay at Mysore in

1974). We certainly would have liketto spend more time at many of

the locations we

vollb

to be done.

sited. But, time was short and there was much

At best our gro emerged with'a very limited empiricjbase

to make generalizations judgements, andinadequate time iniIndia

to do the research follow needed for so many of our projects.

Certainly, vie recognize the ery significant limitations of our

experiences and the consequent biases and problems of balance that

have crept into our individual impressions.

23



,Few of the papers involved adequate reSeatch to,check out

impressions and some were written in haste, without adequate in-

vestment of time and effort appropriate tq the taske Participants

were requested to edit their papers and submit them' in final form,

and the restlting unaltered-product has been compilelolAthe editor.

All papers.were submitted prior to departure from India, requiring

that'participants-work so4 research-6d writing priorities in the

limited time available,prior to submission. All papers are being: ,

jniblished despite the evident uneveness in quality and accomplishment

for possible-"Use in curriculum areas.. SoMe of the papera'are very

thoughtful and well organized and developed, while others are

cursory and in need of more extensive development:

There was flexibility an cipative management.built.into

.the--group jarogram. No attemgb frfrade influence any of the:

participanta to Write or refraimhow they felt and reacted totheit

Indllin experience.. The resulting viewpoints expressed, therefore,

are personal ones and in no way intended to reflect or support the

views ofressisting or sponsoring organizations. Some of the data

presented by partieipants is evidently hearsay and impressionistic'

and is in need of further clarification, but has been included in

this publication._

If more timeshad been available, draft copies of this publica-

tion would,have_been_sent ta personal:lamed or mentioned,....and

agencies referred to for their reactions and suggestions.

Unfortunately* that type of time was not,available, and I have

24
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decided to have enclosed materials published, in a limited

edition,,minus this otherwise needed feedback.

SELECTIVE PERSONA OBSERVATIONS.

5.1 BANGUP ON G1DHI

It is my impression that Gandhi's ideas on grass roots

village participatory democracy and the need fö f. local deatiOn-

-
making represent an ideological hangup'for the Indians very

similar to the American hangup with the Jeffersonian_agrarian'

'myth of the Yeoman farApr Which lapted until the New Deal Era.

In 71dition to rhetoric of politaal'leaders, dedicated

workers in the Adult Education field seem toibe concerned with

proving the wisdom of Gandhi iy attempting top evelop Successful
f

agrarian-based deMocracies in the villages.

Running countpr to this agrarian impulse and tradition are

the few people stressing'systems approaches with change and

p rfOrmance based criteria and stress on need for effectiVe

ce ral/national power. Few adult educators have Mbved in this

reotion away frOm Gandhi and towards stressing systems

organization, efficiency of oUtputand maximum uses Of available

technology. The approaches used by the Polyvalent urban adult

education center in Bombay reflect a move towards pragmatic'

programs of adult education.

1
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ft is my feeling that the'ideological hangup omthe decentrali-

zatiommYth. and.rthe myth of.the'rUralreblic must be set to rest

or overcouin order terfocus On developing effective drganization

and al5proaches fox adult-educatliih\problem solving in die

pontemporary peri

There ar very striking simiiaritiestetween the Aherican
_

rience which stressed the Jeffersonian-Madisonianagrarian e

,her ge of the yeoman farther and ihe current Indian emPhasis on

. Gandhi., Tne Agrarian myth of a lost Eden.and of the return to this.

Eden by local participation

Republic of Yeomen-farmers was a central ideology of American

agrarian democracy; and the root.of conflict ot Madison and

and involvement in goVernment and the

Jefferson vs. Alexander Hamilton. Although Jeffersonianism won in

'the #Litial philosophical atd ideological struggle, the 1cing-range

: vidtory was on the side of:technology, large scale organization,

,money interests and'strOng 'central power as advocated by:Alexander
. ----

Hamilton Although we continued_to.s..pout the agrarian ideas. of

jefferson, the realities okr the industrial revolntion required a

movement td'initiation and eventual acceptance of a Hamiltonian'

large scale production konomy.

In the. American'post-civil war periodithe.,trend'in terms-of
,

economic production and distribution was clearly in the direction of

large scale and monopolistic enterpiises,.. There were efforts dmring

the Progressive Period of President 'Theodore Roosevelt to asSert

federal authority over large scale.busineSs groupsl.and during the

26
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Progressive Period of Woodraw Wilson, to break the developing rhrge

economic units into smalfer units. This approach of Woodrow Wilson,

failed to deal with the fundamental issues of effective control over

necessarily large scale units of productionJind distribution.' Real

control over large unit's in the United States cane through the

socialization of large corporations and the growth of countervailing

powers of labor and farmer organizations. In the United States, we

found that government by organized interest groups and lobbies is

one of the ways in which the humanity and dignity of labor and the

'disadvantaged classes can be enhanced.

In India the trend for,efficiency in the use of capital,and

business is tdwards large scale organization. Maintaining the

fragmented state of the -farmer throUgh the local Village pancbayat
-

system, anepressing for the dignity of labor in the handicfaft

area, wbere labor by definition in a develo4ng nation is

!'undignified," is to press for institutions that will keep the

farmer in a regular state,of servility and powerlessness. To
.1111b

achieve the human dignity advocated by Gandhi iequires strategies

of a contemporary nature to achieve his ends:* Gaddhi's message for

contemporary Indian Adult Education is not Gandhism, nor localism

as advocated by supporters of the Panchayat Raj system.

5.2 DIFFUSION NEEDS: TOP DOWN

Indian Adult Educators on the high levels of decision-making

are 'generally very well informed andrknowledgeable about major

ideas and,advances in Adult Education ana-Lifelong Learning. In

27



feet, r found a-great number of:upper eschelo officials partici-
.

pating in international conferences, communicating with other

professionals and.generally knowledgeable about major world

movements of LifelOng Learning,and uses of Adult Education for

development purposes. They were generally up on the latest ideas

and approaches; and articulate in expressing these ideas.

InforMation diffusiOn mechanisms and feedback operations for

education are verypoor in India. Despite key People knowing aboUt

.

thejatest ideas and developmentS there is little effective

organizational network fOr diffusionof this information into field

areas. This teans.that..one can and does. find highly advanced world

ideas of AdUlt Education in the capital city of New Delhi, but in

the village area And in the ifield-oPerations, one easily finds very

ineffective, approaches and ideas being operationalized.

India has, to, a large degree, failed to capitallze on the

excellent-quEgity of its elite leadership cadre in Adult Education,

and these people are generally not located in effective leadership

and diffusion situationi. The editor found it easier to get

information about advanced.Indian thinking on Adult Education from.

AMerican library sources than could be secured in India, outside of

Delhi.' The advanced tanking and approaehes of the Sophisticated

Adult Educators in India are more readily availdble outgide than

41.
inside-India. This can be:seen as An ttinvlsibleU brain drain in

. k
_

that 'it doesn't appear statistically as a loss of trained petdbnnel..r

It does appear, however, inactualityAs a loss of ideas and:- 4A

28
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approaches fram talented people because of the lack of a suitable

diffusion and interactionist infrastructure.

This category of.top-down diffusion problem is of the type :

generally characteristic of federal systems. In a federal system,

the levels of national, state and local are theoretically' supposed.'

to be working in harmony with each other.In.actuality, there is.

persistent problem of.diffusion. Central government personnel,

rarely have the possibility of disseminating'information to all

levels of government, snd lack the authority to set up chains of

commhnd and adequate diffusion agencies.

We have this type of problem in the United States with general .

conflict between national, state, and local authorAies especiallY

in those areas such as education whereall three have degrees of

authority and no one has complete responsibility, sUch as education.

In the federal system of the United States, we have been able

to cope with this pioblem of fragmented authority and responsibility

through the development of ancillary organizations. The supplemental

organizations which work outside of the formal federal system, serve

as informal agencies to bring Order and a degree of uniformity of

action and purpose on all three levels of government. These

organizations include: publishers,teachers organizations,

professional groups, national unions, and the print and video-

media. In the federal system of India, these ancillary,organiza-

tions which help federal system lace it operation togethet axe not

29'
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adequately operational. The newspaper and T/V media also do not

serve that purpose, so we are left with a federal system whiCh has

not overcome the disadvantages inherent in federalism.

In addition to the ancillary organizations operational in the

United States, the federal government recognized the inherent type

of problem in federal systems and established an ERIC (Educational

Resources and Information Clearinghouse) operation-to pull together

docuMents on developments in education, and. diffuse.these through
*

libraries on microfiche cards.

5.3 DIFFUSION NEEDS: thEDBACK

'Significantly underdeveloPed*in the Indian Adult EducatiOn

system is feedback mechanism for commUnicating evaluations and

reactions to programs back to some central disseminating authority;

this, too, is a type-of problem inherent in a federal syitem. In

cz,

the United States John Dewey glorified this state.of seMi-chaos by

praising the Educational laboratory approach where many different

experiments were taking place in education in the different school

systems. What he failed to criticize was that experimentation in

a system without a central information bank or dissemination

operation can lead to a great duplication of effort with school

districts repeatedly "re-inventing the wheel." In India, experiments

.and new approachesare tried in the field, with little adequate

feedback, and literacy awroaches, evidently ineffective and dis-

carded from some adult education programs, are oftan adopted in

other programs-. There is.a clear need to have experimentation and
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, operational programs feeding back to.a single data bank source for

.the broadest dissemination of information and most effective

evaluation. In'this way, valuable experience does not have to be

lost and knowledge does not have to be rediscovered in a field

where diffUsion of cumulative experience should be the key strategy.

I have found many excellent programs and ideas about Adult Edu-
.

cation in India, but a terrible brain drainage and loss from the

effective administrative strudture needed to cope with these problems

and ideas. The Ministry of Education Directorate of Adult Education,

under the direction of Mrs. Doraiswamy is doing a tremendous job

with a very limited staff (under 10 people). They have began to

develop centers and key areas where they will send information on

their latest programs, and secure feedback on programs in the field.

Communication4heets are being sent out and a communication network

is growing. This, in my estimation, is a very limited start along

traditional ltnesEor..a.problem of such .grdat magnitude. I wuld

think that an.aPproach currently being used by UNESCO, as well as

western.gurope and the United States, might-help to overcome the

-.information and communication gap in adult education without going

through the difficult problem of developing a traditional cammu-

unications network. The microfiche system, whereby all pertinent

infoimation on Adult Education programs and proposals could be placed

on microfiche and distributed to major library centers in India, I

cOntent would help speed up the needed two way floviof communica

tions. In my opinion2=the eitablishment of this. type of system,

could represent'a major step in having India utilize its.own

excellent Tesollrce people to develop more effective approaches to

cope with India's problems, even if the procedure required.foreign.aid.
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A SYSTEMS.DESIGN FOIR CLASSIFICATION AND UTILIZATION
OF INDIAN ADULT EDUCATION FOR DEVELOPMENT PURPOSES

A

by

,Moset Stadbler
Prof. of .Education

Coordinator Adult.Educator Program
Southern Connecticut State College

4

OUTLINE

1. Change in Development Objectives

2. ,Change in Educational Strategies

3. Adult Education

1h Proposed Classification Model for Adult Education Activities

5. A Graphic Systeis Analysis Classification Model for Indian Adult Education
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CHANGE 1N DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES .

1.1 There is a growing recognition bothin India and abroad, of the

sigaificant.role effective nonformal Adult Education operations,

Can play in furthering national develOpment: This,focus on

nonformal Adult Education has been:clearly,related to A shift .

taking place in'the Objectives Of development itself, from a

stAbas on a quantitative increaie in overallvG.N.P.,'tcxa

iqualitatiVe broadening in the warthis G.N.Pidbeing Aistrib-
%

uted. It is increasingly being recognized that broad distribu-

tion. of the benefits of development, rather-fthan limited elite

usage of these benefits, is a positive value and can be a major

contributing force for national economic growth.

CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES

2.1 Correlated to this shift towards broader distributive objectives

has come an orientation towards Aifferent educational strategies.

The traditional formal education. credit,granting and process

/

oriented Apparatus, is being increasingly buffeted by stresa on

functional and competency directed forms of nonformal education.

2.2 For many years, the dominant strategy was to expand quantitively
,

the elementary and secondary school apparatus, providing larger

quantities of the traditional type of education. There i

growing realization now that what is needed is more of a

qualitative change which would shift the favored fiscal positibn

of the urban areas funded on'the basis offormal school

operations, to rural areas, whiCh could more effectively deliyer

education through nonformal means.
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2.3 The traditional formal education structure senerally han provided

its greatest benefits for a small elitist group. Despite its

evident faUltn and elitist limitations, formal education has

provided mn institutional framework for interface,communication,

problem recognition and problem solving. It has also.provided

a degree ofinternal.efficiency in meeting internal objectives)

and a degree of external efficiency in meeting the broader

objectives of society. Unfortunately the societal Objectives

for which the formal schools have a designated role, have been

essentially elitist in tone, and inadequately functional in

content.

2.4 Continuing with the traditional pattern of quantitative increase

of the numbers attending the formal school organization, will

not necessarily contribute significantly toward resolution of

major socio-economic problems. Although traditional linear

formal apparatus might have sufficed in the period of gradualist

and evolutionary expannion Of European economies and societies,
-war

differenttypes of approaches are needed for socie.4ies unde

modernization pressure to accelerate the.participatory process,

rapidly increase trained manpower, and broadly distribute the

increased economic benefits.
4

2.5 With the evident limited resources available to most modernizing

nations, a greater degree of consideration is being given' to

develqping,wapprOpriate,balance,of infOriai3 rrs Qal
. .

fOrmaleducatiOnatoperations to acbieve nat ona
..

3 4
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development objectives. Nonformal, and Adult. Education opera-

tions are some of the strategies being viewed as vital ways to

1013 overcome the traditional elitist approaches,Ofleplicating

existent class structUre, and as major means for distributing

the.frilits of 'development on a broader!mass

2.6 In India, as in other nations there 11 a clear need,for the use
,

of nonformal education as a:balance with thl fOrmal education

establishment because the formal education operation is unable

to do all the required tasks for,economic development. The

Indian government has been giving serious consideration to this

type of greater emphasis on nonformal education to achieve

national and indiVidual development objectives. As the

Ministry,of'Education indicated,

One of the major weaknesses in the existing system of.
education is that it places an almost exclusive em-
phasis on the formal full-time system of instruction.
This.leads to three major weaknesses. 1) Firstly, the
educdtion system is availed of only by the non-working
populatiOn, whether children, youth or adults,. This
restricts its use to the well-to-do sectiong of the
nciety and a link is established between education
ahd privilege. 2) Secondly, it is not possible to
move towards a system in which opportunities for con-
tinuing education are provided throughout the life of
an individuel. 3) Thirdly, the cost of eduCation, both
recurring and non-recurring, becomes.very large and goes
beyond the resources of a developing country like ours.
It is, therefore, necessary to create a new and in-
tegrated form of a national education system in which
all tHe three channels of instruction full-tine institu-
tional, part-tine institutional and non-institutional 4

self-study would be properly developed'at all stages
and for all sections of society. This is)'one,of the

'Major progTammes of:educational reconstruction to be
implemented in the Fifth,Five-Year Plan.

Indian Ministry'of Education, Education in the Fifth Plan,
New Delhi, 1973, 66 p., Publication No. 992.
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ADULT EDUdATION

3.1 Adult Education is an important existing strategy that can be

further developed and utilized in the nonformal education

approaches for achieving the changed developmental objectives.

It tr#4.itional1y has had the virtues of functionalism, being

responsilie to ithmediate needs of the local community, ana

democratic in that it has been concerned with the uplifting and

improyement of the conditions of themesSes.and disadvantaged.

3.2 In recent years Adult Education has also made significant Moves

for release from the almost exclusive emphaeis on "catching up"

type objectives, tb a growing stress-on continuing lifelong.

learning or education for all levels of society. In addition,

new role definiti

1

ns have been developed for Adult Education

which give greate recognition to its place as a ma-jor nonformal

strategy. This role in a balanced educational operation, along
,

with formal and informal education, can provide a valuable

means for enhancing national development.

.3.3 Fortunately, Adult Education-has not been possessed by tradi-

tional organizational constraints, by the fallacies of elitist

education, or by the certification syndrome which often equates

the process followed in securing an education with-the

GcOmpetencies achieved in edUcation itself. Aret, the develop4

.nental and distributary task's for lifelong puriuits,i-require

of Adult Educatica some type of national systems framework to

maximize the results of expending physical and ..htman resources,
. ,

i '9,

.., 6 and utilize the experience that ongoing institutions can deVelop
.2ilf 1

.41Aiii transmit.
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3.4 There are already many positive Adult Education activities going

on in. India many different governmental and private organiza-

tions involved in the operations, fine literature on the subject,

-and two high quality Adult Education journals regularly apPearing.

The general high level of dedication and devotion that exists

among Adult Educators in India, is most impressive. It is

unfortunate however that despite these healthy and progressive

components, there is lacking an effective organitational in-

frastructure to capitalize on all these assets and systematically

build and improve Adult Education operations. This organizational

limitation, characteristic of Adult Education operations in

nearly all nations, and results essentially from the ancillarY
,

nature of this tyle of education. As a "fringe" or "supple-

mental" area, Adult Education often is characterized byl

fragmented nature and somewhat disorganized state. The healthy

components of Adult Education, therefore, often become lost oh

the national scene and fail to make their maximum contribution

c.

to national development, even though they might be. considered-

very Successful locallY..

.3.5 Many of the positive values Of differ4nt Adult Education

programs are not adequately diffused to other Adult'EdUcation

programs and appropriate tYpes of communications do not take

place on valuable programs because of the limited aVailable

avenues for communication and.diffusion. _Often, these tyPes

of.programs are yiewed,or'treated as Unique,operatiOnS1. without

9
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too much that-can be transferred to other operations, or

utilized fram other operations. When viewed from this limited

communications perspective there is generally little spin-off'

value in programs. Rather than a logical and continuing

building and improving of adult education operations through

effective communiCations; we find Ourselves in a cycle of

program change, without adequate linear progress develoiment.

3.6 In the contemporary period, Adult Education is beginning to

assume-two major new role tasks, that of lifelong education for

all levels of society, and as a major component in education

for development strategies. With these new assigned responsi-

bilities, it has become important to develop a suitable

. organizational framework for maximizing thenumerous benefits

associated with an organization (e.g. continuity, broader

organizational,goals and missions, role definitions, interface

between different conTonents to expedite utilization of
.1t 49, 1

experien&insights, strategies and problem solving techniques,
woes

and general internal and external efficiency).

3.7 There is need for a systematic classification of Ad141t EduCa-

tion programs, into manageable components that could be

Considered and applied to other programs when found of

-

particular value. Developing and operationalizing a functional

Classification system moder is an essential.first stage for

diffusion and facilitating functional applicationa on a mUch

broader national scale. An integral part of this proposad
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*
'

. .

systet model is the reed for som# orggnization to.terve:as a-

regular collector, .0.earinghouse and.diffuSer of thia7informa
.

,

tion On a broad natiOnal acale. The_content,'ScOpe and value

Would be cumulaive and cou]ll

project progressed'and
/
became

>f

increasingly improve sz the

more sdphisticated.

3.8 There seem-,to Pe the broad outline for this type of development
41,6

in the recent start of a publication program by the Directorate.

of Adult Education of the MinistrY of Education and Social

Welfare. They are producing a series of folders on different.

$

Adult Education.projects, the first of which has been on the

,
.

Farmeris punctiOnal Literacy Program.. They have. also pUblished,,..
,.. .

.AduliteEducatiOn and National DevelOpient- Concepts and Practtces

'in India, and the Trirectory'of Voluntary Organizations.Working

in the Field of Adult Education in India. These'publications

are significant starts in a systematic collection, classification

and diffusion of information about Adult Education in India.

What would greatly contribute to go along with these fine'

eff;;ts is a systems design for Adult Edyzation inTa The

following syateno design is a suggested research model, which,

I have already submitted to the American and Indian governments

for research and publication project on Adult Education in

India.

9 The systems classification being advocated in this proposal

would provide the organizatiOnal framework for self analysis,
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gathering, classifying, evaluating and.diffusing informati about

Adult Education ppogramst in India. This available alasaified
e

information,mould aPpear in an annual cumulative.handbook and

: could serve as a major data baWfor improVement-of programa and

.Publicity aboutsucceasfur stmtegies and:approaches being'used,

The avv.ilability of thia information is an orgagi-64-jand useful
A "

.:formcould serve as ,a catálYtic agent for continuing self.

improvement in the 'Indian Adult EdUcation arena. It couid.also
,,*

serve a's a mo clef tatemeontn the.- ac ual contribution,

and contribution c pabillty f Adult Education to the informal

formai, and non-fo al strat gies in the uses of education for
,r-

develoRmentipurpo eit Ixtforniation would be gathered through the

-,71t
use of a number of techniques, including self-analysis by project

°directats, surveys, questionnaires and evaluation of strategies

d outputs, and could be disseminated through different

agencies'on an annual bdsis.

4. PROPOSED CLASSIFICATiON MODEL FOVADULT EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
.1116

4.1.1 Program Title

-Organization Administering this Program

4.1.2.1 General Serlifces (e.g. agencies,serving the-lieeds of: adults
.

as a central function, youth-with adult edtication.as a
secondary function, both'educational and noneducational
needs of-the community with Adult Education one of the
functions fulAlling some these needs, i.e. libraries,,
museums, health and welgare agendies, periodicals,
newspapers, radio, and Tly.; s*ial,interests of groups
yith adult edlcation being used to meet the particular
intetests of the,agency itself, i.e. religion, labor, ,
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,
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industry, etc. or all adult activities in the community,
or all adult acti71ties of a specific agency, i.e.-
public school evening programs, etc., activities de-
signed for segments of the population, i.e. sicians,
etc.-; activities related to social roles, i ome and
family, life education citizenship, etc.; a . es
limited to narrow skill development, i.e. re.=dial
reading, etb.) AD

4.1.2.2 Major Source of Interest (e.g. government agencies,
private.philanthropic or profit making groups, pxofes-

) Sional-associaticans, manufacturing or commercial;
graduate programs in colleges and universities)

4.1.2.3 Specific or Organization Designations (e.g. national,
local, community, health & welfare, agriculture, armed
forces0, cooperatives, industrial, labor, libraries,
museums, religious, hospitals, adult centers, police,
public schools, experimental schools, proprietary
schools, polytechnics, community colleges, colleges,
universities, radio, T.V.)

4.1.2.4 Specific Types of Institutional Arrangements (i.e. in-
stitutions of formal education (e.g. elementary, secondary
schools, vocational and technical schools and universities,
and their role in providing Adult Education o the com-
munity); or major development programs (e.g those
concerned with small farmer schemes, family planning
programs, ruralemploYment projdcts, high ylelding
varieties programs, integrated nutrition programs, and
literacy and technical knovi-how programa Mitociated
with the above development approaches); Or radio and
television programa which provide out-of school real
...instruction for adults, provide motivation or informa-
tion, and support formal school curricula; or special
institutions for nonformal education (e.g. village
literacy centers, extension services, factory training
centers, centers for workers education, higher level
government and homeninistry training institutes, staff
ttaining programs fpr army, commerce and industry,
cooperative movement education, libraries, Nehru Yuvak
Kendras Centers, Vidyayeths, and folk-culture programs,
and centers).

4.1.3 Objectives of Program

4.1.3.1 General Goals (e.g. occupational and/or professional
competence and skill development; personal and family
role living competencies; civic sesponsibilityiself-
fulfillment and recreational; transitional assistance)

4.1.3.2 Specific Competencies (in areas e:g. Cognitive: facts,'

,41
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--== principles, process skills; Affective: interests, at-
titudes, values; Psychomotor manipulative)

4.1.4 Time

4.1.4.1 Length of Program

4.1.4.2 Use of Time Allockted

4.2 SETTING

4.2.1 Needs Assessment Inventories (e.g. surVeys among.industries,
labor unions, government employment authorities, municipal
authorities, etc.; interviews with responsible officials
of enterprise, administration, non-governmental organiza-
tions, etc.; studies conducted on regional needs by outside
organizations such as UNESCO, universities, research
institutes, etc.; questionnaires to secure basic Worma-

, tion on industrial structures, kinds and levels of skills
' required of workers, and existing educational and training

programs; interviews with prospective participants, on an
individual or group basis to identify their needs)

4

4.2.2 Culture Context

4.2,3 Economic Context

4.2.3.1 Manpower Needs

4.2.3.2 Source of Financing and Support (e.g. International
agencies, national government, state-government, local
government) industry, labor, private organizations,
tuition by particiiants)

4.2.4 Civic ConteXt

4.2.5 Scientific and Technical Context

4.2.6 Other Adult Educatan Programs in the Area

4.3.' STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF THE PROGRAM .

4.3.1 Facilities (e.g. type, nature and, extent of usage, spedial
equipment, special location, sharing of premise's with other
activities or program)

4.3:2 Philosophy

4.3.3 Personnel

4.3.3.1 Part-Time

4 2
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4.3.3.2 Full-Tine

4.3.3;3 ,Capabilities

4.3.3.4 Responsibilities (e.g. conducting sUrveys and.studies on,.
educational needs, training requirement's, general interests,
planning programs or courses of study,'developing curricul4M
for each course, organizing and.supervising courses', ie.-
cruiting part-time instructors,and teachers, training
part-time staff, preparing teaching materials, providing
library and documentary servi6es, carrying Out admiriistra-
tive and clerical tasks)

4.3,3.5 Staff Development '(e.g. training of part,..time staff,
.orientation couxses in adult education methods and .

techniquesi morkshops, seminars, refresher coursed;
regularized staff developmentand training)

4.3.3.6 Quality Control

4.3.4 Clientele

4.3.4.1 Age Groups

4.3.4.2 Social Roles

'4.3.4.3 Previous' chievem

4.3.4.4 Entry Leve

4.3.4.5 Constraints

4.3.4.6 Quality Control

4.3:5 Program anciCurriculum

Source

. 4.3.5.2 Materials and Reiources

4.3.5.3 Procedure for Modification and' Change

4.3.5.4 Content (eig. basic literacy &-remedial; rudimentary oc-
cupational & vocational; technical training; agricultural
skilla; professional training and retoolingCcertification
programs; social, citizenshtp & liberal; recreational;
value judgments & attitudes; calculating or measuring'
skills; bookkeeping; economics; psychology; etc.)-

4.3.5.5 Additional Needs

43
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4.3.6 Processes

4.3.6.1 Organizing people (e.g. organizing people: individual
methods, of correspondence, study, apprenticeship,,intern
ship, directed individual study; group methods of class,
discusSion groups workshops, institutes meetings, forums)

4.3.6.2 Techniques (e.g. information giving: lecture, speech,
debate, symposium, panel, etc.; skill acquiring: process
demonstration, role playing drill, buzz groups, seminar, 4

.ease study,.simulated, performances, etc.; knowledge
.'. applying: group discussion, buzz groups, etc.) 'N

4.3.6.3. Devices extending effectiveness of methods and techniques
41ustrative devices: result demonstration, films,

t.;-environmental devices: arrangement of seats, room
illumination, types of seats, etc.; manipulation devices:

' working models, simulations, etc.)

4.3.6.4 Quality Control

4.3.6.4.1 Admission Standards

4.3.6.4.2 Rentention Standards

L. 4.3.6.4.3 Completion Requirements

43.6.4.4 Exams qn Competencies

4.3.6.4.5 Performance driteria

4.4 OUTPUT EVALUATION AND FEEDpACK

4.4.1 Pre-Test and Post-Test

4.,4.2 Interviews

.-

4.4.3 Questionnaires

4.4.4 On-the-Job Performance Records.

4.4.5.-Research

4.4.6 Coat Benefit Analysis

4.417 Internal ,Efficiency.

4.4.8 External Efficiency
/I

4.4.9 Feedbatk

4 4
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MAP= SYSTEMS ANALYSIS CLASSIFICATICH MOUEL FOR INDIAN ADULT-EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
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ADULT EDUCATION IN INDIA: CHANGING EMPHASIS
FCR DEVELOPMENTAL PURPOSES

by

Moses_Stambler

1. INTRaoucTIal

The teaks and problems confronting Adult Education in.India are .

extremely difficult to cope with, amd often staggering to the imagina-

tion. The 1971 Indian population of over-557 million,.an increase of

359 million Pram 1951, lived in an area about one-half the'size of the

American mainland, and on a less bountifUl land. In-1971,approximately

.

80% of the populationlived in vilIagealid.national. per capita income

was less t4an$1:0:Oper Y.Vdrhere'had been a rising proportion of

literates),n0;..p tibn;from 24% in 1961 to 29.3% in 1971, but -thb
-

.- '-,'

actual nuMberbf-illitei'dtds had risen because of population incremi0.i., ,

from 298 million in 1951,to 386 million in 1971.

Unemployment and underemployment are widespread in Kerala, a 4ate'

with: the higiest literacy rate in India, where it takes dbout three Year

for'%d College graduate to secure a semi-skilled job driving a taxicab.

. ,

In India, the population increase over Jo:6s available is at least

fold leading to a widespread incredse in unemployment and underemplpy

ment.. In this context, Adult Educatim has of necessity often tiik,e0

the basic farm and functions of health, nutritiOn and family p1e00.4.4

education, elemental agricultural and industrial skills, and liteiacY

,educatien'.

There are increasing dtteMpts to utilize Adult_Education as a

component in national development schemes, and the current situation

and changes taking place in Adult Education in India sere as important

bellWeathers of the broader changes taking place in Adult Education

operations, especially in the less deveioped nations.

46
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. LEGAL AND GOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT-FOR ADULT EDUCATION-

Theie are clear practical expressions of commitment by the federal

government of India to advance Adult Education, even though there is

no legal stathe to make Adult Education a matter of personal right for

the individual. The commitments by the government however are tempered

_by the reality of the-Indian federal political system. As in the

American federal system,where central or.federal power is not strongly

generated,for education in general or Adult Education in particular,

India too faces this type of endemic organizational

problem. Although Adult Education has been mentioned and provtded for

by the Indian federap.loyernment in every one of the past five-year

plans, the realityritat educational systems including adult educa-
.

tion, are matters of Concern or neglect for the 21 Indian states rather

than the central federal government. Although the central federal
Aa.

government does provide some coardinatioR4.advisory organizational'and
,

fiscal support, the:State level as well as the distridt, and village

levels are reallTwhere vital policies and plans are determined, and

implementQa. This poses a key problem on the effective uses of

education for developmental purposes-, especially where the planning;

commissions of the federal government neither have the planning, 411.

Vo
implementing and fiscal capacity to advance the.programs advocated'.

There are two major,program areas for Adult Education in India':

Thoseof the Federal Ministry of Education, and departments Of education

in the ttates, directed towards the masse6-of

urban andrural society who, are illiterate and seMi-illiterate, and

those concerned essentially-with job skill and vocational development

47
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I

that come under different control agencies such as governmental

Ministries of Health, Agriculture, Railways Post and Telegraph and,

Defence, and family planning, in-hcuse business and private agencies..

NEW DEVELCFMENT OBJECTIVES
e

There is a growing recognition in the field of economic develop-

ment of the need to transcend traditional stress on quantifative

expansion of Gross National Product, which often reflects elite

acquisition of goods And services And move instead to an improved

qualitative distribution for a broader percentage base of the people.

With this shift to more comprehensive and inclusive developmental ob-

Jectives has come a shift in'emphatis On strategies to be uted. Under

traditional developMen1,a1 approaches, major stress was placed on

developing the formal elitist.college oriented instktutions on the

asSumption that the production Of a selent leadership Cadre. would in
A

Amrn contributemost to Uhe general welfare of the common. people. This

improvement for the mastes for the most part-did not take place. Invetting

large amounts of limited resources in this select educational area,

resulted /11 furtherinatiOnel dividi*,by reinforcing the colonial

heritage'and the rea4ty,of tvo pctiods, t;he haves and, the have nots.

With the new emphasis ap a.mOreequitii0 4;.0011;tiart,of:an,

improved 1 ife quality, hon6rmal coming incrOailingly

,01

significant as a jcIr stratc0Y,Soiind 'Iirpurposes. This'i4.

,
resulting in a consequent,.ihnift-#way 4i total dependence on

.theformal educational structure,and its stress on Production Of elites

in the K-College educational ladder.
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4. EXiANSION AND BRCADEN1NG OF THE CCNCEPT OFrADULT EDUCATION

Through a series of econcmic develOpment plans implemented since'

independence in 1947, India has been attempting to,mobilize far

a betterrfuture. After independence the idea Oemass literacy received

the,main emphasis of Adult Education in India, a nation where nearly

80% (Alp popUlation. WEIS illiterate. In the first two five-year plans

after independence recognition was given to the basic incampatability

between wide-spread illiteracy and rapid social and'economic progress

in IndianDemocracy, but emphasis was placed on literacy rather than its

social imp cationsii,
.cr .

k. . -

As a result of 'the Educatiocmmission investigation of 1964-66
2

,
it was recognized among:Dthey,things that direct literacy campaigni

among adults were not acoomplishing a reversal or, the trend, and that,..
a new, mass national effort-was required, focusing on social education.

The aims of this social education approach were sixfold: to secure

tbliteracy, to promote life, health and hygiene, to develop Skills that

could contribute to raising the standard of living, to provide op-

portunities for practicing and learning the responsibilities of

citizenship, to promote oppeTtunities for recreation, and prcmote the

social education of woMen. The emphasis was directed to broaden the

Adult Education concept to incllide wider ranges of activities than mere'

literacy, i.e. communitY and sodial, qvelcoramt cIvic edAcation,
,

Cultural and recreational ActivItties, development of the riplk,Artsv

library development and:regular literacy york.

Delivery agencies for this "social education" Conceptwere to be

the local governMent agencies of coMmunity development., voluntary'

K.
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community centers, youth clubs, women

mers groupi,recreation centerg.'end literacy

type of emphasis ilas tresUited in programs such

services to iMprove farmers campetence for imprbving agriculturalsion

s organizations,

training. centers.. This

-4
as agricultural eXted-

practices., and combines the efforts of-at least three federal

Ministries FaMily Planning, Airicuitilre

ducation Information and Broadcasting. The efforts of these minis-
:,

.tries come together on three parts of, this program: the training,of

farmqrs.througn Farmer Training Centers, demonstration camps and young

farme*groups, radio bro4caAPiiii of farmer discussion groups and°

forumS%'andfactual functional.Iiteracy courses in approximately 100

agricultural districts.

Inctud9d in,this social eduCation" approach has been a recognition

of city",worker,and the Adult Education needs cturban areas. This-has

'included programs with a stress, on urban.based Polyvalent Adult Educa-.

tion Centers Eor city workers lo,cities like BOmbay (Shamrik.Vidyapeth)

and.other centers of economically aqd educationally UnderpriVileged''

.clients in need of dab relpted skill:deyclapment. '-AJndergraduate colg
st-tudents h'ave':aleti.been proVided with an opportunity farparticipating

develOpmental'programs including

tivities'j)f a Natiim
. ,

ult,Educatian1:-through the

.ervide Scheme..::

ThlIDIAN ADULT BDUCATICN

pn,increased awareness of the reality, of life7long

uc at
,

edb..WCOntem brsry.sOccty and.inaur'rcpid changing

nitinn that information overload and skills imparted
..ct"

ldi a
" rAt-le; *.



at any one point in time, are.generally inadequate to meet the changed

- needs and demands ofcoping with life areas at a later date. There

is an evident,recognition of-a need not only for training but also for

continuing cycles of retraining adults based on' the changing needs, demands
A

S

4
and problems of modern society. In the fifth five-year plan (l9714-79)

-, recognition has been given to the changing role and ftinction of adult

educations through a fiscal increase of nearly 1400% for adult education

operations,,-Over the limited expenditure in3, the- fourth five -year plan

program,. ,4

There is also an increased linkage being fostered between govern-

mental and non-governmental agencies in education, The traditional

diVore of itdult èth1ation fr an the formal educationa1 sreanand, frcni

other governmental agencies, is being lcloked at more,closely with the

hope of developing more adequate:linkage between the sub-systems of

Indian society.
.

The,,traditiorial emphasis on formal eduCation, K-College, as the.

major strategy for national development is being challenged because it

,

has failed to provide the necessary broad base for,national" advance, ,.

and has not provided an elite who could enct.wculd ,prodUce effective
Y:

I

leadership te aohie*this. national 'advance: There is greater goverp..
,,

.

mental recognition that national. and persnnal development

)
cannot rely exclusively on .the formal educational operatiob fel piavide

rategies

the changing imrational and attitudinal skills needed by large mashes,

of the pobulation, and,a growing awaXeness of the need. pr',Utilizing
;

PV1
the non-formal adult education-Operations as.major ccmporients in

5 1 '1'



balanced strategies for advancihg
adciety: Emphasis is being made

-crideveloping and expanding
nonformal programs for youth in the' 15-25 age 'groftp as ways of positive
linkage between in school

educdtion and .non-formal education and ski;,1
training,

'There are
arl,y.major

changes underway in. Indian A4Alt Educatton,which sh-ould be matched
closely and

cpeptually related tp develop. ments in .ikkerican Adult Education.
I iuspect _Me Wculd find a significant

,

confluence'V
ncinformal strategies being

experimented ',With and developed
in both

societies.to meet similar categories of protaems of coping with
and exercising a degree of control

over 1)1.1r rapidly changing globalenvironment:



SOME .ADMINISTRATIVE PRACTICES IN INDIAN .

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION

by

Frani Repole .

Preface

The author of this report has attempted tO identify front-line

*
emerging adMinistrative pradtices vihich contribute materially to the

effectivenesrof non-formal instructional prOgram6 for-adu1t0 in the

areas of functional literacy ? social competenciesl,cultural. and'political

understanding and,productive skills requibite for personal and family

living.

. *4.-***X-*
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WHAT 'WHEN ?' WHEBE ? WHY-? HOW ?

.-Before any kind of any instructional program can be implemented into .

?

an urban or rural area, whether*it be a heavily populated.center, a :T141.140

7-or a.tribal unit, the adminiPtrator.must haVe an underatanding of.hdth

physical and.human charactetisticathe area to be served.

1

He must take into consideration such factors as: climwte seatbil

changes, topography, Soil fertility and major occupationalor Vobational'

activities. Likewise, he must be informed ap tb the siMbi4ic ZoM"position

and distribution Of rOpulation:.to be administered.

An appraik4 of the humanelement shou/d:attemptto discern not only
0

the needs but the resources in terms of leadership in the various commun-
. _

, e

s . .

ities,'4111ages and trfbal areas. The',activities'by which the basic needs

such as food, clOthing and.shelter 'are provided shOad be noted in an

attempt to make'learning more functional and relevant and thereby more

palatable as well as effective.

-Generally, the needs of adults.fall into 4 categories, all of whicil

serve.a purposeand therefore may be identified.as qfunctiOnal".= These

may be identified as follows:

1. Vocational skills requisite for productive purposes, economic
and subsistence such as acquisition of food, clothing, shelter
and opportunity for self improvement,

2. Social1 skills such as child care, health, nutrition, food
preparation, clothing repair, budgeting and political aware-
ness and competency.

%

3. Literacy skills involvingpcommunicational and computational
' skills, oral expression, reading and wAting.

, _ 7

Cultural'understanding including the naiive langUage, customs,
traditions, religion and the heritage aerertains to architec-
ture, music, ,iculptoring, painting and cilftsmanship of all kinds.'
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3. The need for Security - (freedom.ram want-of food, :lotl''ng,
shelter and freedom:frOm discrimination):

Identification of needs by tha administrator must be cOrrelated with

ethe recognition of need by the adult or adults involved. The prescription;

,

iB usual practice, only where-recognition of need is present In the

learner, will the requisite motivation for acceptance and'positive action

prevail.

Communication must be established. This may be and should be

effected in a number of different ways: (1) Informed persons indigenous

to various groups areas may identify needs. (2) Advisory groups under

indigenous leadership may be organized for the expressed purpose of

identifying need. (3).Periodicfsurveys of productive effectiveness and/or .

personal and Amily living may reveal immediate'needsewhether it be in

the area of functional illiteracy (productivity), academic illiteracy
1.

(comtunication and comPutation),. or cultural illiteracy.

Identification of needs may also be effected among the more literate

by use of the questionnaire or interest check list. It must be kept

paramount in the, minds of admini:9strators that educational devices in-

cluding the spoken word, movies, printed materials, group.meeting8,

demonstrations and illustrations must,be utilized in an'.effort to.reveal

45,5
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-the.,needs,to those not even aware of their shortcomings.and'deficiencies.

Thus, educhtion is*Means as well as an end. ,Also,.-hdministrative and'

supervisdry needs must be recognized if educational objectives Are 'to Se

met.

V.
PUBLICITY A RECRUITING V

f 4

C. 4
A. Public hwareness of instructional opportunities available aY

be affected by the'following devices:
.

1.. Organizatiorial orienthtion'by group represeirtative.

2. Public annountements via P.A. systems, iadio arid T.V.

3. on site presentations, demonstrations, pftetry.-

.*

4. Movies, slides, film strips, posters, group meetings, etc.

5. Faders printed in multi languages.

B. Recruitment of participants in the instructional program should

be focussed on individuals with similar problems or needs. In every
4

instance, instruction should be relevant to the'needs of the participants.

C. Recruitment 8;14 training of inStructors should precede organiza-

tion of classeil and utilization of instructors indigenous to the area has'

proven most effective. Teacher training programs, Clinics, workshops and

institute6 are most often condubted by the universities colleges or

technical institutes in the area.

SCHEDULING AND PROGRAMING 4

1. It is recommended that flexibility be exercised at all times in

regard to time, duration' and lochtion of all instructional activities.

2. Physical accommodations:'If an indoot facility is required for

shelter.frOm theclements, adequate lighting should be provided. In some
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--instances, where this is not possible, instruction should be restricted to

the day-light hours.

3. Time: Instructional programs should be scheduled at Such times

and for such periods as axe most convenient and least disruptive to the'

Agularly scheduled work activities of theloarticipants.

CURRICULUM CONTENTS

1.

and.obj

Ciwriculum contents, should .be calsis'tent .irith the expre'ssed

ives of the inStrUctional program al4Absiined to meet the needs

Of the adult participants.

2. Specificity of objeCtives should be firSt and foremost in

planning and conduct of instruction.

4

3. Concepts as well as skills imparted should be both functional..

and relevant to the expressed needs and interests of the adUlts involved.

CURRICULUM MATERIALS

1. 'Hardware, whn budget permits, might effectively include such
.

equipment as models, mock-ups; projectors of all kinda, electronit and .

mechanick learning machines, battery Operated tape recorders and

miscellaneous reading aids, (assuming that electricity is available).

2. Printed literacy materials, in the,appropriate language' should be

.written in large type and should be well illustrateewith diagrams and/or

pictures.

3. It is.recoMmended that teachers be endouraged to improvise and

prepare curriculum materials in the form of charts, illustrative exhibits,

displays, flash cards and "pass-ma" items.
1

t;
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4. Uttlization of prOject reports or'demonstrations often results

in improvisation of teaching aids by the'participantsthemselves which

might enhance instruction at no additional.cost.

0
METHObS AND TECHNIQUES

It has been observed that literacy instruction for the most part has
0

relied principally on lecture and/or a minimum amount of blackboard and

notebook drill.

In most instances, this might be,atttibuted to lack of equipment,

- materials and inadequate lighting. An honest effort, however, is evident

to train indigenous instructors from the various villages; tribes and urban

areas in teaching techniques.and to acquaint,them with the materials
0

available. Improvization, also, seems to be a requisite part of training

due to budgetary limitations.

Training at present appears to be carried on almost exclusively by

universities and private agencies as are most of the non-forMal and

functional literacy classes.

Puppetry.44apparently is i,egarded very highly as a teaching technique

in the Indian educational program. This, I believe is due to its ability

to vitalize instruction through animation and dialo Its motivational

ss\,value, however, I be,lieve is limited despite the entertainment aspect of

this device.

Particularly since instruction in India must be functional ih order

to justify itself, opportunity for immediate practice and application

should be a requisite part of the instructional program whether it be

provided in the classroom setting:elaboratory, the home; on a farm on.
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'other productive setting. Likewise, instruction must be varied if par-

.

ticipants ve to be retained until their needs have been met.

To this end, there must be a correlation with the mass media,such

as the newspaper, radio and television. Until such time; hOwever, that

monitoring radio and television centers can be established in cities,

villages and tribal areas, educational activities must be conducted al-
. ,

most on a person to person basis with concentration on fUnctional skills

relating to immediate needs. This is an expensiVe operation and requires

a concerted and.eooperative effort rather than a competitive onp.

Education can and must be a gratifying experience as,well as benefi-

cial from the practical on functional standpoint. Thus, it may well be

supplementedly a significant amoUnt of entertainment for motivational

purposes.

To summarize, techniques of teaching should include lecture, de-

monstration, illustrations, role playing, laboratory work, problem

solving and application. Materials and instructional devices, should be

both available and appropriate.

FUNDING

This area of administration requires both an.understanding Of the

various avenues of support and ability on the part of the administrator

to secure the requisite funds for a successful operation.

In the village organization, limited governmental support has been

forthcoming tlirough the elected official.. However, the amc- made

_ 5 9
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. available varied with the promotional ability of the edudational admini-

strator rather than with the

or outlying tribal units.

..InequitY,with reference

educational needs of the.community, village

to suppOrt has resulted in the assuMption

of educational xesponsibility by manyprivate parochial and non-sectarian

agencieAnd inStitütions. It is. here that the greatest effort has been

expended. Of necessity, moSt, of these_agencies,haVe to be self-supporting'

or practically so.'

This, inevitably,

and for such materials

requires tiiat the participants pay tuitiOn fees

as may be necessary for instructional pu/Toses.

Thus, the educational system-automatically eliminates the under-priirileged

who cannot, afford to attend these private institutions.

-
Unless instruction is adequately.funded at public expense, deficien-

.

cies in termsof qualified staff, facilitiei and materials are'bound to

minimize 4he functional value of the literacy program and-all forms of

non-formal education will be stifled. These include: communication skills,

social and family life probleMs, vocational skills relating particularly

to agriculture7 animal 'husbandry, marketing and crafts.

Unless and until public support for adult education is legislated

and administered equitably, judiciously,.and expeditiously as well as

'prudently, illiteracy will-continue to plague society, particularly in

a country where its plight may be attributed in good measure to'

illiteracy-as well as mass incompetencies relating to personal and

family:We problems.

COMMUNITY RESOURCES AND PARTNERSHIPS

The administrator who works alone works in a vacuum devoid of any

outside influence,,either of a positive or negative nature: He thereby.
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is.guilty of neglect and:failure to utilize and capitalizeOn:the'many

opportunities for cooperative effort.

Community partnerships should be established between the religious as

,well as the commercial, industrial, social) educational and agricultural,

agencies at work in the area to be served by the educational program.

Such cooperation may provide physical facilitiesrequipment, instruc=-

tional mateiials and even resource personnel who might provide special

initructional services. Likewise, such agencies-may well assist with the
74,

identification of needs and recruitment of both instructional staff and

participants. Community cooperation and partnerships inevitably give

status to the educational program and renders its petitron for financial

support additional validity and significance to the funding agencies.

IN SERVICE TRAINING

In this area of operation, no-one should be excluded. 'As rapidly as

the circumstances change from day to day and the needs of individuals

change in a changing society, to too must administrative techniques,

strategies and ce change. So, too, mustimiaso'in&td3pOors adjust,

f
adapt and make more meaningful the fruits oft4eir efciwti:

This mandates a continuous chain of-enriching experiences on the

part of both novice and veteran educators whether they be'instructorS or

administrators.Without such an in-service training program, incompetents

will remain as such and will continue to plague the educationaAvrogram.

and contribute to its ineffectiveness.
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CONCLUSION'

In:oonclusion, it might be stated that the problem abead requires

qualified, knowledgeable and dedicated leaderShip, reaoly,,willing and able,

-

to initiate.concerted, and cooperative action towards implementation and

continued operation of an educational program,which'must be gtven national

priority and support. Only'through suCh_a prograft reaching into even the

mosremote alleys and,tOrners of the large cities,-the outlying villages

'and tribal areas, can life. in India become tenable and its society,become
a

affluent to the extent of self sufficiency and self realizatiom.
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J$a college instructor.,of History ci4to - dia is a dream come'

true,t0A,.bórnUcOpia.of information, sighte.,:,. ,,a5,,.,.. i eratandings are
1

7 ,.....
. . . . ' -%.;..

availab117 waiting to be pluckednjo 41hared. Tbwever,

the histOric:featurea of Indian ciV1ii2atiOn-iW4avelopment have
::-,,i4; ,."- .?..t. .

not had my-undiVideld attehtiofi on this, .ñiy' seq4dip to India".
' -

In the suMmer of 1975 I traveledgh 1,01"r'sixti4ive

days 8.6 apartiCipant in the Ilrst pi0.10*.rnmOnt finded progect.',.

for Adult Educators. The Purpost-of0heip:wi0,to enable twenty-
.

two'New Englanders olved in Ad4MeOudation to"i(1) visit pUblic
,.v;

and private adult edacat cente'reA..Federal and,state goirernment

offides in India; (2) meet th their educator counterparts in the
)

states 4f,Uttar Pradesh, Ra asthan, Maharashtra, Kerala,. Andhra

Pradesh and West Bengal; aild (3) absorb the myriad aspects Of Indian

culture, both past:and Iiresent, for instructional use. The ultimate

goal of the project, conceived and directed by br. Moses C. Stambler

Of Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven, Connectidut, was to

enable,American Adult Educators to.learn,about the accomplishments Of,

their Indian counterparts andAtIlize that information, where
4

rele#ant, in the plannihg-impleoffitation-and evaluation of Adult

Education programs in tha' U.S.

It is almost impossible to Capsulate 4.n this paper the wide range

of Azt,,experiences,Eittitudes, and emotional reactions during the

'trip. My.first vigit to India in May, 1974 lasted for almost three -

,weeks. At-that time, I deciphered a pointilliatic mural of Indian



society.that.bas been filled in and verified during my 65-day trip.

I shall focus bn the condition Of adult education for Indian women
,

and the relationship of their education to their social status. My
...-

information will be IAash on observations during my stay in the above

,
named states of India, ind information gleaned from literary, socio-

wit*.

.lOgical.and educational. publications.
6

The Setting'

'

India,-.once the most.,treasured jewel in the,crown of.the British

Empire. Now, a yotng nation struggling to survive the .cmslaught of

its staggering socio-economic problems 'and mounting political crises

and emergencies. - )

India. The very miapion Of the name conjures up images of blindin

9

whi=te marble at the Taj Mahal; murkey brown and grey water slithering

past the ghats along the Varanasi station of the Ganges; glistening

aquas, blues, and greens blending in the white'crested waves lapping

off the coast of Trivandrum; plung encrusted walls and huts drying in

.the sun of Rajasthan and West Bengal; voluptuoUs trees; burdened with

their wealth of coconuts, bending to the pressure of torrential

monsoon rains in Kerala; brownish-gold stone ruins of Chittorgarh

standing as silent sentinels of Indian nationalism; dust-swept red

sand stone pavillions iwthe ghost town of Fatehpur Sikri; the d±one

Of..beeping three-wheeler scooters and the deafening horns of buses in

, the streets of Bombay and Delhi; towering skyscrapers in Bombay and

Calcutta attesting to the,suc ess of Indian private enterprise; the

high pitched lament of malno ished and ill children for 'bakshish";

6 5



and the iitermittent and-rarekragrances of jasmine and roses wafting
...,

'

through the'air amid the.stench of Calcutta'.i debris laden Streets

and marketAo.

IC ..

k *

, .

Per*ing all of'these imageil of monuments to. hisOric glory of

-
° "towera -of. victory 1.of natUral geographic beatify, And'

Indian rural and City 'life' are the peoples of this huge1/4iib.,
,

continent. Men, women., and children-young:,And,old, rich andipor,

heaIW and lame, clothed and ragged, malnourished and Paunchy can

be seen moving in an ever-flowing rhythm of life in the villages and

.cities throughout the country -- orchestrated in their movements by

the duties, norms, and restraints,of their society.

As a "liberated" American woman - wife, mother, and Professional

educator - I am in awe of my Indian sisterse ,Travelling the length

and breadth of the subcontinent I found them to be the focus of my

interest And concern. In turn they inspeCfe'd me - as a waman and a

mother-with wide eyes of interest. Several differences separated us

at first glance - phvsical appearance, clothing styles,
r_

typea of occupations,. and'freedom of speech and.moyement. But on
.

cloSer confact; I realized that we Were'united by many human cross-
.

cultural yalues and goals..

carriage,

The nine week duration of my trip enabled me to observe and have

personal contact with women on most levels of Indian society. In

both rural and urnan settings I was intrigued by the dichotomy.

between American and Indian women.
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I feel that the fact that I was travelling with my husband and.'

three small children made a significant difference in the intexaction

witli the Indian people generally. I was not categprized as

another American nmemsaheb" stereotyped in the cinema. Rather, the .

,

presence of my children give the Indian People in ttle 'villages and
,

.

ca ;
towns we visited an opportunity to see an American .40man as mother

L ,

#4,.. I .

.and wife. It was in this area th t I. was able to break thx,ough the,

c+1

cultural differences separating us.

A partiCuiar incident will always remain in my memory. The group,

wai invited to visit the village of Varade (outside the city of Poona,

-Maharashtra) to observe tile accomplishments of the literacy' program

in that rural area. The peopie preed on elaboratt welcome for us

and exhibits of the achievements of their village; Amid all the

^_effortS to extend their hOspitality, the Villagers'were intrigued by

the presence of three s1Americn children.. I was told later by

our Indian escort that the wolen were happy to See me with my children

and felt a icinship tO mein;my role aS motheTY Ailoparently, my behavior
iiib

as mpther and wifeles a welcome changetrom the stereotyped'vision of

the Ameridan woman.. Also they felt that my role and positionyis a

vis hmsband and children were compatible with their own. During the

closing ceiemony that evening, dll the members of our group were

seated along th side wall'of the village temple. Every resident of.
---7-

the village - m n womanlAnd. child - vas seated on the floor facing

. .

us. Looking out at the.41irmaMately two hundred fades-intently

fixed on us I fet a strong.wave of attachment for these warm,

d

6 7
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.--ciinCere, and gracioud people.- We stiled at each other and communi....'
4/0

eated mutual respect.without saying a word. 'During the-entire,.

'proceedinione particular lady and I bad Our eyeq riyeted.on eaCh'

Other.. She
)

was about fiftish and.in her face I saw the face ofell
.

Indian'women. .It Was Weathered froth her years.in the/field6 alive

With-the 1,ight. Of.optimism and loyalty, softened 1* dh:inner glow
.;

buManism, and lined With the burdens of.her responsibilities as.a

woman: She had an almost hypnotic°effect 'on me. As-we left the-
,

temple, she pushed forward from the thirdrow and cape up to the I

4 felt a surge qf immeasurable sisterhood with her. I blurted our

"Jehin" (gool'fiight), "Tanewad" (thank you). She and th ladies'

responded heartily and apparently chuckled at%my American accent.

,

Then, beforeI knew it we were locked in the traditional.embrace of
0 , . ...

greeting that I had seen amóng

I really don't knoW who did it

the village ladies coUntless times.

first, she or me. _Nevertheless, the

ne* thing I knew I warbeing Passed from onelady to the next -

getting hugged giad returning squeezes with equal fervor and

sinceritr 'When we returned.to,our buses I was able.to find.aut

that this lady was the most respected woman in the village and was,'

in esSence,' t,beleader:Octhe Women. That-eVerdlig' I wab convincea

-that I had to learn More about ToAias gfpatest resource its

4

women.' In he-"Statea" WOmenA4e:w14ded,the powertd generate a

SoCial fevolytion for frOM'their iteredtyped, roles as.

lvdel;yahieSMS*410-ess, 1*

N. thee tas
1

India
4-'aill):

-

1,
.MiniSuer, womenst4

is-that.pcssible?.

In a nation politically dominated

0
are'."SecOnd class" citizens: How

4
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This paper is a result of My exploration into the issiles of the

social position of Indian women. I have triedto uncover some of the

historical aspects of this topic. Also, I have tried-to probe for

links between educational opportunities=and whether or not there has

been any effect on the social status of women when education is

provided orvithdrawn.

III. Personal ImTressions

I have always believed that one of the major facilitators of social

change is education. Based on this assumption, Lexpected to see

large-scale efforts toward the improvement of the social status of

women reflected in the educational planning and functioning bf the

adult education programs I visited. However, I found that the treat-

ment of women's problems and needs were secondary to-that of fostering

the Farmers Functional Literacy Program. It is apparent that social_

education has spread in onty a small section of the nation, and the

need for public awareness in order to implement social legislation

has not tagen met by the Government. The following quote summarizes

observations I made during.thy travels:

Millions Of women still suffer, because they'are.women.
From the time she is born, the average Indian girl is
still made"to feel inferior to her,brother. He is en-
titled to better food; better clothing, better education.
Though the average age of marriage is sixteen yeaNsl.the

, norm,of university of marriage leads to very serious'
consequences. The belief that..a girl should be married
before a particular age.and that, too, in a specifiC
group has helped in perpetuatkng-the custom of dowry.'
Unfortunately education has not in the least led to
weakening the hold of this custom; in fact, it has
gained in strength and is taking newer and more
pernicious forms.,I
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Discussions that I4Participated in With people in Udaipur,
,

Rajasthan substantiated the foregoing.comment fourid in WoMen in India. -7/.
0 , ,

During one xisit tO the Home Science,College of the.University of

Rajasthan, I had an informal talk with fourYoung- ladies eAraled Ln

tt.

the ptogram. They rangedfrom about eighteen to twenty years (At age.

They:were.apparently middle class girls, based on the quality of

their saris and grooming. I asked them why they were colleges stu-
.

dents; to which, they replied that if they obtained a college

educatiqn they would make a 'better marital match. I aSked them what

their plans were after graduatiorf, and only ode girl said that she
5

knew that she wds getting married soon. Tlae other three gi4s said

, that they would go on for fLther schooling. Once again, I asked

what they would do after that phase was finishee TAI girls smiled
1,

broddly and tittered that they would get married. 'They indicated

that their family would.have to provide a dowry*for them and probably

wOilld make the match and arrangenents for them:' I asked the girlS if

°they expected to utilize their eduCation in sOme gainful,employment

after marriage. They became a bit uneasy and one girl cautiously

,explained that she would so so only with the approval of her future

in.:laws. I further asked what she would do if she really wanted

be employe4et oppOsition from her in-laws and had the support of

her.husband. She indicated that if her husband were not financially

depenOent on his father and her mate agreed with her, that thdy would

tove out of the joint family and set up their own household. Thp

other girls quickly added that this type of situation was-very far

fetched and that mire often than not the girls would not challenge

the authority of their in-laws and husbands.

"c". 7 0
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I was very interested in the responses to my questions. un-

derstood very clearly that even though the Constitution granted

women equaiity of opportunity and guarantees of legal protection

from discriminatioh, the women theirselves needed to cleanse their

minds of the traditional stopgaps to female social development. The

following comments by Smt. K. Amareswari, Government leader in

Hyderabad, sheds light on the view of enlightened Indian women as

to their plight in society.

...law recognizes equality for males and females under
our Constitution and this must be brought in actual life
by bringing about Social changes in the Society. It is
we who must mould the outlook and thinking'of the Society
in the right direction to achieve the great resUlt which
we aspire for equal treatment if not more. Thus we have
great responsibilities to discharge at home and outside.
We cannot divorce our responsibilities and.duties in
bringing 145 'the childknat'home and our other responsi-
bilities outside the home. We must find a harmony-in
between these two divergent activities. No nation ddn
thrive unless the women work hard towards progress and
prosperity. We must of necessity carry heavier loads
than males in bringing about greatest pleasure of the
greatest number. This can be achieved Only if the

_women in India are.given.the same.respect and reverenCe
which they commanded .in the ancient days. .Towards

". this goal, we have to work with unity and courage.2

The last few lines of the above quote seem to bear out the Veracityc
.

\
of Kuppuswamy's hypot4esis that the ;ZNytt progrebs toward female

social equality is only a return to.the situation endemic in the

Vedic period
a

My previous comments as to.the priority,given to the education

. of males over femhles may be substantiated in various reports and

publications, but the following Conclusions are based on my

i
visitations to several adult education classes for woten.,

:(7
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Outside the City of Jaipur, Rajdsthan I visited a farmers' coop-

erative and observed an evening meeting of the Farmers' Functional

Literacy Program. The men and women met in different sections of

. -

the compound-and apparently had a different focus tor their educatioa."
'T

Both men and women were supposed to become literate as a result of

their class attendance, but the content of the women's program waif

to supplement that of the nien's. The men were supposed to apply the

learnings of the literacy program directly to the improvement of their

agricultural output. The women were taught to cipher and,become

literate, but I was told the m'ain reason for this part orlthe cur-

riculum was to enable the women to keep books, for (ttkir husbands,and

to help with farm routines. I did not get the impression that the

curriculum provided for social education concepts that-would assist

in the improvement of the social status of women. In.frict, many of

,the women in the class were in purdah and covered their faces with

11- the entry,of male members of our group into the area of the compound.

Social legislation calling for the acceptance of women as indiyidual

personalities did not seem to be operational.

At another visit to

Rajasthan, I observed a

Apparently, the.teacher

a women's literacy class outside of Udaipur,

woman teacher with her class of about twelve.

was discussing child rearing and prenatal.

, hygienic problems with her students. It was done on a meager basis,

with the teacher instructing the women orally and without the use of

audio-visual materials. :The discussion of these problems was oak

a small part of the general

arithmetic, and handicrafts.

P

curriculum which included language,

' The women apparentlyAere quite in-

terested in the sessionsand had giVen up several hours in the,

72,
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afternoon to improve' eMselves. My feeling was one of admiration

-

f0-these women who Were'burdened with the responsibilities of their

home and.child rearing but took the time to enrich themselves.

As a result of my extended stay in Rajasthan my impression of

the social status of women in that state was that they were still

bound to the traditional patterns-of a lowered social status in the

.
area of employment, freedom of choice in marriage, and rights vis a

yip the male members of their families. I also developed the im-
.

pression that many middle class women had the advantage of formal

education but were doing nothing with it becauSe of the restraints.

of society and their awn myopic view of their rights and privileges

as individuals. It is this group,of the female population who I'

feel are an untapped resourc6 for national development. On the

other hand, I believe that the educational opportunities affdrded

women of lower caste and class are not adequate. I feel that the

central and state government should cooperate in this area so that

the social legislation4rOtecting women may have more meaning and

validity in reality.

Most ofthe academicians I have come ii contact With in India

have described their country as characterized by "diversity within,

unity". I think that this is an acCurate eraluation of the,observa-

tions I have made about women.. Rajasthan was not represpoitatiVe of

the rest of India. During my visits to Maharashtra and KeDala, I
4

,
-

got the'impressiOn that the Wogn'in those states were in a better
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position as far as loosening themselves from the restraints of tradi-

tionalism especiallk in the matriarchal society of Kerala. This did

,

not hold true, howevetk.,for the city. of. Hyderabad in Andhra Pradesh.

Here the traditionalism of the Muslim code was blatantly obvious in

the burka attired ladies filling the market plades and streets of

the cities. This was the :"diversity7 mentioned by the lecturers in

Udaiput. The !'unity" seems to be presented in the common state of

female subservience still.prevalent in the Indian home.

HiStOric Perspectives

.....the recent changes in the status of women in India
is not a sign of progress but is really a recapturing of
the position that they held in the early Vedic period.
Literary and historic research have:now established

1)J.

eyond doubt that the women held a position of equality
th men during the Vedic period.3

,

This analysis of the contemporary social position of Indian women

by B. Kuppuswamy provides a fascinating look.into Indian History.

Apparently, the year 300 B.C. is a watershed in the

4
-women's gecial status. Before that time women were

social esteem, as evidenced by some following aspects

development of

held in high

in the

categories of education and marriage,

[Educationally, 'women were on a fairly equal Plane with men.

TWenty women writersare

known to have composed hymns:used in the Big Veda. My wealtny.:

Both sexes participated in Vedic' studies.

girl.akftere given a fair education, and great women
'

Ei.s.Ashoka's sister Sangamitrai have been recognized'

ars,. such
,

It

J ;

r11

e
4,
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Maritally, women were noi compelled to become wife and mother.

The custom of ':Amajur" or growing old in a father's home was ac-

ceptable. No limitations were placed on marriage age and a girl was

not looked upon as a problem for her family. Frequently there were

_love marriages and intercaste marriages, since Vedic women had a

rliticein the selection of their husbands. It has been shown that

t e

thewe-i6 0:relationship betWeen these.factors and the previouslY

mentidged educational attitUdes. The life,of the widow in the Vedic

Age was not marked by the restrictions and aterities demanded in

. ,

the post-yedic time* Widows' were allowed to'remarry

slcriflice) wasnot mentioned in the Rig .Veda. Divorce:was permis7.

,

sible also; as was the idea that.retarriage Was hot tor be dreaded.

Thel;economic and legal spin offs of these factors' were tfiat husband,
A et

and.4ife had equal..rightS of proPer*Id06.,?:* aneetd *ear 4'

gabh§ jointly.7:0ne Author,. Putt: writing:in the 10.4t0',r-pa4Yal""'

he nineteenth century Madethe following'..eemment ehout ?the Indian:

omen of afc1entday0

';00p.dOnS1

;

. hUdbandth,:a6 t46 friends andjciVing:fhelpeA in,the
journey of iife oftheir partnera,'in.their.relligiOus
duties, 'the centre. Of thefr'dom*id:19.1sSeAinchiio:

Apred and respeCted4n.anCienttipas,

le)

el. Kuppuswam 1 6 s on -V40 ar 300 B.C. is Signi '6ant be4:
44'

*t , .

cdnie .",....the greht social changed which took 1.1acelerfter 300'B. .

le .1F7j1;
led to ED:OgrAdation in the status df Women." The 'Sociologiailiis

. nx-ivr-

chaflOtertsticsofcareful our attention to the fact that the''

this degradation (i.e.Turda SeClusion, prohibitio
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of widow remarriage) were confined for the most part to

the upper castes and urban areas or less than ten per cent of the

total popUlation. Rural women, comprising more than nitety per cent

of the total retained considerable freedom even after 300 B.C. in the

-
;Cwareas o idow remarriage, full participation with their husband in

agricultural and craft work, freedom,of movement, participation in

, religious festivals, and freedom to sell milk, vegetables or other'

pAle in neighboring areas. In the realm of child marriage,

lygmgy, and the condemnation of intercaste marriage, both rural

d Urban women suffered similar restrictions by the norms of

society. Apparently, the vast gulf between the stail4s of women in

the Vedic period and in,he post-Vedic period was peOetuated into

the modern period. According to Kuppuswety "the dual standards of

morality set up by many prevailed right up to 1950".
7

tf we inquire in-U:1 the factors that prOduced the,degradation of

womea, some knowledge of Indian history is'important. During the

consolidation of Aryan poWeri many non-Aryan subjects were homogenized

into,the empire. Interm-arriage between Ary1 arinon-Aryan was common.

However, non-Aryan subjects were excluded from religious sacrifice

orritual because she dtd not know Sanskrit and lacked formal educa7

tion.. Gradually, all women became ineligible for admission to Vedic

studiesand partiCipation in certain religious duties because of the

Complex training,needed to perform these responsibilittes./ A direct

outgroWth'of the discontinuance' 64!!.Vedic studies:for girls at the
0
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ages of eight and nine, was the Substitution of Marriage'far this

segment of the population.

The discontinuance of,Upanayanam:the negleet'.of educa-
tion and the lowering Of the marriage age produced
disastrous consequences upOn the position and status

, of women....8

Marriage became,the prime activity in the'life of women at a tender

age. Denied the advantage of maturation and education-, the wife

'became totally dependent upon her spouse and marriage was looked

upon as a sacred and irrevocable union in wh4.ch thelusband reigned

supreme. Royal families became models for'emulation by the lower

classes. The coalescence of political domains was matched by the,

development of large harems among kings. Under these circumstances

women were secluded from the outside world (purda) by royalty and

lesser nobles Chaotic political conditions between 200 B.C. and 300

A.D. contributed to a sense of despondency as a revalt of the inva-

sions of the Greeks, Scythians, Pathians, and Kushans. Political

reverses,atrocities of war and the decline in general prosperity

were contributing factors. In this period of emotional depression,

ideals of renouncement of the world were common.

The position of women, on the eve of the British conquest
had reached one of the lowest points in Indian history.
The peculiar feudal social structure with its patriarchal
joint family,Jaerarchal segmented caste framework, and .

traditional values emphasizing inequality based on birth,
sex and age was almost rigidified into a steelframe as
consepence of invasions, inernecine war and other forces.
Woman occupied a distinctly low status in this structuf'e.
The doctrines of,rebirth, 'Karma', pharma',the norms
which highlighted rfgid standards of purity and chastity
for woman as an instrument for4Treserving the sanctity

7 7
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nd nrity of blood and family, the invocation of the
ideals of Pativrata, Dharma and woman'as mother, the
elaborate and complex rituals buttressing Brahmanic
sUperioritTin social hierarchy.aAd,also 'the,value of
a male child and a number of institutional and Cultural
factors led to the subjugation of women both physicallY
and culturally:

The gradual lowering of the age of marriage which prac-
tically resulted in infant marriage, the practice of
polygamy which created a perennial insecurity in the ,

mind of the women particularly of one who had not given
birth to a male child, the double standards of, morality
in the upper castes of not permitting divorce to women
even though men could marry any number of times and the
inhuman custom of 'Sati' wherein a widow was expected
to follow her husbald in death were tome of the social
shackles which bootO women. Where thk'custom of 'Sati'
was not prevalent, \the widow 'was expepted to remain in
permanent widowhood", living a life of drudgery, dis-
figuring her appearance, to be considered as, an evil
omen and not to be permitted to remain present on
auspicious occasions. A daughter was a liability; be-
cause she had to be married and that, too before a
particular age and into a specific-group._ If she gave
birth to sons, she would,attain respect, otherVise phe
would be an outcaste. If she became F.;widow, her
plight was still worse.,' In such a social setting
parents in certain communities even took to female
infanticide.9

'

,According to Neera Desai woman has been inferior to man in the

mind of society at large for over two thousand years. Both men *and

'women believed females to be insignificant, lacking in personaliV,

,and worthy of being kept in a state of social sUbjection denied any

rights, sUppressed and oppressed, and branded basically lacking in
10

ethical fire. These notions contributed tojhe smothering of the

Zree development of Yomen and reinforced the neglect of females

education, child marriage, polygamy, and purda.

7 8

,
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It was not Until the nineteenth century, and more so in the

twentieth that the movement for the amelioration of the status of

women Was launched. In this respect, the impact Of British rule on

Ihdian society must be taken into account.

British rulers brought with them a new concept-of
er*conomy, policy, and social framework; new norms and
a new ph4osophy of life based on a new value system.
The introduction of market and money economy, modern
educational system and.the new values of equality,
rationality, secularism, respect for personality and'
others generated a new inegalitarian social strUcture
and norms based on inequality....The introduction of the'"

newvalue gestalt in-the very fabric of Indian society,
and the, new juridic-economic framework...provided
climate and incentive foK Indians tO faunch new move-

,

' ments - economic, politiatal.social and cultural - for
the reconstruction of Indian-society on thesnew prin-
ciples. The struggle for improvement of the status of
women was alga based on a new value,pystem of recognizing
woman as a personality,ll

--

-

Raja Ram Mohan Roy, ishwar Chandra Vidyasagarl"MaIbari MX:

.Ranadel D.K. Karve, Jyotiba Phule and many other crusaders for

social r.aorm fought ceaselesdly to raise the status of womervin

the nineteenth tentury. 'The'enlightened Indian outfook.at this.

,

time may be attributed to significant attituainal changes by the

reformers, zilch as: acceptance of'liberal western ideas (e.g.

principle,of contrat ra:tional outlook on life and its problems,

o
freedam of speech, criticism of aUthOrity, questioning accepted

=dogmas z*ognition of the value at' the individual, and irisistence

,
-

on the rights of'inan instead ofIrequired duti,es); study Of the
,

I

7 9
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Upanishads (R&M Mbhan Roy); study of the cust of institutions of

Vedic society (Dayanarida saraswati); and, the realization by Indian.

liberals that national improimment and progress

without the emancipatiOn and education.of women

Gopala Krishna Gokhale Badrudeen Tayabjee).

was impossible

(Dadabhai Naoroji,

'The initial steps to emancipate women were taken'by
these reformers, when they zealously worked for the
preventiOn of female infanticide and 'Sati'l when ihey
espoused the cause of widow by persuading the Govern-
ment to enact laws permietihg widows to remarry, when
they strong1y advocated the need for women's education
and when they raised a cry against the very low age of
marriage and consent fox sexual intercourse. These

devoted, sincere social reformers'not only :brought
about some legislative reforgs and Opened the gates of
edUcation to woMen, but also helped in arousing the
social conscience of both men and women to improve the
status of Indian women.12

- The legislative record Of these.reformers is impressive. BetWeen

1829.40 1881 fivd major places.of legisiation stand as landmarks in.

/

the:Movement to reMove thd..soCial injustice And restrictive measilres
.6

, 0

inflicted on Indian women by post-Vedic society. The following

tab defeloped byteah StAMbler summarizes the major provisions.of
13

0
these laws.

80
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TABLE I.

Nineteenth Century Social Legislation to Benefit Women,

7-- LAW DATE SPONSOR PROVISIONS

Act on Sati

Widow Re-
marriage

.Civil
Marriage
Act

1829 Bentincki abolished sati (widow suicide) and made it
a criminal,act to perfOrm

1856 "Isvihrchanda widow remarriage made legal and enabled a
Vidyasagar Hindu widow, to;have status in society; also

removed legal obstacles in the way of widows
(note:.it took another.centurk for-the
higher caste to agree to the implementation)

b

1872 Keshab made marriage a secular ceremony; called for
Chandra Sen registration of the marriage; raised the 'age

of marriage.to a minimum of fourteen years; _

enforced the practice of monogamy; permitted
. widow remarriage; and permitted inter-caste
marriage (the last two were not accepted
until 1956 by the public)

widened the scope ofStreedhana (i.e. movable
property given to women by their parents or
husband (to include the wife's earnings ac-
quired through her own artistJd.and
skills; provided incentive for women to
engage in remunerative work; encouraged
women to acquire property on the basis of
their own earnings. .

Married .1874
Womenls...

property
Act

Age of
Coriseni
Act.,

188.1 Behramj
MaIabari

raise-the age of consent from belOw'8 years
to 12 years; producea the lega:l'butinot
.practical abolition of girls marrying belc4 !
age 12. .47

.

KupPusmimy has credited Ram Mohan Roy-with initiating the movement

to'rejmrse the post-Ved,ic, degradation of women in Indian societY, and

-diredtly links *Vie emadtment of soèial legislation with tiie'improye- ,

'ment' AdUcation ,tor femalet and with the& e stablishmen% .c;feveral
71 .4 'V,

,thousapd ihstitutiOnsfOr t4e.education of girls.
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From_ 300 B-4. to the 1800's A.D. education for females was

practicaIly)lon-existent.' "The small nuMbers of females who received

an education were in upper castea ahd clasies and the dancing girls

whO could read and -write on a simple level. According to Kuppuswamy,

a

female literacy was a "disgrace with le'ss than 5% of the female

population hterate in India.

,,At the baginning of the nineteenth century only a few literate

.wipmen were extant in aristocratic hOuses.. By the end of the century,
_

Kuppuswamy'noted tha:t changeS had taken Place as aresult of increased
- -

_

enroliMeni bf girls in schoOls-and the entry of women in ple,prOfea-.

sions.,'ThereAs. naquedion-that the sOcial legialation mentioned

,previbusly and passed under British rule facilitated the'improved

, .

profeasion,alizatibWof wOmen by.the end of the 19th century.

4-11c,

Thelearliest menti'on of gritish involvement hn the'education'of

p...

-

Indians is recorded in the Charter 4ct of East India.Company (1813).
4

The compánY.was acCorded the'sespOnsibility to'educate the Indiana.

5

.

- In essehce this meant "boys only" 'because

to challenge ifindu social.and religioUs custOms. Tetwefn'the 1850's
,

and 1880's; eI:fortS- to implethapt the ii)
. _ 4 ,. .

.
rg'orm move-ment for

.1.mmen in,the,fieldmof aplucaion ifere'mea er, as depited'in Table 2

the British'did not want

44
. ..

,,

deyeloPed by Leah ambler-below:
-. .

.

, s

8 2
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TABLE 2.

Nineteenth Century-Events Affecting Female Education -

,

' DATE EVENT DESCRIPTION. IMPORTANCE

-1859 Despatch
on
Education

1870 Establish7.

ment of
Municipali
ties and
Local Funds
Committees

-1882 Education
; Commission
Recommenda,
tions

J.

reference made to the difficulties
and importEknce,of,female education
tried to find:sage and proper
methOds to pext, theY extension
of educationitoo.f*ales

local gove
develop primalr
training colleges
to be established

°

catioti
A-

fOr womeW4ere
to train women

aS teachers in girls' sehools

cautions approach in
; an effort not to
cause'rejection of
reformist ideas by the
traditional Indian
sources of power

facilities started for
special schools for ,

girls

0

insightful discussion of the
problem of female education;,
covered areas pertaining to
opening more girls' schowls;
attracting girls above 32-,t9
enroll, emPloyment of women
teachers in schools; appoint-'_
ment of,wamen inspectors for
girls' schools and provisions
for special stipends for the
training of widows as teachers

paved the way for the
entry of women into ,

the professions (i.e.
teaching medicine, . I

and nursing)

An analysis of the nineteenth century reforms by a member of the

°National Federation of Indian Women, Renu Chakravarty, differs in at

titude to that oP the sociologist Kuppuswamy.

Mere is no doubt that India in-the nineteenth century had,raised
a galaxy of social reformers who played an important part in
fighting the orthodoxy and religious bigotry that suppressed

.0 women to an inferior legal, social, educational, and political
position. But these brave men could only break social prejudices
and religious obscurantism to-open the door of education for
women and let cin the light of new ideas forthe'equality and
emancipation of momen, in,a restricted'sphere. -Ityai mainly

83

"
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in the'cities and towns this whiff of fresh air percolated. The
battle for schools,.to which girls could go remained generally
limited. For India was still under foreign rule. The alien
rulers hardly made any arrangements for the education of.the

, masses-far less for women. ,Therefore, the chances of receiving
education and more so higher education - remained restricted to
the middle class girls and those too whose male members had a
forward-looklag.perspective and had to,guts to face the onslaught
of orthodoxy. There/pre, while some bsirilliant women showed their

. talents and went ah6ad, the mass of wom9n remained in tbe mire of
ignorance, superstition, backwardness.lp

A further indictment of the Status of women under British rule in-

ferred hypocrisy on the part'of the western rulers.

, While British rulers enunciated,these new principles theoretically
they adopted a dual standard in India, the conquered territory.
They brought chage in pldian society only to the extent that
suited their own ne ds.1(

The person most reponsiIle for.his signal service in the advancement

of the women of India was Mahatma Gandhi. His fundamental faith in the

equality of meh and women Was based on his doctrine of nOn-violence. He

used Hindu concepts and law (Dharmasiras) to fortify his preachings against

the wrongs done to women in the name of respect for tradition. oGandhiji

showed that the ancient Indian scriptures did not advocate social injustice
....,

.
.

. ,
Wand social inequality. Rather, he proved that the texts after 300 B.C.

.

directly advocated the degradation of women by denying women eduCation,

promoting child.mairiage, and favoring widowhood until death over re-

marriage. He indicated that the observance of the Dharmastras pivoted on

the criterion of whether or not the texts advocated social equality and
4

justice between man and-man or man and women.

Women werliencouraged-to participate in social movement9nd public
t'91

-work by Gandhijf. This,was his most significant impact on the women of

1PP

el
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India. He urged women to think independently, and favoreethe develop-
.

ment of the mental capacities of illiterate women in rural areas. His

message to urban women was very powerful. He proded this segment of the

female population to Work with thOr rural sisters in voter registration,

imparting practical education,jaid helping to release village women from,.

The women of India responded overwhelmingly to Gandhiji. In 1920'

the chain of, caste.

the firstnon-cooperation movement against the British had women par1t,i6i-

"1
pants. Gandhiji's strong wish4was that the women of India share in the

winning of independence with the men, and the women responded heartily -

literate and,illiterate women alike.

The political participation of woman as an eqUal partner to :

-man helped Considerably in breaking the social shackles whicli "Nt

obstructed the free developpent or women. Having come out of
the fOur walls that had hitherto kept them away from freedom,
some of the women began to realizethe servile position of the
Women of India. These few emancipated women launched a move-
ment to raise women's status and made a stron,g plea to remove
the econ.Q4ic, political and social barriers.I.A3

8 5
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_VI. .Independence and he Social-Legal Status of Women

Independence was a new phase in the history of the fight for

imprOving the status of Indian women. The Constitution embodieel
. .

°
-principles of equality whicli proiClaimed the equal status of male and.

female in every aspect plIrsudhce of the principles set down-in

the Constetution legislation wasl.passed dh the central and State

level to implement the phifosophyof social equality embodl:ed

Articles 13,.14, and 15. These segments of the ConstitutiOh.

prohibited discrimination against any, citizen on-grounds of sex,

and assured equality before the law and equal legal protection to
0 .N

all citizens. The granting of adult franchise,and the. Declaration

of Fundamental Rights ied to the ju±idi8a1 recognition of. woman as
e

an equal citizen.

The movement for improving the status of women in the nineteenth

century was integrally'boupd to,the movemprit for the improvement'of

. .

Women's legal status. As previouSly described, .cme of the major

actimities of the social refortherS: was to press fcT:the abolition of
, .

social evils through:legal enactments. -C,cmsequentIy; the general

view after Independence was that constitutional provisions for

equality would accomplish,sonA.al thang

In January, 1975 tike Committee on the Status of Women, appointed

-in 1971 under the chairmanship of Dr'. Phulrenu Gtha, tUrned in. its

report to Parliament. ft contains information pertinent to aspects

of:life for Indian women, such as: education, vocationsj health and

laws.golrning marriage and 4eritance, etc. ,According to Hajrah
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-...;-...._i 1
..'.theres ltogthis obviously painstakin and thorough

..,,iy,. ..
probe does not le,:...,s* p feel any sense of achieve en-tor pro-

gress". 19
,

Further,' .,,-,. ..
ms to reflect.a strong sense of'disappoint-

,

ment: "By.andiklarge,the vast multitude of Indian women who partici-

pated in the anti-laTerialist.movement did So under the .firm

conviction that independence woUld spell,out a brighter future not ,

s
only for .the select 'few but for the common man, woman, and child".

According to the report Women in India) the answer seeMs to be

the reluttance to enact a Civil Code which would be-applicable to

all the women in,India's religious communities.
,

1.,. In spite of the acceptance of this democratic principle of
equality, the constitutidnal provision of respecting the
"Personal Laws" of various communities-has led'to con-
flicting situations. The personal laws arelpased on the
'eligious beliefs of different religidus groups,'such as
the Hindu Law, the Muslim Law, the Parsi Law, e c. Their
personal laws dealing with marriage, divorce, pr rty,

adoption, etc., directly affect woman's positio , may
even determine her status. fThese laws were framed at a
\time when women.were considered inferior beings-and
hence there is a deep rooted prejudice against women in
all-these -laws.. They do not consider woman as an
indiVidual but asidependent on the father; husband, or
.sonT° Another limitation of these laws is that different
commuAties,give different rights to women 20

After having read the provisions of the Hindu, Muslim, Parsi and

Christian laws pertaining to marriage, property rights, divorce,

child custody and other social laws having to do with abortion and

dowries I believe that the multiplicity of legal rights for .various

sectors of the Indian population are a source of social discrepency

*
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-and possible contention In spite.of the limitations stil1,15AMpenp,!

in:laws relevant to Hindu wcimen, I believe that fUndamente.1)10hahges

the stAucture of.Hindu society have been effected (i.e.',permis-,

104$ion

U

for woMlan tO dissolve marriages establishment of the principle

ogamy, and equal rights of inheritance for women and men).
,

.

dtply, the, provisions p,f the Muslim Code of law are less

heeltAization of the status of-Muslim men and
4 :

develop

. ,-: ,
..

, pendene oh ::lega

.2 ..1 .

. .

concluSitt4; as

ik
..;,, .-

.,.: ,.1:,,a,,,

nOt.e4Cliii:rfoiffig,.'0,4p
., ..:.. ,.:.

aV to'the legal st'atus of wOmen in the
P

that there:ds ailarge dBgree of,de-

'sTVC improve thestatlisof women. The

, .14T .
3emexktio 9t,s1 these' Measdres 'in, India are

sentect in Womeno.n India.

,.....,,,no,e/barti4is:014fte-both by th0=Government and by the

plblic;,,bilpiem&ht these measures-, with the result,
that in"sttte oflegislation, customs like dowry, bigamy,

;child marriages continue to,persiSt.21

4,

t'ra4ls through the villages, towns, and cities of India
-

-7.7.

enricheety.iinde tondineof t.,(4id.)eg.r.4.'s of women and the'

_
* _

probllems that the4-fac,e'..04!:i0A 1.y:basis, However, an article on
,

.

ocial Stdius104',4omen4, in4uded as a part of the-study

mat.erials for th :trAiningprogtamAliewomen functionaries of Hind
9

MazdOorifabba_ ...preparbd by the Indian Institute of Workers
-

1 1

Et1-628.40n in 8cy, s a very_informative explanation of the way
>0 ?

1-11k- 'A4,

Iiirywili wpmen adhe :' 11406 trad*nal social patte'rns andihave
. _

ak .

oant0 rated moderlizatlitn in, to their lives. The information
,

- , ,,

71,
-

include ,in t peat few Ifges has been extracted from this4* hd?' s
.

,

it#4
ltd4 O

4
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'The traditional familial StatUS af WoMemIWIndia 44)a',changed to
. . .

-Some extent in the educated, urban Middle,Landuiipe* glass homes.

-AlthOUgh the behavior of women has changed40;!a*Ways%,s a responge

tO the,,Pressure of changing times, the ideas- and inctrm4, atmost

wOmen'in,India'folloW.are deterMined by tWaditiaii: It mUst be uh-
_

derstoad that this is not the case',witti WoMek,in ger and.lower
I

w

,%
'...::,caste hopes .'where the w*en in many initanelAre',10der than their-

. ,

?c:

upper class sisters. kLowevr, the ideals womiood followed by
4;,.

,..- ''.-4,.., '..''';'. 4....,.-.. ,q
the4ower caste .wOmen Ave beOn set liy'thee,uppericastes:and-ciasses.

.

.

.. - \

.
All Hi!dus 180k to $ita .(hoagt.mYedati.'an4'.,Savitri a.01:modelsOf virtuous

40
wamanho8a to be xead about 'Plenacte4 and extdied. In spite of the

ie .

. I ourrent oniodernAdeas,flowingtthiotigh I society, the tradi-
I -14, 4

tidria1'notiold:of Womanhood'Ohti6eo.influenceothe thoughts and-
,

.ii , tf,...', ..' - ,. . .., f, r!:.,..,, 1 .

11 actionl of.cont_oftprayr Indians-101LS significant, too,-to

lk
Und tand thateven though,there is:much:religious and ethnic

. . .

.441,

claiversity

4t

,

'the II
. rlFr,

owthe count and the adrms i1yUe. Hence, there is little

difference igthlamtlial s14tus of the Indian woman Irrespective
4'

,e:

way of irifhas made a deep impression

O oflphicli. religious commhn#A-She is a member.

Indian ys many roles duringAr lifetime: the'

daughierlthe-Slater, the,mottiv'ai &Son, the wife, the daughter-
N 0

an erhap'b' t11W p,
4

eogiclowi: Thmideals held upfor'e. "good7. ,

aughterlavpt 611 ged.,substantiallyfromthe traditional

1

.

.

.

.

cancepts1 trban, educOed parent
.

_

P vriderstand the need l'or inde-
.

:ffencleig7 and seg.-reliance as acpality for their dauglters; but,

0

8 9
Ate
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most of them hope that their daughters will display the essentially

feMinine virtues of modesty, submissiveness self-effacement and

silent sufferings. Thede parents may interfere with the pace of

change and,ensure that their daughters axe "well bebaved" in the

traditional scene.

The Indian daughter's duty is simple. As a child she must obey .

her parents, respect her elders, love her siblings, and assist her
;

mother' and the ,other women "in the household tasks. As a Young

maiden she is expected to kntinue these qualities; but, in addi-

tion, she is expected to be chaste and accept willingly the man

chosen for her by her father to-be her.husband. As a wife, she is

expected to be a credit to her own parents by not bringing embarrass=

ment on them in the execution Qf her responsibilities as a wike and

daughter-in-law. In essence, the upbringing given to her by her

parents is on,trial.

Ihndu tradition accords a daughter an honorabtk place in the

home. If Indian parents are not particularly anxious to have

daughters it is'tore because of the difficulties inherent in the

marriage arrangements. Also, ill-treatment of a daughter bra

husband or by her in-lawi or misery in widoWhood are some factors

that some parents wish to avoid by not having the experience.of

having a daUghter.

Daughters in the Indian falely do not belong in the same sense

-ag tleir sibling brothers son is the mainstak.of the family in

9 0
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,Which he is born..;He is depended n for' the oontinuation of the

A

,

vfdmily lit, the economic well being of its Members, and among Hindus,

the religious 'salvation of a long la* of.ancestors. The daughter is

raised only to be given away,to,another family in:marriage. She is

looked up to for emotional support and as a source of pride as'a

devoted wife and obedient daughter-in-law.

ConsequentlY, the upbringing of the Indian son and daughter

0

differ. A son is taught to respect his elders, but at the same time
e 4 -

to command the.respect of his juniors ana: women in the household. He

is disciplined and prepared for hislpture responsibilities and the

A. 'authority that he'will some day wield in his own home. The process

of female specialization consiat6 of 'equipping the daughter for her

role as an obedient wife'and daughter-in-law. She has to'learn the

skills of home making, as. well. However, because they marry young,

-
the final training in housekeeping is provided,by the mother-in-law

with whom the girl will live as a married daughter-in-law. The

dmphasis in female socialization

mentioned previously.

to cultivate tile qualities

In upper caste and upper class families a

g(3.: is not taught adithing by way of equipment to earn-her l ving..

Women from these clasSes are not expecte00'work, and.are brought

upAgs totally. dependent. -In other Castes, girls may be equipped

for agriculture or to help the caste trade. The craft or. skill the

girls learn is for the purpose of assisting the hUSbands and in-laws.

Throtighout childhood, allegiance to the husband and the in-laws are

particularly-stressed.
2



Once married, the daughter it not expected to return to her

-4k
parents' home in the eVeWof ill-treatment.by in-laws or by the

husband. She is oonsidered tO have Taii,ed in life and is loo1ied down

upon by the qpher women itythe household if-she resorts to this type

0

of.action.'c On the other hanUlAhe'daughter is 4 much-loVed guest

0"
when She visit's them for child=birth or on a holiday. Consequently,J.

-

women are even rellictano.return to. their parents' home in the
11111.

oontingency of widowhood. Social norms on these pOints are uncom

promising and strong. , Many parents Make it clear,that althoughthey

love their daughters dearlYl.they woUld rather see them die in'their

husband's home than.have them back. Thisrigidity concerningsthe

(0.

status of a-daughter in Indian society has led to many abUses,

'hardships, and misery among Indian women. , It'is this rigidity by
6

the daughter's parents that has eliminated the possi *lity,o some

display of independence on the part of women (i.e. the faith that if

they left their husband's home or were thrown out they could'be

sheltered in their parent4t 1;c:be).
0.

a

According to Hindu tradition, the man becomes a householder

primarily to repay his debt-ta-his. 4ncestors.by founding a family and..
A

raising 'children. Consequently, the womtn's relationship.'with her'

6

husbOd and her position in the joint, family depends on her ability

'to ppodUce descendents for the husband and in,Thms.

primary goal of marriage is to produce childra7-,- 'the faMily has a

large rolein the choice of,a bride forthe son.- Romantic love%

a

.%
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hardly figlares in the chtlice of a bride. Marriage is not preceeded

by a period of courtship.' The couple parry as strangers. ,4,91he bride

-.conies into the home of her in-laws a's a stranger to be *etched and

trained.e. -Her%usband does nothing ,to assimilate her into tte pat-
,

terns Of-nevi,hame. This is left to,tbe mother-in-law and the older

4, t

women in '46..
-

ily. Consequently; the deVelopment of husband-wife

comparlionship in,the early years of marriage is inhibited: Other
6

factors limiting the relationship between husband and wife lb the

upper castes and-classes are the division of labor not requiring

them to work side by side, the age difference, structure of authority
-- ,.-

in the joirit family, and the presence of contemporaries in agg and

sex in the joint family to'provide necesary companionship. Altholigh

the wife has'a completely subordinate status in-the ,early years
-41-
of

marriage,, this changes in thb later years. This is based on the .

-acquisition 'of a more senior status by her husband in the joint.

family hierarchy. Companionship also inc;eases with years of
q

r-

marriage. Therefore it happens that some Indian wives exhibit-pelf-

confidenel and decision-making ability in their later years that

they were not able to.do in their earlier years 4 subondination.

The foregoing pages have surveyed the traditional aspects of

the indian;wdman's social status. The winds of change and moderni-

.. zatipn haVe nevertheless affected-the situation. The iMpact of
, 3

-
. ., .6c,,,00

.
.

educatiofi and of.westernthOught has affected the traditional status

of the daughter in cer lin s6ctions of Indian society.
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kmajor Change is the increasing acceptance by urban educated

Tarents of support fro unmarried working daughters. More and,more

urban parents seem to want to educate the r daughterg in the hope

that they.will earn an-extra income-for .This new status::

a:s 'an earner for' the daughter has had important,consequences. As an

earning member of her father's family, the daughter has respect and

authority previously reserved for tn. .She, is Likely to demand some

say in the choice of her husband, if not to have sole right of choice.

The girl whO works in her.father's home ia more Likely to continue

to work after marriage and,supplement her..husband'h income. Thid is ,

;

a decided change in the status of contemporary urban women. They

are able to Shift from the submissive personality of the dependent
,

,

daughter.to that of a selfreliant-individual.

Amongst, the educated urban, upper, midale 'classes. there:die ex-

airp1es of independent and highly individuated .wonen who:it.A.as

emancipated as any in the Weat. Change. seemg to be coming more

eahily and.rapldlY to theupper,cahtea ind clasgth once the.strong
vaak

held of traditionalisn. The major agents of change axe education

and the break up of the joint household.

'Educated nen exposed td Western concepta of ecivalitk and Con-

panionghip aile likely to feel unctimforable in the traditionalrole.

'

as son, In:lab:And; and father. '2Although the Social sthicture does. not

-4

really provide for romantic fove befOre.marriagp educated.men 2:0*4
6

for romance and compariionship the'selection
%

Of a wife and in the .

married state. Also, eAuchted nen marry late" ahd select girls who
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it

are older. The:result is that the persOnality of the bride is

fairly.set, When.womenare educated, too, the changes iteven '

greater. When women ,are educated enough tq 12e.highly individuated

and to want to have ari independent life of their own, there are

changestjn the status of the f A radical nature.

The development of thOinua family in Indian,society ha
110'i

Also, brought a dramatic change in the develO.pmea of the.statuS of

women.. In a nuclear household' there are no elders or in-laws to

inhibit companionship in the early years of mSrriage. The couple.

,
is thrown together to face the aay-to-day resijonsibiiitiet of

domestic life.- -As the nuclear family Pattern spreads, 'the tradi

tiOnal role of a wil'e may:undergo chapge.

:The probleM Of the cartailment of,freedom for'the development

or individuality must be viewedAn the bi-oader perspective of tfik.
:

. probleMs of a 'Society whichbgenerally disCoUrdies the developMent.
4

4

of persolt4l freedOm. Restrictions on the development ok

are not confined to women. Personal relationships.inIndian tOcaty.r-
E).re dominated ,by family, kin, catte 'and.comMunity. The pressure

that the groUps exercisemaket for conformity and curbs freedom.

,

The liberation of women ald the growth'of a Situation in which women

are in a position to assert theMsel s as'individualS cannot come

up..,

:Unless Indian societTas a whole mve more in the direction of

individuation. In:Bs much at the abtenge of.individuation is

particularly marked amongst women, it is necessyy to organize
J

general,forces that will counteratt the factors.that make for dis-

paribetieen men and wothen:

2
95
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VI. Independence and the;Education of'Women

During.the Vedic age womembath,almbst equal:edUcational.op- ,?

o

portunities with:men in their sOciety.,Ver.5po.13c and until.;the.

nineteenth century Indian women wereilliterate and'dqpil.Ved of...the

-
benefits of -formal education. -The niineteeiptippocentinformist move-

.4"
. .

I. :

tenttO imarove the education bf woMen emphaSized the need for' .i7kpi1d,
f,MW

4

.
education as a tool'in the, reformation bf ,society,4t,large. As.a ;14 ,:-

. . .

resultrof the'aforementioned events and le-gislato4 in.j3he-nineteenth.,
, ,,:,, , ,. .,4, ,

and,twentieth centuries, negati4:attitudes ti7h4;1, the,'qducation,of

,women was waning gradually. -The record of female.education pridr to

Independence was.not'a,good one.. ,

' 1

°On the eve of Independence, barely 8,per cent of wOnien were.
literatecand,for.every 100 boys) on1y-37 gi&S Were enrolled,
at'the elementary'stage. From a mexie 8.per ceht literacy in
,1947, women today have a lit,tacy'rate of 18 per cent, and

/for every 100 boys, 62 girls-tie taking education in *the
elementaty stage. __Thus quantitative growth -ha%been achieved'
during the period of Independence but there'are various

' factors whiCh still hamper the rapid aqpncebofswomen's
education.2

,

Since Independence') the iMportance of education, as a factor in

Wilding a new society and creating an intelligent participant;

delberacy, has been enormous. -The rble'orwomen in this endeavor

z? ..
was h ized by Gandhiji and again in the provisions of theCon-

, v, ,

.. .

'

. stitution of. India These.articles assured completeequalityto both
,.. ,

Men and woMen;'and granted equal aCcess tO women ,at all ieVels of- .

.
. .

education.' The direotiVe principles also laid dOwri'that free and

compulsory education beprovided for Children,up.Wthe age pr
, .
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Women in India, a publication cbf the Research Unit on Women's

Studies at Smt. NDT Women'i University in Bombay, is an excellent

sourcq. of infOrmation as to the statistics pertinent to the education

of.women. I 'have selected signi4Cant conclusions about the priigress

of literady and women's formal education from this handbook and in-
25

corporated them in Table 3. Also statistical charts pertaining to

this information are to be found in the appendix of.this paper.

Table 3

8ignificant Highlights as to The*PrOgress of Female Education

1. P4ogress of Literacy in India: 1901 to 1971

Though the growth rate -of female literacy is ligh,
it may be noted that the males have been getting the
advantage of a higher start. As a result, the out-
standing level of male literdcy is more than double
that of female literacy.

The percentage level oT female literacy in 1971 is
roughly comparable to that of male literacy in the
period 1931-1951.

2. State-wise Female Literacy Rages: 1971

- Kerala has the highest femdle literacy rate followed
by Tamil Nadu which is almost 27 per cent points
behind, while-'Rajdsthan has the lowest. Nearly 8
States out Of 17 listed are having literacy rates
below the All India average rate.

The rural- ban differential is also very striking.
In Kerala, with the highestpercentage of literacy
in both rural and urban areas, the difference is
verylittle (8.22%). In other States like Assam,
.Himachal Pradesh and West Bengal where the dif-
ference is as large as 35 per.cent, while in
other States it is between 23 and 27 per cent.

9'7 .
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3. Enrolmeht Percentagerat VariOus'Educational Levels by.Sex. .

and'Age droUx-1951-to 1971 s
s .

Giils' enrolment ii'lower it every stage of Ougation;
However, the diTference between the'biranegir1,617
is more at the primary level than at t succeedinA
levels. This may be due to the 'operation of selec-.
tiyity wherein only those go high up theedUtation
laddez who wish to continue or who have favorable
socio-economic conditions. However, it may be
noted that drop-outs a9pgstAhe boys ars,not
negliiible.

. ,
,

. Enrolment of Girls in School Educationt'1946-47 tql4973-74
,.. .

After Independence education of girls has increased'
at all the stages (Primary.I-V, Middle SchooNINIII,
Secondary IX-XI).

reasing enrolment of girls - totai and rcentage=
e - ftom one stage to another over a peiod of

time cOnfirms the fact of high drop-outs.

Faculty-Wise Enrolment of Women: 1970-71

At the University level-we.,still find women
ih 'traditional' facultieelike Education,
Medicine.

Increading enrolment in Science and Cominerte is in-
dicative of a shift from tradiqonal faculties to,
non-traditional ones.

"q.

dominant
ts and

Mrs. S. Doraiswami, Director of the Directorate of Adult Education

b.
of the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare in New Delhi, authored

a report on the !Educational Advancement and'Socio-Economic Partici-

pation of Women in India' as part of her contribution to.the informa-'

tion being published in commemoration of Internationia Women's Year..

In her report, she pinpointed the Major social and cultural, economic,

26
pedagogical and other hindrances to the progress,of girls' education.

9 8
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The most formidabl6 blocks to the education of girls are social

aM ctiltural attit4des, rang/ng fram acceptance to indifference to'
,!;

"

resistance.. Rural areas.are -Rarticularly resistant to the acceptance
,

of the need-for girls!:edupatlon. 'Among the'upper classes,'educatIon
,

.

,

for girls represents 16,.6tlit ol of little relevance to.their

lives.. The highest acce1467 ofHarls' education is in:the middle
3.

1

I

classes, AartkeuiarlY those hit by economic pressures.i /Tri the se

cases, education of girls represents an increasing source of
,

/

ecanomic improvetent. Lower,income groups, too,,would.like to

educate the.ir girls outof economic,necessity; but find themselves

unahle to do so. Other inhibitingsocial factors i4 the education

of girls include.: fear of alienation, conflict, maladjustment and

c17,

non-conformism among the rural groups; withdrawal from schools before

achieving a reasonable level of education because of early marriage

or betrothal; and social restrictions inhibiting the continuatioh of

- 1

girls' ,e44Ttion after marriage.

conOlie faCtors hindering the education of girls in rural areas

orbit around the requirement that they work at a very early age in

caring for siblings, tending cattle, or contrfbUting

ty their own labors.' Child labor, among girls iri the

domestic chores:

to family tnbome

lower ihcomq groups is a-great deterrent to the spread of educatiOn

in 'that group.

Irrelevancy in the interests and needs of girls, in the rural

areas particularly, acts as a demotivating factor in the enrolment of'

9 9
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girls im'schools: FormalAduCational institutibns are unsUltable
A, , --

physicallocation and inflexible in school tiMing to attract,girlp),
'

in maayinstancest The present system of.edu&Ltion doe's not hally
,

. . 4

prepare girlrfor economic participation in later life.
0

At!

Further, wiae disparities and imbalances in edudational develop

.

ment between one State and another complicates the problem. Varia-
.

tions in attitudes to women and discrepencies in economic and'social.

con4itions are reflected in these iMbalances. Plans.for educ tiohal

development should take these imbalances into acco t and fe vise

strategies Tor their removal in order to truly implement the
,

Stitutional guarantees:of equal opportunity.fif all -- irreviec

e of sex.

VIII.Adult Education.for Women

Based on pal the preceding information about the progress:of

formal education for girls and the perspectives I gained about the ,

social'status of'women.in my travels and research,"I think that'j.t

ist appropriate to look into the signifiCance of adult education as

C-
it-May-improve the social statUs of woMen in India.

4

Mrs. S. Doraiswami raise many significant.questiOns.in her

report on the educational advancement and tocio-economic partici-

. 27
pation of women in'India,

Developmental processes demand the mobilisation of all
'available educated and trained man and woman power. Is

this realisable When half the human material is passive
and non-participating?

o.
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*

;But is soCiety pretared forithe chahge in social and family
.4ructUre that will inevitably folloWmass-scale womeWa
edueatiOn?. Whakhorriet!s nextwill'it disturb'? Ohehalf of
theADopulation' hitherto dligh,and acquiescent, waking.up to
an articulate and qUestioninglroler would lobaen up tight
socialmores, and uproot.some closepreseives. Is'this too
dauntinga. prospect?.

1

It'is an irony that one of the;chief huidles'against'womeh's
education is woman herself. Most women;,papeaally in rural
aread,do not pee the releVance of education to their dailY
lives or to their traditional role"...

Can education help to disabuse her of this mis-conception?
...How can education make her consCious of the fact that,
she is more than someone's daughter, someone's wife and
someone'p mother, that she has her own independent person-
ality with her own ideas, thoughts and value sydtems to
contribute to the total ethos ofsóciety?. And that it is
neither Tair-to herself nor to society.to allow herself to
be a non-pergon. This is both' thii4ustififa*n and the
goal o; education for women. 't

-

s
,

Where 4 we attachthe problem,of women's edu6atiOn? At
breaking down social attitudes4 ahd therebyimaking education
more acceptable? Or on the education front 'and therVy try
to brea.k down social attitudes? By enlarging conventional
edUcAtional facilities tO deprived sections of the society
and-to.thoseho have not been reached?:-Or by'eldboratine
ew paths to learning-and by adopting imagihatiVe aminon-
aditional educational strategies and programmes. Ob-

viouslirr thereHban b. no time seqUence between the twor
add the battle will' to'he waged on both fronts
simultaneously.

I.

1
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Many answers to these pungent questions may be fpund in th

proceedings of the National Seminar on "Adult Education ofWomen,in

the Changing Pattern of Society",,held in New Delhi .;41 October 272

1968. The andian Adult Education Association, New Demi convened.

the Seminar with the financial assistance of .UNESCO:

Dr. (Mrs.) Welthy H. Fisher, founder of the Literacy HOuse*.,

I-;41now, inaugurated the Seminar. '(The memb rs of our summer project
-

had the opportunity to visit Literacy.House and were greatly

pressed by the accomplishments3of itstpersonnel.) ,In her dress,
2.8

Mrs.,Fisher set the tone for the Seminar discussions. She saidi

:that the average young adult woman in India still lived in a pattern,

Of society nntouChed by contemporary,technological developments She 14',

pointed out that. 90 per cent of\he femaleTopulaticin was deprived

of the facilities.of reading or writing the langua*ge they spoke.
.

Further, she stressed the need for imparting adult education to en-

able them toigain self-reliance. Literacy was the key to this

accompliWament by women. Dr.-Fisher. also indicated that adult

2edubation for women had to be lihked with,economic development in

ordei'to succeed. Better bommunication between the masses and the

educated wohld be a direct outgrowth, of the intenSifiCation of aQult

education among women. In her address in 1968, Dr,,Fisher. saiourthat

the vfilage,woman ready to-be tdudated. AdUlt education had tO

Women What,they wt.nted so that they would be touched socially

and:intellectually.

102
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Dr. 'Mohan Singh Aehta, former Vice-Chancellor of the University

of Rajasthan and tounder of Seva Mandir in Udaipur?s-Rajasthaq,

analysed the position Of adult education for women\as lagging far'
'

behind. -Further, he indicated that it was important for the general
,

development of the country that special efforts be made for its-.

,improvement.Wr grouP project had'the privilege of spending our

21 days in Udaipur affiliated. with Seva Mandir g.s out-host institU-
.

tion. At that'tithe I met Dr. Mehta and was ovetwhelded by the

imiumpity of personality and the enormity of his accomplishments not

only in the field of adult education, but as a fOreign adbassador

, for India.'-

During our stay in Udaipur, our group was proNided with the

dpportunity to'visit adult education programs under the auspices of

Seva Mandir. Basically, the emphasis was on functional literacy.

As a result of these visitations I realized that the obstacles to

organizing literacy programs for women'are Ivy great. AZong some

of these obstacles seem to be:'lack of motivation, old tradityps

and customs, little leisure time, attitude' of the family, dearth of

aZ

teache

i

d.lack of proper teaching m anethods d lack of follow7up

literat7 .

As an adult educator I formed some impressions of the adult

education programs for wonien in the Udaipur hrea L saw teachers an

students working under trying,conditions of heat, poor.physical

. plant, and ,inadequate teaching materials. Ay:reaction becqmeOne of

.awe atthe enormity of the problems involved in adult education tot

' women and the paucity of resour4s.aiVailable to dOrthe job.- rfeel

103



'.thatsthe length and quantity of my visitations Were not adequate to
. ..

1

mke anY sweeping suggestions for improvement of the.sitliation.

HOwever, in reading the...report of

'that g have a broader understanding

isWami I feel

.ndult eduati n for. women in-

,India. In her-section "New Educatiopal Strategies", Mr

outlines the alternatives to

cordingly, the new trend for

direction of developing

2

formal education for women.

Doraiswami

Ac- _

women s.edueation inIndia is irrthe

Alternatives to the formal system....needed which will offer.
several paths to education and training; adapted to the needs
of specific categories of women, -closely linked to the social,
cultural and economip milieu in which they live -and work.

Appropriate programs will have to be devised to meet the needs

of four major categories of women: girls from 6 to 14, illiterate

and sei44lliterate working women from 15 and above in the organized

organized sectors; illiterate and semi-literate non-working

women; and women who have literacy but who.need help in acquiring

sufficient awareness, skill and confidence to p1 their talent to

zocio-ecoitomic use.

Priority programs being implemented or in tha Planning stage in"

the area of non-formal education inplude: Nnctional literacy linked,

to- development; non-formal education fOriyoung people in the 15 to

25 age level; and non-formal education for girls in the 6 to 14 age"

. bracket..

104
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.N
.Table 4 summarizes the types of:programs in.the'farmative or

plE,Inning st.ages ok these priority projects for non-formal education.

Table 4 .

.

// Priority Programs of Non-Formal Education Being, Planned or Implemented

CategorY 1: Fun6tional literacy

(a) 'Farner's,Funptional Liter9.cy in.food produftng areas
,-,(b) Special Func,tional.Literacy Programs for Women .

(c) Literacy linked to trades employment preparation

Category 2: Non-formal education

4a) Program for youth, nen and women,.in the 15-25 age group
.(b) An Experimental Program on Non-formal Education for jRural

Women
(c) Wm-formal Education Program for Working Women

(i) Wprkers Soaial Eclucation Institute
(iiolyiralent Adult Education for Urban Workers

'(d) Condensed Cburses of Education for Employment and Vocational
Training for Adult Women t

Category 3: Non-formal education for girls in the age-group 6 to 14.

During the cburse of.my 65 da partieipation in the adult educa-
.

tion project, I visited sessions of some of.the above,listed programs:

1. 1Taipur, Rajasthan: visited evening sessions of the Farmer's

producing areas,Functional Literacy Program iii food

Workers Social Education Institute,

education for gitls from,6 tO5 14.

2. Udaipur, Rajasthan; visited Farmer'sunctional Literacy

in food prbducing area, Special Functional Literacy Program

and Non-formal.

for Women. 1

BOmbay, Maharashtra: visited workers Social Education In-
..:

stitutel Polyvalent.AdUlt Education for Urban Workers..
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I. ?bona, Maharashtra: visited Farmer's Functional Literacy in

fOod producing areal1Special Fu-nctional literacy Program ,

for Women.

Lucknowl. Uttar P'radesh:"visited-Special Functional Literacy

Program for-Women (at Literacy House).

In addition to the above, I had the privilege of visiting several

social service agencies that were performing much needed assi tance

in the axea of adult education. 'In Poona, Maharashtra I visited
-

Hingne Stree-Shikshan Sanstha (formerly known as Hindu. Widow's Home

Asiociation), and the Poona Seva Sadan Society. .The former institu-

tion was founded by the late Dr. D.K. Karve in 1896. He was one of

the nineteenth.century pioneers in social reform for women. The

institution started as a refuie for child widows to learn how to

help themiselves. It has since expanded to include facilities-for

girls frOm the primary to high school levels, and Primary teacher

training courses, and hostels for widows and older women in need of

assistanZe.

IX. Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to explore the sOcial status of

women in India and the relationship, if any, to the withdrawal or

granting of educational opportunities.

Historically, Indian women received educational training'in the

Vedic period. They were ascribed a high social status commensurate
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111, with this education. With the absence of educational opportunities,

mOmen fell into.a loWer social. condition. It is very apparent that

as long.as N./Omen were

/

Oven educational Opportunities at the age of

8 or 9 societi did not feel pressed to develbp customs that would re-
*

strict female freedom. However, once formal education was denied to
,

women, it is also appaxent that the social status of woMen declined.
e .

The nineteenth century saw an embrfnic attempt tO impro4e-7\the
, .

soc, ial .status of women through social legislation and increased
.

school enrollment for girls. These efforts, unfortunately, did not

create the improvement in the .soCial status for women enVisioned by

the reformers.

Today, the sOcial statUs of women in India is characterized by'

ties'to the traditions of the past and efforts to return to the

equality of the VediOage.. Initially, my feeling was that through

educat4on gre4t2Ohariges in the social and legal position of women

would be a4Complished. Mowever, after a 65 day intensive visit to

Ale rural and urban areas of India I no longer believe that the'

-problem is s, simple as' to be rectified through education alone.
r'

I'have cbme to believe.that it Will take at least two to tbree.

generations before Indian society.can agree as to how to ameliorate

the condition of woien. .The socio-economic and pOlitical problems .

inIndia.have been'in the making fOr thousands of years. It is un-

realistiO,to exiect changes in the psycho-sOcial attitudes of the

masses to,occur quickly. , Customs and.traditions took a long.time to.

be institUtiorielized,-
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Iam hopeful_abbut the future of Indi .and,women in 'pan,

ticular. I belie'Ve_tb4 the women,of

and fortitude to achieve_the attitulainai

the inrier 'strength,

needed in society

to 'Support the improvement of their plight.- My hope is with the

educdted women. f wduld like to see.theM recyae the benefits of

their losition in society-by working with their sisters of lower

.co.te and class.

a

rhave been struck by the latent poyer elite of educated Yomen

c in India. I am hopeful that these women will be able to gain the

a

assistance ofenlightened men in their society to imi5lement the

equalit Y of opportunity so proudly referred to h the'Constitutian

of India.
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, APPENDIX .

Statistical Chart grtinent to Table .C-4. 5 of this a er

. Progress of Literacy in India: 1901 to 1971,

Census
year

Percentage of-

literate popula-
tion to total
lo.ulation

Percentage ot. .Percentcge orl:

literate males literate females

to total male to total female

,oiulation Population

1901(a) 5.35 9.83

1911(a)' 5.92 10.56

1921(a) 7.16

1931(a) 9.50

1951(b) 16.67

1961 24.02

.1971 29.46

Note: (a) Relates to undivided India

(b) Excludes Jammu and Kashmir

12.21

15.59

24.95

34.44

,39.45

0.69

1.05

1.81

2.93

47.93

12.95

18.72

SOURCE: Registrar General and Census Commissioner; Census of India,

Potket Book of Population Statistics, Census Centenary, 1972,

NewDeihi.

Research Unit on Woments Studies, Women in India Bombay, S.N.D.T. Women's

University, March 1975, p.30.
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Chart'pertinent tO Table 3 (p C-4.25) of th:is:paper
,

2. State-wise Female Literacy Rates: 1971

(Femaleliterates as per cent of total female4,popula,1ion)

State Total Rural. Urban I .

'.,

' Kerala 53.90 - 52.30 .60.52

Tamil Nadu 26.83 18.87 ,, 45.55 2'

Maharashtra 25.97 ,17.4 -46.58
. . .

Punjab 25.75 '19.78

Gujarat 24.56 17.07 , 44.33

,West Bengal 22:08 14.81 47.82 :

Karnataka 20.76 16.74 41.32

Himachal Pradesh 20.04 17.93 52.25

Assam 18.91 16.28 50.84

Andhra Pradesh 15.65 10.88 35.86

Haryana 14.68 9.00 41.43

Orissa 13.75 11.94 35.75

IMadhya Pradesh
Uttar Pradesh
Jammu and Kashmir

Bihar
Rajasthan

10.84
10.18
'9,10

8.49
8.26

6.00
6.59
4.74

6.15
3.86.

37.08
33.27

*. 28.99

31.62
29.46

All-India 18.44 12,92 41 91

Note : The States have been rankedin the descending order of

female literacy rates.

Source : Census of India, . Paper 1 of 1971 Supplement, Provisimal.

Population totala.

-Research Unit on Woments Studies, Wcmt in India, Bombay, S.N.D.T.

Women's University, March 1975, p.33.

4

0:1
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Statistical Chart pertinent to Table 3 (p.C-4.26) of this, paper

Enrolment Percentage at Various Educational Levels by Sex and
Age Group: 1950 to 1971

,...41E4ucational level

\-IPrimary.I V'

iige' Grkpt 6-11
.--,p; N 1 ':

1

: \

.Middles.Vr-VIII

Age'Groxip 11-14

Secondary IX-X1

Agbligroup 14-17

..19.51:14.51 1960-61 1970-71

Higher education:general

Age group 17-25

'Totak 62.4 80.5

1PYs, 594 82.6. 97.6
-

Girls' 24.6 41.4 62.4

,tntal 12.7 22.5 34.2

Boys 20.7 33.2 47.3

Girls 4.5 11.3 - 20.7

Total 5.3 11.1 20.7

Boys 8.7 17.5 30.1

Girls .1.8 4.3 10.9

- Total 1.0 2.1 4.0

Boys N.A. N.A. 5.8

Girls N.A. N.A. 2.2-

.06

Source : 1. for enrolment in School education, Government of India,
Third'and fourth Five Yeax Tlans'

2, For enrolment in higher education, UniVersitY Grants
Commission, Annual Reports

3. Statistics and Information Division, Ministry of
Education and Social Welfare, Educational Statistics,
at a-glance.A.971. Government of India, New Delhi
(mimeographed) -1q71.
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Statistical Chart pertinent to Table 3.(p.C-4.26) of this paper

Enr61ment of Girls in School Education: 1946-47 tO 1973-74

Year Primary

1946-47

1950-51

1955-56'

1960-a61

1965-66

.4968-69

1973-74
.r

36.8
(37Y

53.85
(39)

.76 39
(44)

113.47
(48)

:182.93
,(57)

119.36

(P)
..,1

244.01
(62)

.(In lalchs)

Middle School
(VI-VIII)

Secondary

3.2

(18)

0.7
'(12)

.5.34 1.66
(20) (15)

8.67 3.29
(25) (21)

16.70 5.56
(32) (23)

28.46 12.05
(37) (30)

,

34.93 15.79
(39) (32)

45.37 23.40
(43) (36)

Note Figures in brackets indicate percentage of girls to boys.

Source : 1:-*For 1950-51, 1960-61, 1965-66, 1168-69 Ministry of
Education (Form - A)

2. Fcr 1973-74,- (target) 'Draft Fifth Five Year Plan,
1974-79', Vol.II, p.197.

Research Unit on Women Studies, Women in India Bombay, 5.N.D.T, Wcmen's
University,. March 1975 p.35.



Statistical Chart ertinent to Table 3 .C-4 .26 f this er

Faculty-wise Enrolment of Women: 1970-71

Faculty

Arts (a)

Science

Commerce

Education

Engineering/Technology

'Mgdicine

Agriculture

Veterinary Science

Law

Others (b)

Total

Enrolment Fercentage
Total Women of women.

13 29,626

9,48,004

4,21,850

1,682540

31-7

17.8

3 44,108 '12 675 '3.7

56,922 20,799 36.5

90,034 910 1.0

97,601 22,296 22.8

43,352 169 '0.4

44 0.7
t',

. ,a

70,618 2,626 3.7
/

14,800 5,9 3 40'.o

30,01292 6,5- 8 21.9 '

Notes

Source

(a) Inolaes stOentS of Lib
Social Work, Theology, etc.101

(b) Includes students pursuing Courses in Music/Fine
Arts/Physical Education, etc..

.%moz

'University Grants Commission, University Devkilocmfmt
.in.India, Basic Facts and Figures, 1970-71, New
1974.

Research Unit on Women's Studies, Women in India, S.N.D.T. Women's
University, Bombay, March 1975, p.37.
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/ STATUS OF WOMEN tN'INDIA

by

Beverly Archibald.

\

-In this paper I shall examine the status of women in India. Specific

°literacy background was provided by reading sections of The Speaking Tree,

Women in Rajasthan, Through Indian Eyes, and ah.article entitled 7Progress'

of-Indian Women" from the Diamond Jubilee Booklet published by. the Poona

Seva Sedan SocietY. .The firit band observation Of various societies and
*

organizations, mimy different types of alasseb for women4.discussions with

both'men and women from seVeral different sections of the country,)e well

' as with people who purported t9'undertitand and properly:represent the
Wo

point of view of the lower caste and tribal women, has formed the basis

for my impression on the status of women in India. I shall touch briefly

upon the historical_evolution of women's role in India, with specific

reference to the influence family patterns and tradition play in the

average Indian women's life. Women's role in education, employment and

politics will also be discussed:. And lastly, I. shall discuss the future

of the Women's Movement in India as I perceiVe it.

The Vedic Age, which7preceeded the Laws of Manu(the canon law

Hinduism written between the First Century B.C. and the Second Century

A.D.) was a time of more or less equality between the sexes; oi at the

very least the society held a much more liberal view of woman''s role than

in the cerituries following. Women were actually allowed to become priests,

the sacrifice of sati (the Widow burning herself on her husband's funeral

pyte) did not exist, and widows were allowed to remarry. After the

117
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acceptande of the Laws of Menu, the Woman occupied a very subservient

position in.the society. The law actuallystated that the'woman must

.Worship her husband as a god, even'though he be (according to G. Buhler)

"destituteof virtue, or'seekin/ pleasure elsewhere, ordevoid. of. good'

qualitiee._ Divorce Was nOt Permitted no matter what offence'. thehusband.
. .

might comMit. The woman s salvation lay solely in her obedtence to her_

, husband.

The early stages of the Indian Women'S Movement ..the leadership was

exclusively male. As Mrs; In#irabai Deodhar has pUt it, ."Atthe outset

the women's movement in India was for women but not by women"... Although'---
A

a woman, Smt. Ramabai Ranade, presided as Chief. Guest oVer the First Al/

India WoMen's Convention held in Bombay in 1904, her seleCtion as presiding,

persOn was accomplishedby two influential men!

In the 1920's with the increase in fervor in India's struggle for
'e

freedom, came another step forward for Indian women. One of the,prOgrams

of .Gandhi's non-:cooperation moVenent was equality for Women'.

Then in 1927 the All India Women's Conference was founded under the
.1 war

leadership'of.Mrs., Sarojini Naidu and Margaret Cousins. Thus the leader-

'ship in the movenent for women's rights was transferred from men to the

Women themselves.. Theconstitution of the Conference *Mcifically states

the followingiObjective:

"To iiork'actively for the general progress and welfare of woMen and
children and to help women utilize to the fullest the ,f.Undamental
rights conferred on,them- by the Constitution of the Indian Union"

4
e"^

Although the British rule was obviously detrimental to-India's de-
,

vilopment as a free n tion.in many respects, it it felt that through this

1
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foreign ddmination:progressive Indians acquired.a taste forodemocracy
k

Including the equality of men, and women.

N\
The All India Women's Conference is today the largest women's or

ganization in &dia. With Women's battle fdr legal and political.right

-won, the conference hag now cdncerned itself with-the actual equalitybf

1

\

people in' all sections of the society. As stated in 195 .,the Conference

of.society-"due
'

sex distinction, ett. by the means,

of universal education, national'health and\social

family planning and adequate 'livingand worp.,ng'

is.working to eliminate special privileges for any sect

.to economic yossessions

. N
amTgst others

services and facilities

Or caste or

condltions.

The" dichotagy'of women's status in societY makes'her plaa'>Somewhat

_difficult to understand. Aa a mother, she is revered and worshipped.
;

While as a sexual partner to her husband shelS afforded.a very low if
,e1

not repugnant status. The veri early marriage,,the eXpectation that a,

?

woman produce sons for her husband, the complete-eMersion of wo

husband's family -- all of these coftbine to make the woman less of a

person in her own right. The isolation of the woman during her menstrual

period, still practiced in many Hindu households, singles out the woman\sj

kr

as an agent
e

of pollution.. The huband's loss of semen during orgasm is

thought to be weakening to him, and the woman's supposed obsessive craving

.for sexual relation; is believed to threaten both her husband's physical

y and psychological health. In a study done in 1961 by Dr. Aileen Ross,'

she shows that the mother-son relationship is afforded the highest Status

in Indian family7while.the husband-wife relationship is-the next to
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lawest in emotional satisfaction (with the sister-sister relationship being

the lowest of the seven familial:relationships studied),
4

4

qcording to Richard. Lanney, a minimum or seventy per cent:.of. the:

Indian population is "tradition directed".. Ry this he refers to the fact

0- .m1W0k
that most bf Indian society remains unaffected by the changes.and upheavals

whiCh.have affected much.of the rest.of the world since the industrial

revolution. Thus the.role of wOmen, which has changed. so drastically in,

many parts of the world remains relatively"static in most sectors of

Indian life

.Education fOr Women in India had made tremendous strides in some

areas and for same classes, but generally speaking it is still inferior'
2

tclthatof men. In varibut villages Where,wer yjited we saw both men's

,and woMen'S literacy classes. In ail ceiSeS acilities,and materials
,

'a,3
f6Y. Men, poor a& they might be, were super-

dAo
those proVided for the

women. The fact that there ate so many societies and organizations de=

voted to the cauSe of the'betterment" of the status education, treatment,

etc, of woMehi speaks for itself.

The more sophisticated, upper-class girls are also caught in the

ttadition bound pattern. Many:times members of out group have asked high

school 'Or college girls what. they were "going..to do"-When they finished

school. This qUestion was usually met with some bewilderment, followed

by a rather non-committal answer. One young lady, however, Summed it up

lit

quite well, it seema to me, when she replied, "That will be decided for

me WhenIthe time comes."
..._. .

.

'Of course there are many outstanding Tndian women who have' made

significant careers for themselves, but they appear to be the excef)tion



rather than,the rule. Unlesan Indian girl is possessed with an unusual
. a .

amount of drive'coupled with a high intelligence and sense or self-morih,

1.

4 y

it is easier,for her to follow In the traditional plerns established
,

The recOrd.of Indian women and endoloyment is. little better. -As woUld,

be expectedl.the AlsprOpchtionate education afforded to men and Immen.

(higherlertentage of wOmen illiterates, lower percentage of molten with

higher Oucation) is reflected in the-wOrk participation of Indian,Women.

I

Most of the aticles I have read stress ele fact tilt women engaged

skilled labor as a part of a'faMily occupation and womeawinvolved.

agrieulture must be 'considered separately' from swornen involved 4-ir profes-

sioll of "white collar" work.

women in-the lower-status jobs are either involved in the here tary family

This is primarlly because manfr the

occupation tr working in the fields, and inmost statistical surveys these

women are considered "unemployed". It is in the sphere of educated women

that the problem be,pomes more definitive. In the 196f census it was found

that only, one-third f the women..degree holders were actually employld.

The.reasons for th s are complex, ranging from the trdditional view'of

educating upper-class women only for status and not ,for employment, the

supposed unsuitability of women for certain jobs (sometimes imposed by the .

employer but manptimes by the women's own family), to thevery real fear

-of m that educated women are competing !or their Jobs and that each

0 woman employed as.a white collar worker or a professional is taking aijob

away frau eome man who, aS the traditional bread winner,and head o the

household,,has more need of the job than does the waman. This latter

attitude is particularly prevalent in tiMes of high unemployment, such as

ft
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exist in India today. Mr: C.K. Varshney, a' journalist associated, wiPi _

, 4 .
Rajaa,than,Patrikaipur, ii an article entitled "Women and Employment"

/trom the book Women .in jasthen maYes scue rather telling ;tatements.

, Quoting 1:recent rebearches in West Germany"-teNjague references ..)

.
..-' . s

statistical clata and/or projeCts are highly suipect in my mind'
,

he-states that "the child n of parents bothawhOm atelemployed bec

vagrants and deliquente. He further states that "educated WO.Men in, India

.are entering all sorts of ptotessions but the most suitable Job for. them

,appears to be the teaching of children perticularlya.t.the.Kindergarten
-

stage' 'With this type of%opinion existing, and I suspect that it:is more .

,

widely held than,Openlk stated, it is diffictlt to envision much improve--

ment in theNtatus,of'educated women in the employment market without

basic attitudinal.d.hanges on:the part of a major segment of Indian

society.

The role of Indian women in politics is more difficult to asgess,

especially aince the Prime Minister of India is a woman. To the observer

from.the UnitedStates (where 1974 saw the first women governor elected in
..411

her awn right and women in high, level federal positions are practically

non-existent) Prime Minister Indira Gandhi apPears to represent e degree

of political involvement and acceptete unheard of in our own country.

The election end widely based support of Mrs. Gandhi appear to te.to be

based partly on the traditional reverence in which "womaii the mother" is

held. yhat better leader for Mother India than e "motherly" woman?

Viewed in this light it seems that,Mrs..Gandhi would not pose a threat

to men in their.cheriahed leadership role, but rather would represent the

_placement of,an outstanding woman in the most exalted poSition her country

. can fifford.her aS "mOther_to all her chi
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Accordingly to a th'ochure entitled "Women in India" published 1..)11. the

S.N.D.T. Women's University in Bombay, less than four per cent of the

candidates in Indian elections are women. 'However, the brochure goes on

. to state:that the percentage of women elected.compared with the total

number of persons elected has always been higher than the percentage of

women candidates to total candidates. This would tend_to bear out the

conclusion reached regarding women in high level jobs - that it is

necessary for a woman to have a high degree of competence and more de-

termination than a man to reach the same level. -dnce the woman has

actually become a candidate
2
her "superiority" in terms of qualifications

is apparently recognized by the voters.

Drawing together and `concluding a paper of thie scope wherein the

stbject can be covered only yery superficially is a difficult task.

There is room, Certainly; for extreme optimism regarding the future of

,Indian women. Supportive, evidence can also be found in rinting a Aismal

future for the wamen's movement in India. The truth it appears to me,

lies somewhere between these two extrepe views. I feel that the fUture of

the women's mooveMent in India is directly tied to the future of the world-

'wide woken's movement. I believe that, like it or not (...and I "don't

imagine this view would be very popular in India) the western'world is

and will supply the leadership in this field. Thus the advance being made

by women in the more developed nations will improve the'status of women

If' the world over. And so, although at times the Obstacles seeM almost un-

surmpuntable, I feel that the Indian women can, va the future, look forward

to an improved position in society, with better education and more social
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_awareness as a tool leading to-better opportunities for beaningful employ-

ment, a More active place in the political structure and. governMent of her

country, and, moSt important of all, an increased sense oflier own self-

worth as.a person.

a
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ADULT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN INDIA: IMPRESSIONS

by

Janes R. Kistler

%-

It should be stated fram the very outset that my three years experi-
.

ence in Adult Vocational Education in no way makes me an "expert" in the

field. Morover, it certainly does not make me capable of making recom-

mendations for change in the Adult Vocational Education,framework in India.

,Suggestions or opinions and reactions may.be posed% 'I am sure that most

of these ideas will not be original and that those deserving merit have,

certainly.been thodght though by Indian educational leader's while those

_showing little insight can certainly be dismissed as being naive by these

same leaders.

SimilarlY some mention must be given to the lack of adequate data

collection on adult vocational education and the somewhat subjective

nature of a great deal of the data obtained. Sixty five days in India are

certainly not sufficient for preparing an objective appraisal of adult

'yocational education - just as the same length of time would be inadequate

in studying any segment of the-U.S. educational gystem. Further, the

tine spent in India was certainly not all directed to the study of AduA

Vocational Education. The trip was a study of all Adult Education in

general - vocational being'only one small component - while, like any

study trip,abroad, demands for.sight-seeing, travel, study of culture and

civilization,.etc. were also great. What datatas been collected is

subjective in nature. Observations of only a fraction.of vocational edif;.

cation institutions were made and, more importantly, visitations and
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-discussions were often conducted bysonly. one Indian colleague. What

follows are impressions and impresaions only. I cannot stress this

enough.

A word should also be given about my basis for comparison. While I

-.will do a great deal of comparing of the Indian and U.S. adult vocational

education systems, as I see it, I will also be ba4.rig my impressions on

yet gnother experience -- that as a U.S. Peace Corps Volunteer in

Afghanistan from 1970 to 1972. While I was not rart of vocational educa-

tion there, (it is almost non-existent in that country) the experiences

--

in Afghanistan cannot help but form my impressions of India in pneral
-

and Adult Vocational Education, in particular. I Eaz, therefore, tend to

-more "optimistic" in forming impressions than perhaps some%-of mY American

colleagues. Overall I might say, the Afghan experience gives''one the

taste of a "developing country", the.Indian experience presents, as Dr.

:

:Roche stated, "a poor country, not a developing cOuntry";: and:the

American system presents an affluent, industrialized, highly technological

model. It is within that spectrum on continuum that impressions have

been formed:

The term Adult Vocational Education is a broad one in the U.S. and

is used to "justify" many programs not necessarily vocational in nature.

For purposes of this.parer, I will use a rather strict definition. Adult

will mean,age 15 or older. jThis may surprise the American reader but in
4,

10 India there isno habit_of "prolongeC adolescence - age 14 to age 22 and
.4*

beyond - as a rule.) AaUlthood for most Indian begins at age 14 or'so

; marked by: Work beginning,in earnest; completion of th03th standard of
.-

4 ./3
. .
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.primary school; even marriage and child bearing. Generally the Adult

Vocational Education Observed in India dealt mainly with people (par-

ticularly men) in the age bracket of 15 to 25 years. Of the programs

observed only agriculture and in-house industrial programs seemed to
c'

include men over 25 years of age. Vocationdl Education will be defined '

strictly as education leading to new employment.:(6nerally accompanied by

higher comioen'sation) or education or training designed to upgrade a worker
0

in his present occupation and directly designed to increase his job stilll

or productivity (greater compensation and/or increased rank may or may"

not necessarily result.) This definition would rule out for instance,

Worker's education which is designed to increase the worker's social and

-political awareness and skills with only indirect benefit to produCtivity.

It would, however, include Farmers Functional Literacy which is designed

foremost td improve the farmer's productivity, through making him knowl-

edgeable and literate. Tbe definition will become clearer from the

programs reported.

AGRICULTURE

"Is a half glass of water half empty or half full?"

- Dr. Misra, Exterision Director
College of Agriculture
University Of Udaipur

India is first and foreMost an agricultural country. This becomes

obvious from the statistics. 30% of Indian population is rural and almost

20% of.this 438 million people depend directly on the land for their sub-

sistence and livelihood. While this seems obvious to Me.after 65 day's) it

is certainly not the'picture the average American conjures.up about India.
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my earlier impression was one of thousands of aties-Ceeming with masses
K

-of people. -The cities are fewer in number than supposed and* while many

of them are in fact teeming, it is the Countryside and smali village where

one finds the bulk of India's people. 'It behooves'us, therefore, to take

a close look at India's efforts t6 train better, more productive farmers.

This is especiapj important based on4ihat one constantly hears of over-

population, depOdenbe.orimate, soil depletion and changing weather

conditions local and worldwide. To this is coupled the introduction in

India of the so-called "Green Revolution" i.e. new, high yielding

varieties of seeds capable of increasing productivity tremenously but

requiring heavy and properly applied dosages of various fertilizers,

nutrients and pesticides. A visit to the University of Udaipur, Collegp

of AgricultureNes enough to convince me of the complex nature of modern

Indian agriculture and the,research constantly going on to improve yields:

Dissemination of such findings to a well-educated farm population would,

be a challenge in itself, while dissemination and training of largely

illiterate farmers becomes a monumental task. The research and technology
e c

are encouraging; the training and dissemination must meet the-task. Hence

the "half glass of water".

There are wide variety of training programs for farmers in India.

Similar to any situations of this sort some farmers have several training

opportunities available to them, while others have few options, if any st-

ir all. All programs,visited or studied have the primary purpose of improving

farmer productivity, while the modes of operation and delivery differ.
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The Farmers Functional Literacy Program

The biggest agricultural training program to date is the Farmers

Functional Literacy PrOgram (PFLP). Begun by the Central Government in

19682.the program operates in parts of 107 out of approximately 360

'districts in India - with programs found in every state ekcept Tripura.

The prograg, in brief, is a concerted effort of three governmental sectors:

Agriculture, Information and Broadcasting, and Education;'tO provide

0

training tb farmers aimed at teaching skills to improve agri.cultural

productivity - thus improving their own livelihoods as wellas increasing

agriculture development in a country sorely in need of increased output.

The threefold,nature is explained thusly: '"The Ministry of Agriculture

pravides the farmer's training and field demonstration facilities; the

Ministry of Efteation provides functional literacy; the Ministry of,In-

formation and Broadcasting relays special types of farm broadcasts through

1
the All India Radio for the benefit of.participant farmers."

It-should be noted that this new program is considered radically

different from previous adult literacy approaches in that literacy is
.016

secondary-to improved agricultural ekill and knowledge - hence productivity.

Literacy is considered a means by which the farmer can continue to educate

himself and remain knowledgeable of new agricultural concepts and practices.

"Thus, functional literacy is much more tAan literacy, it isin reality a

method of training for developmental purpdees, ,a comprehensive non-formal

2
* educational program,-and an Opening:to continuing education."

Teachers are sought from the ranks of'better educated farmere or

teachers living in villages.who have an agricultural baCkground.
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_reality, however, Most prograns are taught^by primary school teachers.

This; is of course not ideal in that most of these teachers have no agri-

cultural background or even 'inteiest. Classes are advertized and formed

right the villages and held after work, in the eveningslusually for 2

hours per night, 5 nights per week.

9 months.

The Indians ve met are quite proud of this program: .And well they

should be. The scene is indeed gripping for the American educator. A

gathering of 20-odd farmers - somejooys, some elderly - sitting on the

ground outside of a building, in front of a 2 by 2 feet square cloth

"blackboard", writing on small "slates" by-the light of cne 60 watt bulb

.hanging precariously from a long pole. "Methods" - poor and obviously too

teacher-dominated; "learning atmosphere" - horrible,"textbooks" - few in
0

'teacher" - not adequately trained. -To the Anerican'educator

The course lasts for approximately

number

these cOnditions would spell disaster, but the fact that this group is

meeting at all is encouraging and that learning is in fact taking place

becomes obvious when one looks past the trappings that we Americansshave

come to feel itle essential. The motivation level is high - "I cone here

to become a better farmer" was the typical reply. This is backed up, by a

recent study of the National Institute of Community Development: "When

objectives of.the functional literacy prbgram were explained, the farmers
4

were found to be really interested in it and alMost all of them perceived

need for the same towards enabling them to lead a better life.' And while

attendance and high dropout rates areirObvious iiroblems, I doubt that,arg, Vt
,4

U.S. Adult Educator can be critical on these two points. My reac6
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the several sites visited was one of astonishment in finding2Q adults

gathered for class from 8:30'to 10:30 p.m. after a long, hot, grueling day

in the fields (we *Ade observations during the intortant ploughing/planting

season.)

About 300,000 farmers have benefitted from the program during4the lth

.Five Year Plan, while another 150,000 have receiyed instructions so fat

A

in the 5th Five'Year Plan. This is in itself a problem: barely half'a

million farmers trained in a country having 436mi1lion ruralifolk. Other

problems abound and Indian studies are quick to point them out. A few

will,be mentioned. "The functional literacy activities often resemble the

old-fashioned literacy drives, without linking literacy with the promotion

-of agricultural knowledge skill provision apprenticeship of new farming

),)
practices, etc." The Directorate of Adult Education admits that, "there

is a lack of integration between the three components: agriculture,,

5
education, and information." The National Institute of Community De-

Velopment is even stronger in its criticism stating "Lack of intermin-

isterial coordfnation appears to be a major weakness of the program which
101,

leads.to wastage of:scarce resources and retards the pace of agricultural

6
development." This was seen in the field and disclisSed during our:visit

with Dr. Misra, Extension Director, University of Udaipur. The integration

machinery has been established at the central level but follow-txmugh has

not been achieved. This seems inherent when any three vertical bureauc-

racies are ordered to- cooperate in the field. Age-old operating, procedures'

and conflicting persvnalities predominate. I thOught it-admirable that

the Directorate of Adult Education would confeAs that'"the goal'of

converging the three components has not always been achieved. The
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progress of the agricultural compOnent was generally ipeedier the educe-

tional aspect constantly lagging behind."7

The birgger question about FFLP however has to do with whether or not

the literacy does in,fact become functionalv- The National Institute of

Community Development stuay takes a rather dim view: "Relatively speaking,

....reading and comPrehension akills.were developed to a greater eXtent'than
')

arithmetic and writing skills.. However, developient.of any skillwaa-not

satisfactory in general and development of arithmetic' and writing skills

was most unsatisfactory in particular. Tbus it would be hard to conclude

. 8
that literacy has become functional in day-to-day life of these farmers."

To this is added the problem of regression bick to illiteracy by the reo-

literate farmer. The need for specia'lly prepared materials and follow-up

action for the neo-literate was voiced all around.. The central government.

efforts in this area do not seem adequate and several states and volUntary

agencies, i.e. Seva Mandir, have been forced into the area of producing

simple reading materials for new literates: The Agriculture Extension

Directorates are seemingly aware of the proyem and do simplify many of

their publications to the extent possible.

The effect of FFLP and other agricultural training programs on

a

productiVity and agricultural development Willbe discussed in a later-

1.

.404tion.

A a
RURAL VIDYAPEETHA

Another*prOgram of farmer training is conduCted by-Rural Vidyapeeths
, . 6

,

scattered-all. over India. Ottle data was obtained on these schools and
S

,

.,
'oUr visitationp, s brief and incomplete. Apparently they have,been ex-

.

perimentalvmdtield4:On the.Danish FoIk School system with severall4gOals

.4
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in additipn-to direct vOcational education, including sobial education,

2fami1y.1ife education and citizenship training. In regards to the agri-

,
cultural traininglprograms, the Vidyspeeths,conduct short term courses for

farmers in ckops, fertilizers, gardening pathology and simple building

and mechanical skills.. Farmers are broughtto the,centers and housed for
.

:up to three weeks. The curriculum includes large doses of:non-agricultural
; .

content

The experiment is said to have been somewhat of a failure andthe

'centtal government'is apparently phasingout the.centers. Two related

reasons have been given. Firstly the farmers are motivated only'toward

agricultural skills that will improve their productivity and they don't

-see any relativity in the social education aspects of tha,curriculum.

Secondly many feel that it is virtually impossible for a farmer to leave

his village and land for anything more than a week.

It should be noted hOwever, that these factors Were 'not obqerved

kirst- hand; no agricultural program:wag even being held while.* were

there.. It does seem to Me, however, that agriculture:is a year-tound task

in India, and that removing a farmer from his land and village for even

three weeks at a time for a course replete:4th non7agricultural content

destroys motivation and is unwise. The answer seems tiPbe in part tine

programs located directly in the villages themselves.

AGRICULTURE EXTENTION

The Agriculture EXt4nsion Directotates,affiliated with various

colleges Of Agriculture ate a well developed source Of:non...formal voca...

tionaledUcation:for farmers. Tir-,_cllegea.condiict localized research,

dealing with agriculture problems in their_immediate areas.: .Research
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findings, as well as new developments in agriculture must be disseminated

to all farmers in India if productivity is to significantly increase. To

do this the Extension Directorate undertakes a many-pronged approach. For

the stdte-wide area in general methods include: (1) training programs-of

varying sophistication and durapion, (2) publication of literature, (3) a

correspondence ser;tice for Wooers (specific problems answered by return

mail) (4) radio programs, and (5) correspondence courses-(for farmers

having completed the 8th standard in school.) Other approaches operate

at the district and village 16e1 including: (1) a farm-advisory service,

(2) demonstration plots, (3) exhibitions, fairs and field days(4) youth

clubs (similar to the 4-11.model), (5) FFLP classes, () localized

publicatiOns, (7) personal counseling, (8) columns in local newspapers,

and (9) formation of discussion groups based on publications and radio

programs. The Extension Directorate also:conducts some specialized agri-

culture.training courses including programs for tribal groups and prisoners

. and retraining for retired.government per4onnel.

I was quite impressed by the-multi-faceted operation of the Extension

Directorate, University of Udaipur. They seem to be meeting the challenge-
, P

head on; and While they can't poiibly hope to reach all of 11,kasthan's 3

million farmers, a multi-faceted approachseems to be the only answer.

Further, their efforts seem to dovetail with FFLP in that many'61* their

approaches require some literacy. Ihe Directorate has been fmsighted

enough, to prepare materials, especially for neo-literates. 1his, speaks to

the one weakness of the FFLP, i.e. the lack of relevant reading materials

for neo-literate . I would concur with.Dr.'Misra, the Director, that much
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closer coordination.and cooperation ijs needed betWeen .the agricultural in-
.

stitutions and educational institutions at the state and local level,sci

that the development of materials, for neo-litFates, as well as cther

efforts e.g. radio programs, diScussio7/groups,.etc. will be more effec-
.

tive. Dr. Misra stated that his Extension Directorate was one of the few

in India entrusted with conducting FrWcenters. Thit idea of placing

responsibility for FFLP with University Extension Directorates as well

as other non-formal education agencies, e.g. Seva Mandir, Andhra Mahila

Sabha, be evaluated closely and copied if proven effective (as I.suspect

it will be).

RELATIONSHIP.AGRIPULTUAL EDUCATIO* TO PROOUCTIVITY AAD, DEVELOPMENT
.w

Although FFn is relatively 110r, some research has been dOne on the

effect of it and/Or'Farmers' Training (Extqlsion) on agricultural'produc-

tivity and development. The results are inconclusive but interesting.

The Directorate 'of Adult Education reports on several different studies,

two of which seem siknificant: (1) "There was a significant improVement

in.knowledge,, awareness and adoption of improved-agricuitural practices in

thegroup Of'farmers enrolled for a longer duration in functional literacy
..

courses.' and (2) In villages with well organized progranis, "there web

some increase iri the average yield persere (as compared to central)....the
s,

aApbal income° of the participating farmers increased (as compared to

10
contro1.4%
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, The National Institute of.Community Development has undertaken, with .

wirsco help, to determine the effeibt of PFLP, Farmers' Training and a.

coObination of both on agricultural development. Development was measured

.n6t by output bui by several factors relatingstotagricUltural innovations,

knowledge'and attitude chanw tb use improved practices

ability to keep,accounts, knowledge of banks, :,cooperatives, etc,5":,.t*E.
I'

A
findiggs havvalready'heen mentioned.At stated previously, the results

'74re,critical'of.FFLP.andAhe actual attainment of_liter4ty0CThe
4
overall

...

.,
, . ,

: find4n*S:Can be summed up thus rs aining wa .found to .be
.... . mi

.

.:,. betterthan functional literacy. 'A coMbinati n of functional literacy
, '

, s .

and farmers' training appeared to b best su d to effect the desirable

Accerate the pace of agricultural,,-change in adoption behayio
,

s

r development.

r
In studyinethe repbrt and visiting with the ttaff of NICD one gets

Qk rather:gloomy:picture Of FFLP as a meant to.agricultural,development..

This seems true if one does not look past the desire for immediate short

term results. While FFLP is ridden with prO6lenm Sand literacy training in

general may seem to.be a waste of limited resources and extensio-may seem

the better recipient, the Viewpoint doet not look very far .ahead to India't
. . . ,

i

future. As the report aptly conclUdes, 1,0f late, chhnges in the ,knowledge.." .. ,,

Of agridulture technology have been far more Speedy than expected'. Today's

knowledge becomes absolute tomorrow. Hence it might beilvery difficult
trie, .

.

for the training program (extension)s to keep Pace with it In the case of

functional literacy program, however, once the farmers are functionally
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literate, they would also like to depend on the written literatures for.:

effecting iMprovement in farm affairs. In other words, for a lasting and

enduring development in agriculture, functional literacy'Progr be

12
better than.farmer's training alone."

I concur heartily with:that conclusions. India dan hardli akford to

.keep hand feeding.agriculture: information to its farmers. Thek must

. acquire the Skills to continue their ogn educa..i:ions. :They must be able to

read and digest the printed word and make decisions based on accurate

record keeping. This will only come about through literacy training. The-

U.S. model clearly bears this out. India must strengthen, improve and

expand its functional literacy pro ram; I see no choice.

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION

Industrial Training Institute

Before getting into this form of vocational edimation a word about

the evolving vocational education structUre in India should be given.

There are appaxently three levels

system, eaCh coming theoretically

ladder. The Industrial Training Institutes (parallel to our secondary.

vocational schools) are to take-students after the 8th standard andare

of 'vocational education' in the Indian

at a different point'on the educational

basically concerned with the training of skilled tradesMen (draftsmen,

Carpenters, welders, auto Mechanics, etc.) The Polytechnicaljnstitutes

.are oriented to more technical pursuits (parallel to our past-secondary

schools'and community colleges) and receive students after the 10th

standard. Finally, more technical education is imparted in Engineering

Colleges - entered after the llth or 12th standard. '

A
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I consider the Industrial Training Institutes (I.T.I.) to be adult

vocational in nature for two reasons: (1) the trainees range in age from

15 to 25 years ahd usually enter after completing anything from the 8th

standard to the Baccaleaureate Degree; and-(2)' it was my impression that

upon entering an I.T.I. the person is considered as having dropped out or

left formal, adolescent education. My impression from a visit to the I.T.I.

in Udaipur is that this form of education suffers from many of the iame

problems, stigmas that vocational education in the U.S. has had to face.

(1) The ITI's have very limited and poor facilities (the ITI visited

was forced to run two overlapping shifts of trainees mmd was highly Over-

subscribed, (2) In Mr. David's words, the ITI's axe for those students who

-after the 8th standard "can't afford to go for university education", thus

showing an implied class distinction between vocational education and

coltinuing academic education. (3) While jobs are plentiful and skilled

craftsmen can obtain excellent .wages, (e.g. an elTctrician can begin at

RS.500 per month and reach Rs.1Q00 eventually), the schools and occupations

are not prestigious. (4) Lastly a recurr1ngconcern by"many'Indian educators

-ft

is the seeming loss of the will to work by most of the present student

generations. In Dr. Mehta's words, "Who have as a people in general,

suddenly lost all love for work, all peide in professional rerformance and

are quite careless of its baneful effect on the social and economic in-
13

terests of the nation and its future."

The central goVernment is experimenting with vocationalization of the

higher secondary school system. Apparently the year being added to the

secondary curriculum will eventually become a compulsory vocational

.training Year for all students reaching that level. While in Udaipur I .

a
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noted:two newspaper arti4ea on this - one indicating grants to certain

.

universities to train vocational teachers and one reporting on .Che decision

to pick 1000 schools all over India in which to pilot this toncept.% While

the idea may have merit, I detect two serious weaknesees: (i) the obvious

drawback is a. critical lack of adequate vocational facilities'and teachers

with which to, implement such a plan; (2) the less obvious is thatt fear

that "vocationalization" in the llth or 12th standardVithout earlier

posure:to career education - comesmuch too late. Due to the elitist

nature of the Indian educational system, that small percentage of adoles,

cents attainingthe llth standard are not inclined toward vósat,ional

education% They are preparing themselves enter the white-calar,

middle class, educated elite sald Ifill.o.fi4idwcatior ,that

,
.

.level demeaning. If an attempt at vocationalization.dt tote made it

, .

.should beginat the 7th or 8thtanda &where it will "fatChand'hold"

more students inclined toward.a trade career.

It would'appear to me that if India is serious about vocational edu-;

'cation:!.. and I would feel that it alight t8 be to meet the burgeoning,.

demand for skilled labor Created by industrialization'i- a serious effort,

paralleling the U.S. Vocational Act of 1963, is necessary. While beautiful

facilities and modern equipment have certainly not solved all the vocational

education problems in the U.S.1.they have helped a great deal in attracting

students to vocational education. This committment coupled with a campaign

regarding employment opportunities and salary'prospects should begin to

turn the tide in India. The elitist nature of Indian edutation must be

broken dOwn.and the system diversified by strengthening the non-academic

,gector. As Dr. Mehta so aptly states in The Crisis of Chantig India,
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"Secondary education should have a much broader basis And:comprehensive

scope, and'vocational education of satisfactory.stahdard and a fair.

measure of variety must be Widely introduced."

VIDYAPEETH ,-RUIIAL ARTISAN PROGRAM

This unique form.of adult vocational education should be examined

briefly. One tlDjectpe:of the Vidyapeeth'systam has been the retraining'

of landleis or smai:l:rfarmers for other village occupations. ',We observed

pograms'in masonari4A&WadvAng at a Vidsiapeeth outaide of.Udaipur. Tbe

parallels to the mamower retraining programs (WILT.A. now C.E.T.A.) in

theU.S. are close indeed. Trainees must meet:certain low income eligi-

bility standards (landless oi own less than 5 acres of land). Trainees-

are trained to entry level in:skills where j.WdoPpOrtunity exists. (Mr.

Bhagwadisaid,that approximately 90% of completors are Working of the

trade.) Traiiees are pald allowances during training as an,incentive to'

offset lost income. Traineea are aided with finding employment after

opmpletion. Ethphasis'is on practical,skill development, but sone part of
, .

the'Ourriculum4(up to 30%) is devoted to liberal education. In terns of

retraining, the Vidy.apeeh.goes one step further than its American counter-

part, i.e. bY-giving tools to the trained farmer; providing a RS.30 stipend

for equipment, and offering,5 yearInO-interest loans up to Ra.300 for

those,wishing to Ut up their;own sbops. Retraining programs An the U.S.

could certainly learn fram this model.

The Vidyapeeths have, however, failed as rural traininginstitutiona,

Of 5 begun in Rajasthan onIY onaremains and ittwill probably go out of/

business in the near future. The problem seems.to'be, as Mr. Dayakrishna
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etated'after:our Visit to,DaKok, "A great deal of AdultEdUcation has been .

started without a felt need of the people." II-shore Saint at Seva Mandir

Provided much the sathe reasons for failure: (1) It has been extremely

difficult,to attAct people away from their farms -,..even for periods of

Al week (iet alone.6 months!), and (2) the trainees could not see Slifficient

return from the.training - espe ally the large proportion'of."liberal"

(folk culture, social education) ducation!included in the curriculum.

SHRAMIK VIDYAYEETft URBAN POINVALENT4P0dRAM

Another kind of Vidyapeeth prograp0.b'being conducted in Bombay bY

the Bombay City Social Education Committee with assistance from UNESCO..

Under this program the Committee..develops training.courses to meet the'

needs of the newly arrived Unemployed or underemployed rural folk who

stream into. Bombay looking for work.;,4hel!eitaff meets with management and

.wiirkers to assess needs; seeks outsici,eXpertise for help and teaching;

seeks out supportive serVices fr011Otheragencies; conducts the training

programs; and falows up with..job p1acement4eatance. The irogram has

been quite elUctiVe to date, having trained over 3500 workers since its

inception in 1967.

Many Vocationaksubjects haye been taught in the textile industry,

manufacturing industry, cinema and business/addounting sector. The

1

program attributes its success to a cgdbination of unique factors: (1)
4 .

'all courses are need-based and taildr-made; (2) the educational level of

the workers is no barrier to enrollment; (3).the cot.çen are conducted in

a convenient place, at a convenient time - often using,the industrial

facilities immediately at the end of the shift, (4)..the mediumof

141
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instruction is always the local language, and (5) a small varying percentage.

-of the curriculum is giVen over to cultural and citizenship education.

I found the Shramik Vidyapeeth to be the perfect educational answer:

to the problem of the steady flow'of rural Villagers to the urban centers

looking for work. What shocked me was Secretary Gaonkar'S statement that

UNESCO worked for 5 years to get a city in India to accept and try the

idea. Even despite its apparent success, other cities are reluctant to

begin similar programs, but the Ministry of Education has recommended that".

8 cities begin programs like Bombay's. While finances obviously seem to

be one problem, the absence.of a visionary, .C.1.37440adalt education leader-

.ship in many urban areab Seetra4o.sbe!a:bigger obstacle. My feelinfg was

-that a cotplacent attitudetuSt:#evailind leadership seems intent on

preserving the statusAtio. which is generally some sort.of literacy

program.

I would, further. , hate to see how.agencies created in the cities to

handle Polyvaient.EdUcation. I think the Bombay model is ideal with one

centralized agency responsible for all kinds of adult education programing.

Expansion.of this kind of agency will permit the growth of reputation and

eXpertise needed to develop needs-based, tailor-made courses. What I

glitherlIrom his retarks however, is that urban adult education agencies
.

.1:are-OlUetant to expand their services into the vocational education area.

EXPERIMkNTS,WITKNON-AGRICULTURAL FUNCTIONAL LITERARY

Some very interesting experimentaLltOgrams were encountered in Poona

and Trivandrum. It appears that some iltates and voluntary agencies are
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-beginning to expand On tle Farmers Functional Literacy Model by dovetailing

ftnetional literacy into other occupational areas. Several reasons for

Allis expansion were detected: (1) many farmers are forced to turn to other

pursuits for part of the year, (2j.with rising Population, farm size is'

decreasing and some sons are forced to leave the land entirely, (3) sbme

areas ofandia have whole villages with non-agricultural economies, e.g.

fishing in Kerala.

ihe Pilot IntensiVe Rural Employment Project in Maharashtra State

.was the most exciting experiment visited. The first step was to-survey.

labor potential for the.15.,25 age,group. Four various skill areas were

identified: (1) masopary, brickmakXng, (2) dairy development, poultry,

heep and goat rearing, (3) priictical carpentry, and (4)tailoring and

cloth toy-making: materials were prepared and teachers:drawn.
.

:from the spectaiized areas were gAven a 10 day prograM in methodolOgy.

The"natural approach" to literacy:is Used based on determining the 250

'words most relevat to the loclaity and oCcupation and basing the teaching

on these. The c sses meet in the villages in theevening. The project

has only been pip.oted for one,year and,has trained only 250 men and women

to date.

. I consideS these experiments to be very important to India's future.

If agricclitural productivity continues to increase; if population keeps

.rising

e of f

vil

ik-Small scale agricultural mechanization continues, millions

rs'will be thrown off the land. The current trend is for these.
4

rs to pour into the urban areaa looking for food and work:

axii unskilled at everything but farming and are generally, illiterate.
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The economies of the local villages must be expanded and diversified if

India hopes to stem this tide of dislocation and mass migration. Small

scale industries can be started in the village.areas. For examplea

Maharashtra hopeS to encourage the development of agro-business,I.e.

the Conversion of agricultural prodUce to food products, right in the

villages and avoidahiPping the prOduce tO the urban areas for processing.

. 'More stress and research should be done in this area.. Skills for

Progress in Bangalore seens,tobe involved in the development of this

kind of vocational skill training in the villages.. Unfortunately.

visitation there was not possible. The National Institute of -CommUnity
o

Mevelopment has done very little research'in the whole area of urban

migration, non-agricultural skills development or promotion of non-

a,gricultural industry in rural India. I feel that attention mist be de-

voted to this problem immediately or India will begin to suffer the sane

problem of dislocation, urbanization that the industrialized nations haVe

encountered since the Industrialized nations have encountered Since the

Industrial Revolution.
, So.

IN-PLANT TRAINING '

Lastly, brief mention should be Made of industr

and public sector that undertake,their,";Wn:VoCOlp

/

Two such visitations were made,..cinatop944t *

and another to the Western Railway Ti441408;rjhOt61

ien3 privat1e

pgxein40404

n Jaipur

,

-,Blini4r.to the U.S.., thesize Ofthe company must be large enough In

-terms of capital andManpower to justify undertaking a vocational training'

effort on .its own. The Podar Mills were large.enough and new enough to'
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-require their own pre-production training program only when the mill was

opened. Now, with operation in full swing and only a mmall turnover in

r
their labor force, on-the-job training is all,that is available to new

-

emPloeeS.

The NailwaTTraining Institute, on the other hand, is one of nine

.suph schOols in India and condUcts initial, promotional and refresher

1

cours in a variety of vocationatakills for workers involved in the

Operation of stationaa,nd-:trains. This institutip was the mopt

resslive vocational school vi4Oed4UringvOUr,prolgam. There appeared

to be a no-nonsense, highly rigb.ibuitapprOaChto the teaching of over 30

different kinds of 'courses. SimuiatAeMOnitration and audio-vistial

-materials are used.extensively, and trainees also'receive rirst-aid

family planning, pivil defence, andAiiteradY training as requelvd. The

most imprassive feature was that.teaching and adMinistrative staff are

continuously rotated between the school and-the field to avoid stagnancy.,

and regression. An idea that many U.S. vocational institutions would be

wise to ponder.
.4

The in-house training seen seemed to be efficiently run and much to

the point. Unfortunately not enough attention could te given to.this very

importaiWiegment of adult vocational education.-

that, as in the U.S., some of thieldhase:txainini5

and wasteful while other programs are..effiVentAand

is the challenge to manageMent :friigpt-Challenge
---

public

alone.

.

sector Whare the profit-motive probably doesn't rule sUpreme and/or

suspect, however,'

04n-4)e:quite useleas

highly releyant: This

for the large Indian

'

1 45
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In'conclusion I can only'reiterate that there must be seVerAI other

fOrms of agult voCational edUcation not visited or even contemplated. Two .

very important areasthat I discussed only briefly with Indian colleagues
,

are the military and the prisons.. If like the U.S. the military may be

excellent:avenue to obtain transferrable vocational training. The

work being dOne in'prisons remains an unanswered question.

Like the U.3.1.adult voCational epliwation in India comes in many.
_ _

4Y '%
ahapeS and sizes..,.:Moverall impressiOn:OiO4ever, is that it is not

sufficient ineither the agricultural =-agricultUral sector to meet

the needs of a developing India, .While priorities in a poor country such

.as India'are extremelydiffibule'to arrange, I feel'the Central and State'

governmente,must i:WMore attention on all forms .of vocationta education---
.

primaryl'secOndary, and adult'. Capital investment in agriculture

gation, industry is not enough. The_manpower:component cannot be ignored.

India'will not hove ahead verrfar without skilled manpower equal to"the

task of development. .

Jot
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, ADULT EVENING PRACTICAL ARTS IN INDIA

by

Joseph L. Robinson

The instructionalprogram of Evening Practical Arts for adults as
,fr

;conducted tn the,State of Massachusetti, is basically one ot self-improve-

ment through a variety of:family life programs and avocational activities.

These inelude sewing WOodwOrkini, Oil painting, flower arrangement, cake

decoration, Tug braidingicrewel embroidery, bookkeePing, typing, and so_

.

on. It would seem:that. the same-type.courses for adults Would be in

great aemand in.the country of India.

,

'However defining an adult by Indian tradition is quite ditferent

than defining the adult in the United States. We consider adults as the

,large number of AMericans who have finished twelve years of American

public schools or have dropped out of high school for,one,reason o4 another

before the senior year in our twelfth"grade. The Indian adul' is a person

:especially the boy only ten,to twelve years old, who has had to accept

-the'responsibrtity of the adult world for a varied number of reasons. Por

one, he is part of a tightly knit family that works togetherD. Another

readon,thight be the death or illness of one or both'parents. This makes'

Indian adult life start at a very early age.

The Indian student reaches the'end of his educationallprogram at the

tenth standard or the age of fifteen or sixteen which involves perhaps

twenty rive per cent of the student age'lloopulation_of India. The rest of

the School-age children are busy on the farms or in the city helPing the

family make a living.
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We haVe seen adult education classes offered in,the following cities -
4r:

Tatiiiiur,16daipur, Bombay, and 130ona. Most of these4lasses have had sLents

,from the age of%twelve to.the older adult womafi.

0. the University of Rajatthan in Jaipur, several Classes were ob-
,

. served, During a morning visit we were taken to three olasSes being

offered lin dance, inlelectranics (radio, assembly), and simple ITtsical in7

...

.struments. All students were children,ofschool age that had time during

vacation to pUrsue these areas of inteiest. .0n a second eVening.viait we

observed courses in batik photography, and, waterdolor, - In all of these

'subjects student interest and enthusiasm was keen.:* The boys in.the
.

elearonics clasa were hard at-Work-asseabling.radio sets of their own. .

-

-Girls in the 152R-c1ass were hard at work waxing Cloth and then dying the

unwaxed areas:in many colors.

The photography class was learning the working of the camera and

'techniques of developing film in a small darkroam. The watercolor class

was busy with abstract painting as well aa work on scenes. 'The class in

dance was most enthusiastic-and lively, especially when joined'by some af

our group. T.17 group with folk instruments (table and guitar) were learning

simple folk tunes for their own enjoyment. The focus was to give them

enjoyment rather than professional skill: The young adult in each one of

these classes received a great deal of pleasure from having joined one of

Ithese classes And would continue to profit from the enrichment of the'

o
class.

During our three meek stay.in Udaipur classes for adults were tore

'difficulA to find because.of school vacation or problems of timing. At

-Vidya Bhawan Teacher Training for Arts and Crafts we saw and learneda
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great deal.about education in India and some of the'reasons adult education .

does not function better.

'The Teacher Training College for Arts and Ctafts at Udaipur under.SeVa

Mandir has 100 Or more students :pex year,cppstIy men. The teachers tt
. .

this,Sghool'wouldhe excellent individuals-to be conducting classesin the

evening for interested

The Central Government

.of learning for adults

adults. However, money is the greates 'problem.

does not make money available to promio*this kind'-

.

141
State Government has to depend on the kenttal N-

,v

Government so no fundsare madeavailable there..:Jor the moist part

teachers are paid an hdhorariumi or are teaching in adult education be-
,.

cause thy enjoy giving of their time.

Howexi.er, at the Teacher Training College'Adults during the school

day came to take classes with the number attending increasing each year.

These People come to the regular class for a Bs.12 admissidn fee and pay

Rs.10 per month until.their skill is developed Or they stop for son* other-

reason. This is an encouraging beginning for an adult program. Adults

*canjnctease-their skill in woodworking and decorating the finished ptodUct.
-0

They have classes in leather working; sewing and tailoring skills are

taugh4 spinning and weaving Clabses are held; And pottery making is an-

other Skill for development.

. Funds,come from the Central Government. for stUdent education but they

are not enough for an adequate program. Funds areoupPlemented br.having
0

,

44 students take orders from and make items for the people,of the .coMmpnity

for,a4wice. They gether2taterial of all kinds that would be useful to

the, schthol. A great many:of the peOple that finish the year or two years

Lao .
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ot training in the school CO4tintle *the teaching:profeSsion in all

levels up to the tenth staniard:,... Sethellao, however, go into the business

for themselyes in a community.'where iheir'&kill is needed.

Seva Mandir also had courset in stenography j.n the evening and during

the day.it had sewing classes. This is a service in adult education that

Could be used to a greater extent when a student'body would show interes

and aIho have the time to attend classesd, Also in Udaipur is the Railway

Training School fOr personnel of the railway. This is a specialized form

of adultEgeducation for new people being hired for railway jobs or people

who need further training to MOVemdon the job. This seems to,be the

best run school and doing a great deal for a particular group of adults

in India.

Another school that is training young adults for teaching or job

skills is the Industrial Training Institute.. People completing a course

in this sohool could gdi right into a job for an electrician, an:auto

mechanic, a lathe operator, a welder, or a carpenter. A little further

_schooling on the part of a student completing Industrilal Training could

give him a job as a teacher.

On a visitation in Bombay we went to the Shramik Vidyapeeth. This

is &polyvalent center.for adult educetion in the-city. When a courie is

needed an instructor who is well qualified in the field is Ideated andt
trained while instructing the class. Suggestions are made to the in-

e structor on better teaching techniques to improve the quality of that

class. We were told classes have been held in such things as Paler

attendance, 35 mm film projection, other kinds of audio-visual aids,

e)
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courses intypewriting and stenography, making of dolls, quality.cashiers,

_effective mse of fuels, electricAy, and,sewing Machine repair., Women's

courses'in tailoring and classes in nutrition and food-preparap.on have

been conducted.,

Thfise courses are _taken to learn a new trade or better an individual's
. .1.s

skills in a.trade so he.dr ells can At a bettepaying jobf People litio come
gr,

to classes ih the Polyvalent Education Ater Must be'litiiate. qpurseA

. 0*.
taken through the Polyvalent Center can give a skill nto the.person coming

to the city from the rural axle,. 'Once emploYed in a factory asaa helper

an individual can be taught to weld or use a lathe and g;ge him a higher

skilled jobsin the city. Bookkeeping and other business skills could be

learned with enough individual effort in the Polyvalent system.. Bombay is

the only city with such an extensive adult education program through the

Polyvalent Center,.

'With seventy-five to eighty per cent of the Indian:13eople completely

or partially illiterate, the problem of teaching adults any evening

practical art dubject is made quite difficult. Thus for tbi Indian, the
.1111,

process of learning to read, write, and do simple arithmetic might be

considered a practical art skill. We have seen several classes being

held for farmers and farmers' wives in several areas we have trave;led

through. We have been to many centers for Farmers Functional Literacy arid

seen the work many organizations are doing to pramote literacy in the

rural and tribal lareas throughout this large country.

152
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If literacy is given priority over subjects in the area of practical

arts, then the country is working in 'the correct direction. The dedication,

leaderdhip,,and efforts'of those presently involved in education must be

multiplied many times in order to complete the task in the years to come.

41
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FUNCTIONAL LITERACy IN INDIA'S RURAL DEVELOPMENT

by

Marlette Adams

"Mass literacy in India's shame and sin must be
liquidated. But the literacy campaign must not
end with a knowpdge of the alphabet. It must go
hand in hand with the spread of useful knowledge."

M.K. Gandhi

In a country in which 66.2% of the people can-neither read nor w ite,

the word "literacy" is pregnant with meaning. India is the largest

democracy in the world, an ancient culture but an infant nation, driven

forward to the urgent accelerating' beat of"the drums of change. Progress*

in Science and techAology, mechanized methods of agriculture, sophisticated

schemes of social and economic organization, and explosive mass media

concepts are only a few of the roads which beckon. Priorities are being

set today as India does traditional dance, moving across several

centuries of linear development to become a part of the projected "global

village" of the 1880's.

As one looks at tfie vast problems which beset India, ofie is apt ,to

recommaprld the eradication or illiteracy as first priority. Would this

not facilitate communication among people with different bObkgrounds and

provide an enlightened citizenry?
. -

Efforts have been made, even before Independence, to take basic

literacy to rural-India. Yet India's educators are the first to admit
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that 13 years of planning have had little effect on the'problem. Even

though the percentage of illiterates has gone down, the high'birth rate

has negated this gain. In terms of actual numbers, illiteracy is on the

increase.

At the 1965 Conference on Literacy ih Tehran it was decided that

two factors were impeding success: first, literacy is not an end in itself
;

and must be related,to felt need; secondly, the level of-literacy must be

.well above primer level.if regression and waste of effort is to be avoided.

Taking its cue frdn these recommendations, India launChed a program

of functional literacy, making the learning of reading and writing skills

an integral part of the total development of the nation's'resources.

India is a nation of villages. Rural dwellers comprise 20% of the

600 million population. If literacy'is to go hand and hand with felt need,

then, it must be tied to the goal of increased farm production.

The most far-reachingprogram utilized this approach is the Farmer's .

Functional Literacy, initiated by the central government in 1968. Over

half million people_have benefited. Through joint efforts of the Ministries

of Education, Agriculture and Broadcasting, a comprehensive non-formal

program for adults has been integrated with development activities.

Architects of this plan reasoned that a farmer will not come to a,class

merely to learn to read and write; nor will these skills give him any im-

mediate results in terms of income or quality of life. Motivation for

e class attendance is achieved instead through the appeal to the far-r's

nd'ed for cash cone and for better production as a means to.that end.

, Ah effect ye teacher in auch a program must have knowledge of farming

as well as knqledge of teaching methods. An effort has therefore been
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-made 'to recruit teachers from the villages. Since womerCdo many farm

chores, they have been included in some classes in the villages, although

the'tradition of separgtion of the sexes prevails in most cases. Flexi-

bility has been attempted in time scheduling) with most classes held at

night, after the farm familyhas come in from the fields and Aas eaten
q.

. the evening meal.

Educators agree that methodology is crucial to the success of Farmer's

Functional Literacy Programs. Teachers begin with a problem, either

suggested by class members or known to them as fellow farniers. Discussion

df solutions follows with reading and writing skills introduced using key

words of the conversation. To this procedure, posters and work-books add.

interest. For example, one poster is shown of a sad farmer holding a small

amount of money. He is pictured in the middle of a farm scene much like .

their own. The farmers discuss why- he is,sad what the trouble might be.

Thus they are led to consider howthis farmer has used his resources. A

second poster shows a happy farmer with a big pile of mOney, seated in a

different kind of farm environment. By contrasting the two pictures the
.411,

farmers can begin to think of their own economic conditioning they begin

to see farming as a business rather than as,a means of survival. De-

monstration goes hand in hand with,this approach.

The most impressive example of a successful Farmer's Functional

Literacy achievement was the village of Vardade in the district of Poona,'

Maharashtra. In the literacy class for men we saw the sane technique

employed which'we had watched earlier in a village in Jaipur) Rajasthan.

Here in Vardade, the teacher asked,what they were doing right now; the
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answer, "sowing". The teacher put up several oharts illudtrating.ways:of

-
soWing. since our presence as guests interrupted the session, two 6f the

Men volunteered to read and did so with competence. We were told they had

been ifi class abouta year'.

, This group of men was motivated not only by.the desire to improve

their production and their ineome, but.also by the group decision to bo.

come a literate village. The villagers were 'obviously proud of having

attaiped this goal and were now in a post-literate class. There were in-

dications-that the children of these literate parents were attending school

as well. Education for women was also included in the village commitment.

Classes were held for women in literacy, cooking, nutrition, family

, planning and sanitation. In addition, education for citizenship ifas under

way. In the parichyat meeting we attended, parliamentary procedure was

followed and women as well as men participated.

In villages we had visited prior to this one, functional literacy ..

seemed less a total village project, less related to all-aspects Of. life..

If this could be apieved Ln the district of P -WhYpbt elsewhere;
-.4

why not everywhere? One difficulty is commitment 6 "S Ire', nationAl

and state levels. Dr. M.S. Mehta has said that.there are nd.illiterate

children of literate parents. yet, underStandably, many educators are

committed to primary and secondary schools as the training ground for

India's leaders of toMorrow. On the education totum pole adult educatkon

has low priority.

The second problem, related to the first, is the failure to provide

post-literacy classes. Literacy is only functionallthen the adult can
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read simple directions, newsPapers and informative pamphlets. A vocabu-,

Lary Of 500 words, mostly related to occupation, often'does not grow after

the class ends.- More audio visual.aids; more books and more post-literacy

teachers cost Money
2
but are essential for an effective literacy campaign

24

related to social and economic development.

A third problem, from my limited observations, is the multiplicity of

literacy agencies and programs, resulting in spotty coverage of the rural

areas. Voluntary organizations repeive federal aid to service villages in

the ismiediatb vicinity on the basis of potential aS the criteria of selec-

tion. One wonders if there are villages remote fromurban centers and the

influence of voluntary agencies even more deserving of developmentefforts,

_whose potential it simply unknown.

other serious deficiency is functional literacy efforts is the

neadct, in many parts of the country, of the human resource: the women.
1

ilry 18% of India's women are literate. A pamphlet put out by Udaipur's

farmer's Functional Literacy declares:

"Farm women....need to be educated in seed processing,
planting, crop care, storage, family nutrition, animal

-*keeping, kitchen gardenin,g, manuring, and the technique
'of economic consumption of the farm producer."

The pamphletapes'on to say training for farm women is organized for 3-5

t

daysl In oneVillage we visited outside of Udaipur, more progressive than

others we had seen men said'thei!:saw no need for their wives to learn to

read and write..

Obviously 2 the village-woman-needs to have literacy education tied

to home-making skills sue4 as rnitrition and food preparation, child ca
\

,

and health. In Udaipur, 'at the Home Eco omics Department of the University,
,

_r
we learneeof'an excellent prOgram in which students from the college go
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.

jolt to rural villages with demonstrations of how cook and 1:1se village

resources effectively in homemaking. Apparently little been made

of this information to'write'materials for women's functional literacy
4

classes.

If the argument is valid that men farm wi:1.1.1qp motiVated to be-

come literate through their desire for e rtfse i selecting fertilizer. -

.1

and seed, then women'can be motivated through,interest'in hOmemaking.

Along with her husband, the village woman needs more than information.

She needs literacy skills to becOme open to change and to help her

children grow up as literate citizen, participating in decision making

in their communities.

Even from so brief a trip through India, it is evident that women

who are capable, perceptive and articulate hold high positions_ in educa-

tion, governmeq and in other fields': If women of the villages, in

increasing numbers, are to contribute their talents and vast energies to

the national life, attitudes toward their education must change. I.have

read that a clearer definition is needed concerning the purpose df higher

education for women in India. Surely there is also a need for definition

of the purpose of women's functional literacy in the villages%

Yet another problem area in the attempted spread of functional

*

literacy programs is recruitment of competent teachers. Villages are

I.4
often remote; pay is meager; hourn are long. At present an eighth gradef,

ifr4 tt,

education is usually expected of a candidate.for teaching Farmer's

Functional Literacy. Often peolble with suchtn educational background

are primary teachers, who have difficulty establishing rapport with adult
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..:rr. To be aneffectivevillage,,teadher, furthermo4,01.)nbyledge of

°mtive. . Women' e classes present ;Ca s teacheragriculture i
oA

..recruitment prob;In Aome Villages will not accept miX iken many

,umae will not acctitptIa man to teach women. Sitype few ,a,tedeswomen want .

to gO:alone down dark, rbugh roads at raght, reCruitment eatOtehers.for..

women's'functional literacy has
4

Any discasion of barriers

cognizance of the root Problem:

been extremely

-

to adult literac st take
;

neglect of compuTho edtication. k

In the Poona area, for example, 50% of prima a0-cil4ren4nroll, but

about 40% of-these drop out. -14.18-Se..,uneducatecT ef4;6ren add. Yearly to the

Wgovernmental stipend togr'bwing number of'aduat illiterates

each chiidlmonthly to stay in school mi t be ah'economical expenditure

ofaducation funds the long run.)

Finally, elements of Hinduism, followed by 80% of the people

, the growth of functional literacy efrorts and desire for education

retard

generally. AccOrding to the Bhagavad Gita, God is the supreme self whose

lower nature is revealed as physical world, including mind intellect and

......
.

- - .

ego. .Life is regarded as a stage on whi*h ene.acts gut his role. One way

4 -,...a. .

in which the Hindu attains eternal.life ig4iough per ormanee of duty or

- ,

.

.- .A
4carma; but in the performance of tnis duty tne Hindu does net recognize'

.: easual relations. One is not, then,%oncerned%bout the result which-

ensues from the doing of duty.
0

-tilt is the spirit Of calmness and equanamity
generated lqy freedom from attachment tothe'fruits
.of actionthat constitutes the essence of Karma-
yoga".*-:

OhatterSeei.Fundamentals of Hinduism
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.;-1;'114I.the average Villager may not analyze the philosophY which underlies.

.his traditional faith; but tkrough.Myth and epic ritual and.oraI tradi-;

tion, many have absorbed fatalistic'attitude, accepting without questi.on,
. *z,

'the lot the gods have,assigned. Although it is said thatknoWledge iS

higlay regarded in India, sit seems tip me, paradoxigally,, that,thert is

apithy and resiflia:tioh ,to.'fate which is an obstacle 'to individual
4

aspiration and social dikange.

Related to this is the problem of the caste aysteM as it relates reo

adult education. Throughout India caste is no longer reconized. The,

constitution

touchable'.

drimination

Indian that

echoes what Gandhi prodlaimedi thwe'no human being is "un-

0

I was told by a plane dompanioh ih Maharashtra that dis-
. F

by caste is fast'disappearing. Yet I was told by another

when he went to England forieducation he contaminated his

own family when he returned home for a visit. Another man, a professor

who rejeCted caste, admitted.his own son could not fina a bride except by

going back to the village of his father to a choice from the proper caste.

Although I have not been in India long enough to make generalizationa, it

s

would seem to.meAhat mobility though education would not be in the

thinking of most villagers. A farmer might want to be a more produCtive

member of the cultivators; he would seldom want to be a business man in,

Delhi. Caste, then, is a deterent to education as a vehicle of social

mobility, and Vodational advancement.

With so many problemo hampering functional literacy, what is its

place in community and national,development? One experiment-conducted by

the Rational Institute for CoMmunity DeVelopment in Ryderabad'suggested
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- that literacy does not 'have direct' relationship tO agricultural growth.

'with a high.rate of illiteracy, made:SOStantiar.growthin agri-
,

Ahile Keralaith a.Much:lower illiteracy rate made amost none.,

tven thciigh thefactor Of2additiftal resource'in-put.in tie case'Ofthe

Punjab 046discredit t1eHva1iditybf thig'study, it is suggestive that,as

short rang'gQal lite y needs.a second look... e-

, my 4mpression is iiiat India's main problem now.is"feeding 600 mi1liop. :

people.s. Insepallottlefrom thiS is population control: I,taikeclwith.a

'persOn, :who had done a:stUdY'Of the productive capacity ofindia related.to

population. He-said India cannot support more than 400 million, and that
,

she will have to launch a massive' program of planned parenthood if she is

to survivl. The third priority, related to the other two and fundamental,

is the creation of a.stable government free of corruption.

Yet I would not overlook:the importance of functional literacy as a

long range goal for India. It is not enough just td have know/edge of how

to farm. Fertilizers 'change; new seeds are on the Market. The farmer must

. read! 'We heard of farmer who Sprayed a large field of peppers with

insectide ifhich he had 'mixed improperly. Because he could not read the%.

')
instruction on the bottle, he_had lost his whole field. Secondly, the

\

ability to read and td use numbers'protects a villager from exploitation:

A group of vfllagers in Rajasthan were being ppid rely Rs.3.a day for

heavy work at a 'quarry. They asked for Rs.5. When the employer refused

.ge:. they inquired around and/found they could buy a quarry cooperatively by-

pooling their resources. -They quit their jobs and became self employed.'

s..
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This c9uld not have hapPened before they learned to do simple arithmetic.

'14edd1ngs and other special occasions in the village mean large expendi-

tures. *Often this money is borrowed from money lenders at high interest.

Awarehess of this exploitation" is the first step to joint action to

escape.its vicious hold. 0

Through' reading, the 'villager dan become apare of the outside world L.

and can open his or her 11.fe to the possibility of change. Books and
, . .

newspapers can bring mental stimulation and a wide range of knowledge.;

Most importantly, reading at a fourth or, fifth grade level can facili,tate

the villager's involvement in the life of his community.

Indian leaders haye pledged dedication to the' developMent of all the.

s.
nation's resources to the end of becoming a sel reliant country. I think

-functiOnal literacy will contiftue to hold'an important Place in that total
' . .

development, as a long range goal.° Two factors are in favor of its growth

and ultimate success in at leadt- raising appreciably the rate of literacy.-

First ig the caliber of the'men and women we have encountered who are

involved in adulteducation, alut,in functional literacy in particular. In

the village programa" of Seva Mandir, Udaipur, in the Library Literacy

Centers in Trivandrum, and in the Literacy House at Hyderabad and Lucknow,

.

we have found men and women of unusual dedication find commitMent. Knowl-

/

on ancl.well aware of the obstacleftheyedgeable as to the rural.sitha

face they carry on with corviction that it is worth while. They are

e people who say'with Dr. IA. . Mehta, "Iffis not enough to curse the

'darkness; someone should light a candie.1'
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If, these Itghts aie not bright enough, there isanother light on
, .

he-horizon: Mass media as a:tool of adult education. Radio. ,has .already

proved its effectivenes. n 1965 there were 43 radio.stations, btoad-

casting from 8 to 12 hours a day in19 regional languages, covering,53%,

of the population. Out of 3 million sets, 170000 were in 'Vipages: 'Of

90,000 have been installed:by the government for community
.

;liatening. Even as far back as 1956 All India radio conducted ekperiMentS''-'

° ,

,

which showed that the ptograms increased the level of knowledge, and

produced lYadership and the, formation of action group's. Today Farmer's

-FUnctional Literacy prograira establish a tWo way channel 1Setween farmers4

-Such ptograma helgto motiVate people to.learn'tt read

-,

r,Television is new in India, but theioossibilities of thia-medium in
.

edUcation at all levels staggers the.imagination; pi-experiment in using

-i'elevision for literacy-work was carriedon'in the city oeBoMbaTf7rom0

and,specialists.

and write.

4-eptember 10 to'December 21,-1974, by joint effort of the Institute of

Cgiumunication Arts, St..)tavienColiege, the Bombay City Social Education
. ,

..rOommittee and the Bombay Velevision Centre of All India-Radio. The_coursa
,

colaisted of 90 clasS days, each of 90 minutes. . The 34 tele-lessons.,

coni,isted of formats In putting acro§s the meepaige: sildes, songs,. documen-
.

taries, folk dtamas. The literacy content.o4the leston was eithei'wotds

'which were intrOduCed ot sentences lihich ye- used'asr.
L4,

The social educWon coriten4.0.79,s" re

pilot project has teen evaluatedand-

reading eoeercises.-

d t:640e lieetacy content. This

%;144se*ries will'be produced this
-

. 0
fail., Althbug,this was'an'urban frbjeCt, directed toward the chowls, it

(f,' , .

cOUld be easilycbransfeired to a ruraiP Situation.
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In Hyderabad on August 1 We'shared in the "Ceremony of Rejoicing"

as we witnessed the rirst TV program beamed from a satellite overiGhana

to six centers and 2400 rural villages of India. This innovatIve ex-

periment, called SITE, will last one year, bringing primary education,

teacher training and adult programs to illiterate and semi-literate people.

The world will watch with interest when this project is evaluatedjn terms

of effectivenees in changing attitudes and behavior in a developing

country.

This is admitedly.a small start for so vast a country. Most villages

in India do not have electricity; know-how for repairing television equip-

ment is lacking; and mass programming in television is very costly.

of these factors make it impossible to predict how widespread TV will be

in India ten years hence.

Presuming these difficulties can be overcome, can television reduce

illiteracy and bring non-formal education to adults? Sceptics point out

that the United States has enjoyed television for almost 40 years and has

done little to bring coping skills to the illiterate, the semi-literate-ft

and the disadvantaged. Certainly few programs have been initiated directly
f

related to literacy. E rI so, television has had its impact on all

classes and in all sections of the United States. As Marshall McLuhan

has said, "The medium is the message." Racial attitudes, awareness of

world events, appreciation and knowledge of differing life style's -- all

of these have changed people. In some cases the stimulation of televibion

and the rising expectations ev9ked by the televiAon world have motivated

people to sign up for classes in functional literacy as a means of changing

their lot.
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4

Moreover, because India's literacy problem is so immense, and be-

cause television'is.at present controed by-the government, on4 can

.
J

expect education to have priority over mere entertainment as the'medium
I.,

aevelops. Many of the problems which beset literacy campaigns at,prvent

might be solVed ifAhis, were, the case.

r!,

The obstacle of the,caste system is a case in point. Through drama

and historical interpretations of caste in Indian culture, people might

sem to see that caste has no place in society today. Again, the problem 5,

of teacher recruitment might be aided by a series oc. TV dramas in which

people find fulfillment in.village teaching. Actual teaching sessions can

one on TV. Supplementary lessons can help studena learn when the
Sf

teacher is not present.

Finally, the Paulo Friere educationAl technique of teaching could

help overcome fatalism and apathy in the Indian.illiterate. This method,

which has proved so succesdful in the last fii'ieen years in Brazil and

ChiLi,,could be doubly effective if TV were used for reinforcement.

Frlere teaches reading through key words which are stimulating to ttiought

and imagination: land, salary, government, wealth. These words wit,h ac-

companying pictures'are discussed, with the guidance of a-coordinator.

Friere's method attempt o awaken the conscience of :the villager that

he or she may be open to growth and development in a changing society.

As far as I can see, this method is not used at present in functional

literacy in India. Functional, Literacy Programs attempt to change use'

of fertilizers and hence food production, but do not make the villager

aware of his problems and-his plight in context of the total society.
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Because the Friere method leads inevitably to a quest for channels of

action for social change, it can be a force for erasing the fatalism which

hangs,so heavily over the Indian"village.

Television can'never supplant,the coordinator in the Friere teaching

method, in which student participation and group dynamics is so vital;

but television can broadell the horizons of the villager. Through this

medium illiterates can learn of hoW things are done in other states, how

the society is organized how the central government operates and how other

people live.

The challenge now is two-fold: government commitment to electrifica-

tion of villages and funds for mass media expansion, and production of

educational programs of high caliber. The information bulletin from the

Institute of Communication Arts in Bombay states:

"The masses are ready \and waiting ekpeetantly. The
field is wide open, and we don't want to make the
same mistakes made by cpther more advanced nations.
We can not afford to."

If responsible.communicators : in with educators with full support of the

central government, they may bring 'la new day in rural India. Television

is not a panacea; indeed it may bring its own problems; but.it will reach
.

out to tens -,of thousands of people to bring them intO the twentieth

century.

Time is running out in India. The world watches the struggle of a
11

.4or'

democracy aa it emerges from infancY to adolescence. Never before has

the rebirth of a society encounteied more overwhelming problems.

Literacy is only on9" Others may take priority in 1975. Ultimately,
. ;

however, the fighttto eradicate illiteracx must be won.,

11;
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THE FARMERS,FUNCTIONAL LITERACY PROGRAM,AND GANDHIAN PHILOSOPHY

by

Don Swanjord

In the area\of agriculture for developing economies, the crucial

question is what-is appropriate deVelopment and how canAhe farmer be

educated for the appropiate development? Although operating Farmers'
-

Functional LiteracyClaups in India tend,to show simple literacy as-
.

pects most clearly, the planners-of the program thought Wm well;

more than A literacy prograM, they int da method of-trainiiagifor the
/

purpose of developing Indian agriculture, and a comprehensive n/On-tormal

educgtion program.

Generally the atmosphere in which one collects impressiong' in India

is one of crises of population, land availability, diet, and inflation:

Particularly the summer of 1975 is a season of anxiety over political

confliCk and physical realities, from the state of emergency to the

monsoon flood in some places and the failure of the monsoon in others.

It would be a difficult situation for a7 nation. India's determination

and resourcefulness has shown results over the last 25 years. India's

credit is in a great deal of progressive thinking and activity by the

government and by individuals.

There is general agreement about the need for education in developing

democracies. Nevertheless, as an observer I am more interested in aspects

of human development in India than in simple economic growth. When I see

0

a prOgram for education of the rural peOple I want to see autonomous

s'
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als learning in a humane s6uation and not autoMatons making per-

meaningless sacrifices. I want to see farmers moving over to a

stage of technology which is appropriate to their goals in development,

not into massive systems which are as tyrannical as absentee landlords.

I want to see marginally employed people trained for vocations within

their community so that they can choose to became part of large-scale

industry in the great urban centers instead of.being forced to.do it.

My concerm in "development" it. that we work together to meet the

various needs of human beings (not just physical needs) and that we

recognize a multiplicity of life styles and solutions to human needs.

Change is inevitable and: we must be aware of the interdependence of all

human beings on earth. A consciousness-raising book from Australia De-

velopment Dilemma, characterizes poor nations by the existence'of a large

proportion of people who are unable to meet their physical needs, their

Psychologic4l_needs, ard their often rapidly increasing wants. Basic

physiological needs are for food, water, shelter, rest, health, and re-

' production. Basic psychological needs are for security, esteem, self-

realization, and love.

One reason for my erliphasis on "appropriate" development is the

Meadows-Club of Rome report which remarks on the deteriorating world

conditions as progress can't keep up with popu.lation. Over the next one

hundred fiOars we 4re facing a natural resource shortage which means the

suppretsion of -modern industrial society; a decline of world population',
y.

from changes brought by population; population limitation by food

shortage or war; disease and' 04oCial stresses caused by physical and .

psychological crowding.
4'
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"Appropriate" development, development of a "poor" nation within the

restrictions of these world crises, means that we have to depend on social

.
planning to reshape political and,conomic structures of traditional

society along with a new technology for production. The primary illustra-

tion is the Green Revolution which has aggravated social tensions by

benefitting chiefly the wealthy farmers, and accelerated the growth of a

landless class. There is a significant movement of people from the rural

areas because there are too few jobs available in farming and too few

alternative type's,. of employment in the rural areas.

One reason for visiting India is to think at first hand about the

sources of strength of the nation. An ancient traditions is here which

has always had enough vitality ts absorb neW forces and change itself in

the face of new re irements. What is it that maintains individual Indians

and helps the adaptive process in daily life? A kind of secret source of

strength in the West is the conception and reality of progress. One is

devoted to something better, some more of what is already there. The .

Eastern temperament is more biased towards limited wants. This may be an

important source of strength over the millenia. ,Inother source o'f strength

is that traditional sCcietyl, whetherliterate or illiterate, is educated ih
3

a small group f people following one individual, a master. This could be

teducation to earn a craft or to become a specialist in religious law. In

Indiait was called the.gurukulal a circle:around a guru who had thq al-
. ,

: legianca of the group and gave it intellectual and spiritual gu ce.

*it

The modern foreof the gurukula is a product of the imagination'o0Mah4ma'
,

,

.!

Gandhi, and he called it "Basic Education".
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Technically known as "The Wardha Scheme", under the name ;IEducation

for Life/Education through.Life", the program has universal implications..%

M.K. Gandhi, who in 1937 was living with his community at Wardha in

Maharashtra, was able to formulate a total schooling system which, on

its simOest level, would re--establish traditional virtues. It encouraged

e
a rural' We whore. Eqpple gooperate more than they compete. In a broader

sense the goail Of his program were pedagogical, economic, and

at
First, -the subjects were related to each other and to life, Second, the

program uses.,as its societal base the villager, conservatively strong.

Third, there is vocational trainitng of the villager. Fourth, local 'self-,
1

goVerning citigenspip is supported.

In outling, the program was this: A basic 'craft is selected and all

learning is

Udap Vih
4::41%e

:IN

centefed ip the craft (At the Basic SchlokV,Vidya; 13hawan' in

and agriculture: are at- til,e .center). larograt# is as a.'

socia

the

. A910, 2!

nuaClabor: activity iT. purPOsefUl and-,produOtiye and'

ty in. labor, The ha.ndcrafta.meet.the ranning' exipense s:o;.

41' '

hich make i. elementary° edUcOlion Self-Stplictriing, so 'that it

everywhere. Boitft teitchers and 'chiidten are' woxking fo,r,)

SOC eress, including kie dti'ding Of paste and sex\:,drgcriniAlaiins

No j t thit intellect uØtj :4rier aspects of hi6' persontaily.*,,
A

,

cluding his body and einota, aige chool.

Anyone fol_lowing C+ndhi' ièr would' know wt craft would, fi
. ;

4 4

at the center of the . ulum. Beginning, in 1919 he wore Only hOmespun

cloth' and' led thousandd stsr give up wearing the tndustrtal age textiles

4 "

ok.

0

wiliCh were produced abcfadl or with' foreign. %capital' out of:Indian 4ikvf

,

1-$""

materials, '41$
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g' and weaving were obscure crafts, however. Gandhi himself

Vas to his forties before he saw a 'hand loom, and there had to be an

ex search before a spinning wheel could be found. A number

_turned up in Baroda. The craft at the center of the school cur-

um remained the;Oreakness of the Basic Education System. There were

teachers with the ability to revive the carding-spinning-weaving

ne in the school, or to find an acceptable replacement,and use it.

Wardlnle' eme for basioeducation became 'India's national
-

m after World War II. Its emphasis'on simple literacy and

secon

Nar

a contradiction to the profession-oriented secondary'system,

ever been clear officially how the two systems, primhry and

on-formal and formal, are supposed to wotk tOgether. he

cheme has-been practically abandoned and only h few of the%

phically Strongest Basic Schools continue to exist.

Rdwever, let us continue to 'explore for Indian society as a' progra

asoa philosophical cover for Indian society as a learning society and as

ra working model for a literacy and training effort in rurar/ndia. It

,r

answers the need for a personal, spiritual fulfillment w icb.appears

-Palorigside tbp general need for national development. Present thinking is

that literacy and agricultural training together are needed to move

farmers forward in productivity. The most difficult hurdle of functional

literacy programs is the integration of literacy with real,life outside

claps. With the growth of services in rural areas such as field days,

demonstrations, groUp discussions,,radio, salealben, extensfon:agenth-rand
t.1.;

,

youthclubs, has.dome a challdnge to literacy specialists to integrate

the.se communications media.
,'40
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F
What kind of development program.can the varied social and-educa-

,-

tional interest groups agree on? Capitalists and 'communists, westernizers
1

and Maoistswould accept that econothic growth can be.dttained,by increaSing

the amounts of labor, capital goods, and land used-in production, by im-

proving the quality,of these factors of production, by combining them in

more efficient ways and inspiring labor to greater efforts. While Gandhi

abhorred the prospect of industrialization for his people, there are

elements of his old Basic Education model which dovetail with the economic
If

and social aspects of Indian emergence. He knew the outlines of the

problems facing twentieth-century Indians. How should people relate to

miachines and to each other in seeking happiness and real meaning in their

lives?', A second basic issue-of the modern age is whether modern industrial

society, capitalist or socialist, does in fact diminish man's powers, even

though it does allocate them "efficiently" and increases his skills as a

specialized input. Gandhi and Mao have continued to preach and foster

the virtues of plain and simPle living and devoting one's life to helping

others rather than accumulating things, all the while skirting the issue

of the effect of industrialization on the millions in India and China who

were.already mathnized into industrial lives.

A further example of how Gandhi's prewar educational model agrees

vith Indian economic development and personal fulfillment ip the 0-

-emphasis of labor specialization. -Both Basic Education and developing
, -

("posl-traditional") Societies aim at a "universal" man, able to perform

many jobs modertely well, manual and intellectual, urban and rural: This

kind of person is needed to help the e,conomy and dociety cope.with sudden

and large changes. A villager who has spent some months in a factory or
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:in training can more easily-repair farm equipment-add has spdcial value

in his home setting.

Thd product of Basic Education is also an important link in the

C'hain of informal coMmunicatiOn, the passing.of useful information which

'extends creativity and productivity. A predent reality in India is the

slow pace of innovation in rural-areas. Emphasizing basic education at

all ages, not imply-as literacy campaigns bAt as involvement with

.ndoiiterates in their own district will ex nd their practical speciali-
,

zatiOns and sensitivities beyond t e "schoolroom and into life.: It is

A-
? pgssiblethat this reduce the qualitgAf the labor.forcdand therefore

c.; f- 1, 1_

, slows thd rate.of economic growth; however, according totAdam Smith the

difference bet4een the most.dissimilar of human beings is not sO much the
4

cause of thd division of aabor as'it is the effect of it. Of India,I

have read that differences in language are the greatest in the same

. locality but spoken by high compared to low caste individuals. One can

become burdened down while thinking about India by the prospect of. a

further caste division alOngside.of or.on top of the old. The transforma-
ymla

tion from alienation to fully aware and iiarticipating members of society

is an important element of a release of India's resoutces and energies.

Productivity under these circumstances takes grdat leaps.

Basic education is the one program I have seen which pays attention

to literacy skills as a part of developmental, activities, but first of

all.enables a young person to employ 'himself.productively." Part of the

work in develOping thelideal of "Education for Life/Education through Life"

for India in 1975 is rebuilding respect for Gandhi7's philosophy of educa-

tion. It suffered from being institutionalized twenty years ago; it was
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unnetessarily Plit'into competition with the "modern" secondary system.

Comparatively mnall self-help prograns like Farmers' Fundtional.Literacy ,

and Basic Educ'ation cannot solve problems of "ultimate mess" ,(as Calcutta
A

has been described) circUMstances; certainly Macaulayan education of

white-collar, bookish,data-packed civil servants cannot, nor any single
_ -

education or soclim4engineering program. But it cah help stablize the

countryside and humanize life there even in times of adverse physical

conditions.
4

In national planning and individual initiative there are always

bright hOpea and failures,obut a_program is less likely to fail if it 1.,s

seen'as one of a complex of solutions. Another danger fhp Unwarranted

assumption of program transferability. -Many leaders.an& nations', in-
.

cluding India, have seen Grundtyig's folk high school mOvement as an

ideal institution for developing citizens. It appeared in India as the

rural vidyapeeth, and as a model answered the demands put on aninstitu-.

tion for developing an innovative and thoughtful farming,community.

. I

Nevertheless, the rural vidyapeeths are dying of unpopularity with the

clientele it was meant to serve, and they have virtUally disappeared.

-*
.=,

.

..

.

I "1

'The implications of what I am saying about Farmers' FunctibnaI

Literacy is that its goaleagree with what I waikthe educational process
,,{ .,,- + . .

of rural/village India.to involve-. In addition, in practice the progzbam
,,, . 'fflp

, ,

;.- needs more people Ao are committed to integration' of literady and life.

d'We need many more coMmitted,individuals. The wholeprocess depends on
.

,
, , .

0
.

-the teacher-student relationship. If,it is a simple Uteri/4y class., is
.

:, .

the teacher able to show his cfft-kt how the s ubject is.related to life?

L.

If it is a training session does it push the trainee towards literacy'
0

,stUdi as well?
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Farmers Functional Literacy, like Basic Education and any educational

innovation "works" when there is creative leadership. Philosophically

Farmers' Functional Literacy and Basic'Education,ftre activist, depending

On learners playing a primary role as well. These two elements side by:

side are a challenge, bUt in the. Udaipur district of Rajasthan.we have-

seen them working, as they seen them working, as they-have elsewhere,
.

--4
Tha youth club of the village of LoYeria, for example, has its own small,

4

experimental agricultural plot and.affects theagricultural practices of

the community. 'It exists because of an involved etenaon agent from the

city and because.the young, farmers are willing to take risks. Farmers'

Functional Literacy s, a program which can cover many emploratory projects

and vocational experience situations: a strong agricultural sector cOmes

from more than new seeds and fertilisers. It includes understanding and

learning to repair simple mechanical equipment', the technology of fencing

I
.\

and pasture deve1ophnt and feed mixing, the making of simple equipment

for-oneself, the-planting of new kinds of crops or perhapp an orchard,

.the keeping of'a;certain animal for production goals as a cash crop, or

:the operating of-a.cooperative project'for sale, storage, or processfng::.
4

1A11 Of these learning projects have development Potential in a.pre-

industrial community; the functional literadY,program can spawn.tarmerT-

operated industry. .
If

e
4 ',!4?

It ds up to individuals to carry Ort-Suce*sfUlly a:funotional

program which begins with basic:needs for tood, sheltexi, income and
;

distributioni production, and health, and bridges thy gap to a simple

formal education program. The program of Farmers F ctionai Literacy an

the tradition of Gandhian basia education are the,supports for a new era

in India's rural development. Committed individuals muat be found who

can carry out the program and carry on the tradition.
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LITERACY IN INDIA

(Emphasis on.the Rajasthan Area)

by

Fernandes E. Lopes .

,

1

Please permit me to generalite.in thiS repor-L4 Nine weeks in a

-country with,sucha rich heritage and Cultural background T Can not do

justice nor do I4feel qualified tO.assume concrete Obserliations on what I

have seen and done: ,My repOrtlhowever, will .concern itself in a Way, that

I present'my'observaticins right "from(the shoulder" and not 'loaded with

meahingless floWery terminology that'would be confusing:to the reader.

India's mass-illiteracy.iS too vast a probleMto be overlooked by

mankind. Alarming sCensus reports reveal thaf 69%, of the population is

illiterate.. In one of its largeSt states', Rajasthan, the blunt fact is :

that91% of the lichen are'still%illiterate.- The high population growth:

, pattern and the very low literacy percentage is,of grave concern to div

,good-thinking man or nation.

Literacidteiongth in a place of_development of any country and India,

should not.Tbe an exception. The social and economic progress of India

has been hampered by:its educaional stagnation; and if India is to
, ^

progress in these two areas she must progress..educationally as well.

I'see.it.the picture-,of change has.been.Very,.yery slow.
. .

It it-true hat:India has Wvery,separate identity, and the tenets,
,

' 4
,

of Ipcient,' iiedieVII and milae*n.tilpes )(have had an inflitence in In0aP
s.

.

education. -This thinking, howeVer .does not excuse'a need for change.-/

". ,q,



The great Mahatma Gandhi stated:

"Mess. illiteracy ia ,India'S sin and shame and must
be liquidated. But the literacy campaign must not
end with the "kndwledge of the alphabet, it must go
hand in hand with theouread of useful knowledge."

There AAs a great deal _of inertia in Indian ,literacy programs that I'

have seen _and e: critical review by Indian educatol-'s and the Government

is in dire -need now!

Teacher quality is not at its' best although' I did meet and see many

..ifedicated people 7..ino were trying:their bebt, with the limited resources '

giiren to them for, their ;use. Teachers of' a higlier caliber' from the urban
.

areas who ar e. more dophisticated in teaching..techniques do not desire and ,

'will not go 'to rural .areat to teach. One caunot4 blame them in a way

because basic' conditions for themselves and their families are' just° not.

'there., In fiict, deplvable conditions in rural villages and witth--the

varioUs tribal groups ,,are of such a low ebb that to get wq,l-qualified.

*dedicated teachers to do, the M.8.8 ive4.j ob is' literall,y impodsible.
n

It can be said -.hat the indian Government Thas not done enough'in the

area of Adult 'Education; but, the Ind,ian Govdrnment "has cane to -realige

have, inspired'the efforts of a small riiinbritr Of people whose effo
0 Xenthusiasm in thfs field.

'
,

ft

. Qr. Milan ingh Mehta, pradent of 'Seva
.

inar i this group who has played..a

fro& Vie' start... 'at

On JulAr 10, 1975, ,,at the Lake Palace Hotel, Uslaip

,that "Adult Education must be linked with life:" °It is.inortèxitth.t

Mandir in' Udaipur, 1,s one

Adult Education in 'India
a

4;)

r.

D. Mehtti stated

Adult Education exist not only to teach the three R' s but it must %also

leo

A
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promote the interests of an adult individual and his role in the community.

These ideas I agree wholeheartedly with and having them stated by a man .

who grew up with the Adult Education movement in India certainly made

sense, to me.
do.'

Recently in certain tribal villages.in the state of Rajasthan, well-

digging programs have been successfAly initiated.by Seva Mandir. 'It is

logical to assume,that a meaningful eduoatiVnal experience can be procured

if the adults involved could learn th On' pro-ject of well,digging

,'14tA.
-- ..,..1 ...-which ifs so vital to tliemselves and the4 nernmunity. This becomes

.,
',--,

a meaningful educational experience geared for adults.

Seva.,Mandir through,such programs, can make villagers literate

through terms related to themselves, their environment and their work.
, . 44

We talk in terms of educating the whole person in American education,; Dr.

Mehta talks in erms of Adult Education as a wholg,development. His

apprOach .0 the problem is a logical one-indeed. However, even well-

meaning educators such as Dr. Mehta-are hapdicapped in their endeavors if

the political forces of a country are not fully behind their cause. Lip
11,

service'is not enough. Vital reforms are desparately.needed now!

The following is a short case study of a.Women's Literacy Class in

Rajasthan area:

On July 1 1975, I visited a women's literacy class on the outskirts

of Udaipur. From the start I must state that rural education in India is

not too functional and for most of the adults involved Hindi is a secOnd'

9-

language or H.S.L. I have visited many literact classes in India that

have taken place in the late evening hours, but this class did,take place
.72

in the afternoon from 3:00 to 4:00 p.m: Beds from adjoining homes were
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brought outift fgr the observers to sit on and placed near the cemented patio

of a house that served-as Vie location for this Class where these students

meet sistimes per week. All in all, the atmosphere was not a bad one,
. ,

in fact, I was rather pleased with the informality and friendliness that

prevai.led., The adult students, who numbered fourteen, were easily dis-
,

tracted,- not only by our preseno041 but by the usual presence of neighborhood

children and wandering animals. Many of the women students had their small
I.

children with'them and one woman even had a sick, fevered child lying on a

bed nearby. Occassionally this mother would attentively get up, from her

position'in th& class and care for the child.and also fan away the many

flies that weye there.-

The,lesson was of the lecture tyTe and the question and answer ap:-

'

proach methr was used by the teacher. The teacher, a high school graduate,

was expressive in her manner, showed .kindness and paience, and followed

an open plan book placed on the floor.

There was a blackboard (slate and pot canvas),placed near the teacher

with colored chalk, although I do not recall a single instance when the

teacher used fnis important teaching tool. Each student did have a

Tencil and a copy book and various books of many ilevels could be seen in

use, showing that the teacher was trying some kind oeindividualized

instruction.

The group was an.advanced group and it was obvious from the replies

to our que'stion, "Why are you here?", that the women were interested to
.s.

I

learrtto read,. write, and learn Hindi as a second language.
....

i

-..

e..

,.. Title students werdtanxious to shOw the observers tithe many crafts that
. 1

they had made and were as, Willing and anxious to sell:them.
P
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I notiped that many of the stUdents had knitting and crocheting kits

nearby and when they were bored by4he lesson they would turn to these as

a passtime.,

The syllabus of'the course wag from Seva Mandir and it entailed the

following:

The 3 -R's

H:S.L.

Pre-natal care

Hygiene (personal)

Fobds, (ref to motherand child)

-an arrongoing_basis s,tudents aYe regularly-evaluated orally'by the'

-teacher but the:real test is performance base criteria upon completion of

tha course.

I do see great ho* with the advent of the use of television as a

'e

supplementary aid to lessons,and tektbooks in a'aily educational program in

. India: Literacy programs.in particular can utilize this iMportant aid to

make education more lively, functional, and interesting. The approach must

111,

be realistic one directed at adults; and always kept within the bounds of

adult comprehension and curiosity. In fact, even the proper use Of radio

in an imaginative way could be of great use, ut Ower failures and even

t
:. no.electricity in so many.viIlages makes this:a 'problem of mechanics many

ti es. the Indian government is trying to overcome its many paihs and

miracles cannot be done overnight. This is understandable lif there must

be a starting point. TelevisioW.could,An my opinion, ensui higher

standardS of teaching becduse, most,teachers would also legit( d apply
1.

neW techniques to an educational system that needs hem.

181
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This is where'the educator atvthe university level with-governmental

aid could play an important role as the catalyst tolDroduce meaningful

programs for adults. Their expertize should be tapped and used to a

greatuexteht.

The Satellite Instructional Teaching EXpeiment (SITE) sponsored by

NASA has started an''..exciting experimental program.begiAning August 1,

1975. This is just the start and I hope that it becomes a permanent fik-
,

ture as a mass-communication educational media. Can you imagine the 4-

tmpact and the many changes it can and will produce? Teacher-training

courses via T.V. are an absolute must and the results I am sure will be
ti

great. New method's of teaching and learning-could be applied in a way

that would be meaningful to an adult who needs a vert special approach.

It will make teaching and learning fun which can be a good tonic that,

all adults,(and children) need at times--no? Television can, I believe,

be a positive approach to India's educational needs rwould like to be
.4

given the opportunity to comb back to India in- a couple-of years just to

,see the effects and results that T.V. will have on the Indian Educational
,

,scene', It should be interesting don't you think?

1821
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THE OLD TRADITION AND LITERACY

by'

Mary A. Akersdn

:.
op, ,ii Ap

c,

4e $2,

The oral tradition of India is the Toychical conscliousness of'

Bhrarata. -It is so deep rooted and also go very pervading that it is

related too-the Cosmic Stuff of Bhrahma. Theoral tradition which meal°,
1

found in the mystical origin of the Vedas shapes the present and also

Oeterthines the future. The oral tradition may.be described as an un-

Scra4a1?1e force which Oust be'understood on the deepest psychic level,
4

..if &India' is to kle Moved into the realism of the twentieth century.

'The multi-faceted problems of India hinge to a large extent, az-
.

0. cording to most aahorities, on the illiteracy of the, people'. However,

how'to Cope with.an amorphous force So intangible and subtle that)t

motivates a Brahman teacher with whom I dinedyin Udaipur to stop on our

way tO his home tobe annointed by a priest in an aged temple stinking

of mildew andgutrescence Seems toibe beyond the misadventures of con-
,

temporary Indian-genius:.

"1,

Catapulting India into an,aggresively competitTkre twentieth not only

appears to be but has in fact, proved to be non-feasable. Primarily, it

is because of the profundity and psychical bedrock of an oral tradition ,

.which cannot be budged by the most scientific educative techniques.

By examining the history ot the oral tradition one may find a clue

to solve the.iiddle of India's dilemma.-As far back as the inventive age

,

183--
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Awm* 4

of Sanskrit 'Drama (2nd-9th Oentury One obaerves a reaurgence"Of

nati

Hindu religion supporedby the Brahman caste with an aggre s 6 iveness

wt}ich callOP mind the,prOpagandistic techniques of the Jesuit Counter.,
N , .ROont ,However;

s't,,A 4th.,,,
dynamism for '1,etiJesuit
, , . ...,

is the oral is eveand still n tci:dar t iche vehle for ., ,

wlibreas all 'forms of media were used as supportive

onslaught, ,the sacred 'word; the spoken word, that

religious and secul

t the Oral T;

trad sias
'

ication. The sound and pitch, of. the '!word",
-

*great signifiance. -"Moreover,
. ,

1 integrity beyondp comparison withops a correto

culture .o

this

istory. .

ew
,

e theri t was inti-oduced which was
, I.'

tee :Vida's, the' Brahaman6.s,

Ithate ...aegan to supercede the

Sanskrit 3rirtin,

trhtisui'arlav-
'; - , ,., ,$atithdriti OA' the oral tractitim S_

...e annita whic.11 are callecl Mantras Or: ,
' 4.',, ' .

hytins hology, and plainstory telling of the Vedic period began to
,

. loose c ity-,unesa _written down
,-( .-
,sanc4t4 in this sphere rp le gated the

,

positiOn, and thut bec:ame?,,ntuntr. ottepos_iti,4, thems
j. . 7

.1" Since the us .16.3:ley'7CultUr4.,.of Nue odara and Harappa, aimple

by the*Ohmans Mho by their very
*.

Kshatryo,icast to number three

pictograph and late,r, ideogiFap c;oiiveyedmeaplik

,the Braham
4416.

r;itto ,ft. part .:in.mhe di
d:' .

p-k. some areas, parddoxical

Ifesuigeface. did the written word play so
4,',

not:ionof profane and sliCied knowledge.

'basl.c written form..

,th ken word, too,.

tileties in the Pf 'of Sanskrit..d,=tma'And Poe*.*
_ '41t,that: this nevr- tip sip,. on 1,,Oi.-6itig was designed for

s

evolved,_new sub-

Despite,. the 'fact

a minority the
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'i'4:-.,

evidence exi:sts to support the idea that literacy might sonlihowbe foi ted
-, .\ ._

upon thippublic through the religious medium a8 we,11:..as.t1100e,CuM:
. a & . , . s, k,

! Tod'ay ,India, is involved with the propagation of literticir nly istrough
.., ,

secular agencies, , It seems to me an immense waste of a nat:ionti amic
, : , . ,. ,

eece not .to somehow .capitLize on the religious clynami7Sm-OrkIndi;a. As

.

an illustration, Kishore Saint, Director of the Rufal InstItt&tn tidaipur,

-related the .fact that even though his\irandmother was 11.14Mrateire Could
't,.

4
',.

-' ' 4'1; -:.

rezitd word for, word scripture f m the gMahabharatd., aii:4,the'' ayana.
. ,

4, 4)-,This I have obServed is not an ununtal siatron.: "

4
atgyerywhere I'AraveleV in India tilis aptietared to ;be rifie Asituatiop. ,.. .4. r
, !lip I . ,

. . ^

"0 I could, not understatd why the great epices sticritas the Mabharata, the
40: Nt'i

Wayaha, 46r wthe lkirandog were ..not included:411'a tkter
L's" , M a mOt ating tool. Trom the moUthth OP1,11ttetiate rxickshaw drivers to

.-..,

r , ,

quiriculuan or used

theult
e

d intelligertsiii-lt. Bombay naturallgl:ewed ,the infallability of'
,

4\te and myt0 of the tults of Varna, Indra..Agni, Soma Rudra, arid.
':

. T
''. v.,,

Viishnu. The jkal tradiitio 'nvolved' iii..41induism seethed to be not only an
.

...,. .. -11.:-. IP .

oikhnizemlrellzious syst but aISOk highly.: brgan igfd. social system and

way illit li
;Ir

.

1Mode ilkiZ irif Indi.ia is firist ,to req,.oncle the dicho,tomy between, the

oral t iiViaon bflhe illitet4...a,..
,.,, 4 ,

a

s and he inthllectual concepts of
r.- e! -,' .

the intelligence. Even to mod.d.fy the, orga,,traAition inherently relaited to

the xiitusit iMpexitvive to the AS`Pe afive si.J.Cce,s81 of BrahLmenic instStutiOri&

would reeill an apocaly ar'i ovation.

Q. .4ti . .The fact 'of thelter. is thq,there is obviously no need for

literacY 'within Julia's curftnt social format. This society is 8111f con-
, '.41 0 . ,

. . ,

tallied and defies intrus*n 'Of the iwentieth century demands for

NE.
1'
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industrialization and corresponding literacy. Conventional methods of

sponsoring mass literacy such as those utilized in China and Russia are

not applicable. Sikh methdas are not applicable because of the powerful

subcOnscioUs barriers Against literacy already mentioned but more im-

portantly because there is no incentive to be literate.

India, also, is endeavoring to be democratic in her processes of

liberalization - a formidable task. Communist China had a great deal

goknf for her mass litera6y moVement. Much of China'S mutual Structure'

is based on the donfucian philosOphy of &tawny unity and allegiency.to

the state. The concept of the state as the leader was therefore not so

drastic a step. It presentPd a form of organization with which the

peasantry could readily identify. In India there is only one standard,

and that is the standard built around the family unit with allegiency

not to India, but the family and the cast perse. Thus, we must bear in

mind the q6ncept that we arp not dealing With individual consciousness

but with'a collective consciousness which might just possibly belOkhe

largest collective consciousness on the face of the earth.

Even in China where the masses were to some degree predisposed

towards state leadership, millions of people had to be sacrificed in

order to implement a successful mass educational' program.

What *would be the advisabilitylof introddcing communist techniqUes

as-an aid:to lit*acy? What likelihood of,success might be hoped for?

The answer. tlthese questions appear as mucheriddle today as millenia
*

:A
ago., Studying.the past throws fittle lido on solving the literacy

.barrier today. The great invasioni'of ihe Mogriuls produced changes in



,

art, 'nitric, architect , and CustoM, but it maae no impression on the
*

1.1eracy standards of ie masses. For five centuries alone in Benaras

thulioppla down seething thousandi:only to have the worship of Shiva,,

bob to the surface with renewed force wheIkam loosened its'aeadly grip.

-176.-

No Pamphlets to destroy, no popular literacy to condemn, the 44oghuls had

to fight the oral tradition, that js; the Hindu psyche, and they lost.

qv,

In Africa and other parts of the world the Muslims met with far

'greater success because despite mass illiteracy, they never had to dtal

with the Hindu "Cosmic Mass Psyche".

Thus there is nd lesion to be learned here.lf

A'
In conclusion, the secular handling of illiteracy is no -adequate to

-

deal with Ipdia's massive problem. Somehow: religion must be brought into

the literacy scene. ft would dppear that the literacy standard,pf states

such as Keiala and Goa (whiCh are predominantly (iathOlic and have A highi
. 7

rate of literacy) have been significantly effected by religious efforPs

in the field of literacy. Catholicism is western, however there may be

IP a lesson here_gor the perceptive Indian educ o .

elolhe monastic,traditions of Christianity and Islam and,the parochocial

t
school ti0114tion 'of Judaism have done much in producing a literate mass

..

in rts pf the world. The problem here is so comPlex with 17.languages

and14.44 dialecta.
4k

Yet the problem must be et-and dealt with; if IndJA
,

m,

is to survive in the industrial and scientific.complexities of the preseilt

',-

world sit iOn.

,

1,

; 187
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.
I did not mean to say survive. India hail'survived the vast land-

r

scapes of history for millenia and&Willi continue to survive the im-
.

portunkties of the twentieth century-and mores impOrtantly the importuni-

ties Oftbd unforseeable fature.
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SOCIAL EDUCATION

by

,qoanne Vitello.
'

Community development is defined as.the proCem by,whieh the efforts

'

of the people themselve4 are united with those of governmental authoritie6

P

to improve the econoMic, social, ands.cultural conditions of the commUrlity.

Also, to integrate these communi4es into the life of the nation to:enable

them to fully.contribute to.the f)iogreas of the nation. gommunity developT

ment aims to bring about change through the involvement of the people iy
. ,

utilizing their talents and local resources. It has the following PsY-

ohological implication. People are restricted in their Wants and they.
_

'cannot visualize the possibility.of improving their present fevel of

living. Any-benefits are invisible to the person whose economic and

social stsitus remains as bad as it was before their Independence.

One aspect of community development is the importance of motivating

the people with regard to community affaira. -Improving their sociO-economic:-

conditions is a tIrerequisite for bringing about their involvement in

community'efforts or personal productive effOrts. In many of/the rUtal,

villages, we have,Visited, people are living in extreme poverty. How
° 1

can, you expect the, people to be atall interested in'literacy when their

main concern is getting enbugh food for their family.. that day? yqcmlot

raisétheit standard of living Or even4Ie level of expectation of the

.rural people as a necessary condi14bn fot the teadhingLof literacy.
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r .

- For successful teachingof literacy you must also meet the 76
.

needs and desires. This is one area in which the Indian-education

failed to fully recognlze. My reason for this statem,ht is the constant

occu'rance of a high drop-out rate beingaround sixty'pe cent. I realize

there aother factors causing this high Percentage such as:thequaiity-
,

of the teaCher.and econoMic conditions, to name only a-few. In spite of.:

this I maintain,that the main reason is the latk of appeal and relevants

of subject material to the communities. -What is the purPose of going into
;

a rural 9zentunity with the intent of preaching the benefits of farm

mechanication, when they don't even haVe a well?

Therefore, for effective motivation, it is essential to know the

people's needs, to know the goals'to be achieved, and the method which

will be implemented.'

. It is my,view that high priority should be given td the probleM of

wiping out illiteracy from the land if the Uevelopmental pro$fams, are tO-
,

succeed in the true sense' of the team. '

Literacy, 4ough., is wit an end in itselbut las meaning only as 4..
.

.

-

;

a compOnent of a. large.scheme. When we taIk about developmental:programs, :

, it is,the concept of linking education to.development in the rural areas

particularly for increasingproduction.A brOgram of PfUnttional literacy"

has to-belp the farmers iw his life and work,-forr his individual behavior

- ,

and communication, and'ir- kUnderstanding add using comple* technologies.

V'
y Adults involved in iMproved farming practi4es wagld be interested in

* ;

r

literacy only if it applies to'their agr14,Oitura1 )betterment° and increased

I. .°

income. The goal in functional literady then is o assist in achieving

specific socio-economic ObjectiveAy'making ad4lts receptive to Change
4 ,

01.



.'and Innovation. by.helping them to acquire new vocational skills
.

kmowledge, and attitudes which they can use efrectiVely.,; All-development

or improvement is self'Ldevelopment or.self-improvement,14hich cannot be

'brought about ekcept through,education. To create.a new soCiety, we must

.,

create a new man., Tpe man in India is not 'dapable. Of understanding :

'or °adopting eVen the basic aspects of akar vp society. "This bigh

percentage of illiteracy is a great, obstacle and a stumbling block in

. ,
the, path of their progress. It is education that moulds the character of

a.man, expands his'.outlook and understanding, and add6 to his efficiency.
r °

'Edutation is the basic factor of 'al1 progress and without' a program of

mass education no real Progress can be made. Unless the common man and

woman.is lifted from the ignorance, superstition, and reaction into which
ss

centuries of explOitation have confined them, ho development prOgram will

evoke their ighole-hbarted support. Whout the support of the,village

community, social education cannot achieve its ainis. By social education.

I mean the Combining f literacy programs with general educa-tion includig

,subjectS like civids, elementarY higtiory &nd.geography, personal and

...Community hygiene, Indian culture and traditiOns, knowledge of social,.

-politica l. and economic problemsfacing the country, and some form Of

0cational education:such ap the making of crafts In this way,,adult

educationis closely related, to the everyday pro lems of life. Trying tO

make the illiterate adult literateWithout rous pg,the general conscience

'.: _of,the Combiunitts.doomed to fail.

,

'Wbuld it'be a better approach:to begin &campaign whereby one entire.
- 4;-

.:'4 , .....k .
ttate 'w4aid obtain onq hundre'd per cent lieraCy?,,,,,This question has

.

.

.



occurred to /lie quite often as I have.travelled through.IndiA:-J4hen I '

asked the people why literacy programs are slow to eiart and fail to be .

,

totally successful, the resionse id usuall,y, country,is ,so diverse.

This statement is certainly true, bu't,what are they'doing about this,

. ...
.

problem of maSsiveneSs. -Far thiereason, L's.ug-gest work' g Wone state
,..

'- . .....

at,a time, a$ one approach to solving the problem. What_is the Sense oF'
. .. ....

,

-spreading out-what,little money,is 'Spent on edUcatiOn'throughopt all'of

A

..India? Making one village literate is a drop:in:the Ocean, -FUnnelpg-
.." ,

4all monies .appropriated,for adult.:.educaticingrams, in'gOaraliy4o one

state,..will have a far'greater,impact on thecountry. Remaining state&

would see the vast'improvements that have ta4cen place ,and would a

) *

,wflling to take On this task. Stray: and isolated literacy asses cah-

noi contribute effectively in the eradication,of illiteracy.q These-
,

classes, run in j.solation do not create the newssary congenial atmosphere

in tfie, village which, alone can face the opposition of the majt?rip of

illiterate adults who ao not. attend the literacy classes. -Without the

support of the people and,their leaders and the officers in the village,.

the :social*OrXers'.will be fightin&sa losing.battle all the time. Also)

t*_4
the-follow-up,work which is as important, if not more-important than the

4,

attainment Off."Jklreracy,cannot be .. undertaken without 41,$1, people's suTpo'rt.

- Without an-effectelpllow-up program, the neo-liteTtte cinickarelapses

3'
into illiterady and the efforts and iiqe,and money exioended on the °attain!

-

0* then% of fitetaCy becomeg E6waste...i.1.1Ae.and'time. agaih our stUdy group.has
7

seen effective progr4ms qinthble becande the'standard of liteFaCY wassO

* low that it wasn't functioriai, and, moreoften, littie.or no qtention was,

given to this_problem_of tetention of literacy.
,
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One program with which I was'impressed, and was an excellent example

.
-of community development through:sOcial -education, was the Gam Shikshath

Mohim.in Poona, Maharashtra state.
. This was OrillagE campaign whose aiM

4

was to achi onehundredpercentliteracyintheirvillage,,ding a
s:

four-month periOd, In this campaign, men and momen'in the'age-group of'

fourteen to fifty were covered. My thinking is that once'the adult are

,made literate, the children-can't help but.also become literate. The main .

objectives of this program_ were to eradicate illiteracy, retain fiteracy,

and enrich the knowledge of new literates; and to bring about allSi'd..ed

developMent of the village throligh social educationcenters. Tlisisrtow

;4-

the forMkt dt the program: A Gram Shiksham Executil Commiitee comprising

ten to fifteen leaders in the vill made preparations-to &.eate4he"

necessary background and' also an atAbs here to prepare the villagers for

taking "active" part in thiS program.

The Main emphasis in the curriCulum for:the Classes was-on reading

simple books and simple arithmetic and, giving theminformation with

regard to functional arithmetic_connected to their daily lives. In ad--;

-
dition to these topics, information regarding farming, sanitation,

, .

administration Of the village and child development was given. Healthy

habits were also impressed upon the villagers.

4AS soOn as, the village succeed6d in removing illiteracy 100 per cent,

certain simplettests were given in reading writing, arithmetic, and'

general knadledge. In this way, there.was some.form Of evaluation.
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A'celebraion called the Gram GauravSamarambha is arranged only if
J

ere i) 100 per cent literaey4and eOmplee,cleanliness of streets and
. . .

ltuildingLtood sanitation, and construCtion of hpprop,ch roads-to the
. ,

....t.

villilge. ,This celebration also helps tol)rinetogether various castes

within the village and to,vow to maintainqheir literaCy.
.:,

v X.r', 1 ..
. S

. .0. ,

After the qgmpaign isover, follow-up wor,....d, 'thr4Dugh the eir-

,culating library and soci,al education centers. 780tS

monthly npwsletter provide reading material on. rural

neo-literate.

4,1fets and a
,

gubjectgtos the
,

This coMnation of functiondlliteracy massive village participa-
.

.tion, thoroughplanning and organization, costs the Government a grand.'

itotal of pk.1/r per adult. It appears:tome ,Zhat the,Gram.:Shiksham Mahim

has succeeded in develOping verY. strong andaetive adult partieilbation at

the village level c,

Why, thendisn t/the government more supportive of these programs

which are
/

needed sO desperately? It if ny obse ation that the government

'f
:quite often sets us barriers toNart.edueation. .Possibly they Would rather

perpetuate.illite acy so they canAtinue exp cAting themasses for

lersonal and pro ess;mpal benefits. With more than eighty per cent of

the Indians ill terate, te need for edueatin them becomes all the More
t -

urgent because they have the right t'O'vote n/I exercise hiS rights under

,

the constitut on he must be educated: If de oc racy is at all to succeed,
,

/

it is imperat've that men, and women be trai d to become better and
/-

producive c tizens and knowledgeable abou ,the political processes to

help end th s massive exploitation.

1944
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I
FOLK ART AS ..6. MEANS dF 9OMM*CATION1AND EDUCATION e

..

1 by

MarCia -Jacoin

The folk rms of a natidn:Or region .a.re closely integrated ,with the

total life of`its inhabitants. They reveal their customs, . more/a, religions

beliefs and history, as well as their joY's, sorroifs. and concern8 .I-
Music and dance f rins , as evidenced by their representation in ,bronzes

and. scultture (for 4xampie, dancing Shiva, Nataraja, Lord of the Dance)

is said to stem frOm amine $ources, created by Brahma as a pastime_.f..oz :the
-

Gods: Shiva'sdance s said to depict the entire movement of the 'cosmos,

the unending rhythm of ation, cohtinuance and destruction. These fy

stories, in, music and dancè based on'mythical or folk-themes are handed

dow n. from parent to child., 4n the rural villages.
,

ThArole of the craftsman in India has been 'closely interwoven into

the sdcial fabric of' centuries, determined by birth, by caste. Passed on

from generation to 'generation, each child learned ;the craft of his father,
..644

at his knee. These skills which we, in f&ierica, usually teach as recrea-

tional or yocational arts, are often a necessity' of life in India, as well

'as a source of deep satisfaction and pridcto those aittisans who practice
4their ar d craft in a blending of work and joy.

roughout our travels , we fotind ourselires,. in °contact .With the. folk
!

;arts; as a means,'of employment, abe a medium of exchange_ within a.% communiV,...
and..cts a.source of self-erPression and personal sa:Eisfiiction., Music and

dance appeared in every village and° school,' and we found that where our ".
,
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attemptS- at cmmunicationWere Moderately successfiulL, we4ere able tar
.

,

- . 0 -

eq0blish a common ground,'instant 'raPP047,t through.dance and soria.

4 ',92.12Axcursions to small ot.t ofIthe wiay places --,rural cOmMunities
,

14-1d.vi4dges were alllys,highlighted* singing, dancirigand celebratiOn.
'

.

Frequentlg unaCeompanied; the songs todk.the form Of manY verSes,sung in

uniSon to a repepted melody.: Usually, one'person-acted as leadex and the

:restp:s chol-us. 'Dancing was done tothe accompaniment of their oWn.

.singing - the stops, like the unmelodictune simple, rhyththic, repeti-,

tiye. Each sorigtoldAa story. Mahy depicted..somesspect of daily living

such as a wedding, drawing water from a well; the meeting of a boy and

,

girl,,a harveat, etc. Others were of religious nature either in thecaform
4

'of a prayer, a. mythical or folk tale or taken from the Hindu epiCs L. the

Ramayana and Malhabharata.
,

Imen effrt to insure the.preservation of thesevfoik trad4i-ons it

Ofulniation and increasing mobilityand mechaniati.d4,,,4

.'Cpurses in, deperforriling.and visual arts.and crafts are. 7-eing tauakt to

yo,ung adults both in formal and non-formal classes. They are ,beina ap-
e 4

pr6a44ed not onVas a source of personal enjoyment but as market'able
, es;

skills that could lead to self-employment and some economic security.
P

In Jaipur, kqe visited t niversity of Rajasthaft, continuing educa-,

tionJprogrdm,,our only e s o an.edult edlication program focusing on

recreational,skiiis for their own pleasure and pers al enrichment, as we

1 do in the States. Here, young adults were taking'classes Ouring the summer

recess, when athool was not in session. AmOng the cpurses offered in folk

arts 4.1ere,WoodWorking, batik, instriftental-music And folksinging, and
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. folk dancing. Instruments being used were gUitars, tabla and tambura. The

intent was nOt to turn oup accomplished musicians, but rather to'give

enough basic skillS to enable the young people to experience a sense,of

achievement, a feelingsof mastery and perhaps then, the motivation to go .

further and, deyelop an embryOnic skill. This approadh Was evident in all'

-classes at thiscente$. Emphasis was olyviously on enjoyment, spending of

youthful'energy," a d peating,stepS and movements that have been,done for
6

generations and willj ontinue for many more.

Dur,i.ng.our thr week stay in Rajasthan we were treated to perform-
-.

ances of Rajasthani dance on 'several oecasions. Although the steps were

tle same each ekperience was unique. On one very special evening,'
- 0

thirteen of us piled into a jeep me/gtt to hold- eight, and wound oUr way

up and down rOugh trails, robks and holqs to a clean remote village.-

The occasion was the completion'of a well which had taken many, months of

, -

community cooperation, involving the sweat and.love of siXty families .

working in five hour- shifts.around :the- c lock, to blast, dig and clear
.0

. .

-
away rubble. The final achievement warranted a feaSt and we were inftted

to participateas gdests of honor. 'After partaking of the meal offered

us me encouraged ,the.women to sing a traditional song. _First, they
/

shyly giggled andllid their faces, but gradually felt more comfortable
, .

and sang with confide:nce,. Following this they forthed a circle anti began'

.
tO dance. I gestured to them that.I wanted to join them andthey opened

their circle to include rae.:, We: shared the joy of moving together to

their rhythm - one circle, one rh hmi two cultures, and communication

took place.
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On otherdccasion , while at the Lake

brief performance by.a brilliantly cbstumed

dancers. ,Their movements, unlike'the natUral, raceful flow of the

villAge dancers, seemed stilted, self-conscious

we,were treated to a4

o

e of Rajapthani folk '

and contrived. By this

I -had-already had the advantage of several lessons in,Rajasthani

folk dance at Lok Kala Mandal, the,center for Performing Folk Arts in.

Uda4pur. Familiarity with the steps and music allOwed'me,to make a

mOdestly informed judgment.

The experience at'Lok Kala Mandal confirMed, once again, my belief

n music, dance and joy as a means of communication. Thks institute is

devoted to rese'arch, study and survey in foLk 'theater arts and puppetry,

and to develop ways and means for their preservation. In addition, there

is a residdrit, troupe of highly skilled folk singers, folk instrumentalists,

folk dancers, puppeteers and dramatists who perform locally and-move as

a unit fram village to city and back, to,entertain the hlasses and concluct

field training ii traditional arts. They have Popularized many Rajasthani

,dances in s ral communities. 'Each participant has been well trained,in

teaching skill:, which.are as important in Communicating the artsas the
.0,

ability to pel,form. "

Our instructor was a young man - a beautifta dancer who spoke nO

English. With the assistance of two youthful members who were seas ned

perfqrmers with the Lok Khla Manda Folk Dance Ensemble, and orchestral

acia-ompaniment of harmonium, table,_flute, sarangi and voice I learned)

five variations.of the basic Rajasthan step.. The facial expressions and

exclamations of pleasure and praise, although in Rajasthani dialect,Each

`ay
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time I executed a Step properly or pivoted without falling, encouraged me
.

to keep dancing and made me &.el happy and competent despite the language

..
barrier. -This is the essence of good teaching, whether it be adults or

children. The.capacity tcOinstill a sense of confidence, competence and

progreSs in one's studenti, partidularly-with:adults,who may feel- a
h

quate or insecure is the key to mOtivation and maintainance of ntelAe t

and attendance in adult education.

4...
-Lok Kala Mandal held regular clasSes under the direction of Shri D. 41,

its founder in all the folk arts,-for teacheis to utilize in

their schools,and for lay people.and families who wish to learna new and

satisfying hobby. Their puppets andpuppeteers are world renowned, as is

Ithe resident folk dance troupe, both of whom performed"brilliantly for'us.
° .

These groups have won international acclaim and honors in folk competitions

thrbughout EuroTe.

The Education Department of Rajasthan hasaccepted,puppetry as a

teaching subject from sixth to tenth grade. Many social prOblems such as

delinquency and emotional difficulties are dealt with,through the medium
,

of puppetry. -In addition, we were introduCed tO many apPlications pf_

-ipuppetry in rural classroom and community education. Because many of the

custoMs in-the villages a,re based on ancient ritual and traditional con-

cepts, it is very difficult to persuade people to try new methods or learn

modern approaches.. Old, comfOrtable modes of farming, health,habits,\

sanitation are hard to change. Practitioners in the fields of health and

education lacked credibility in the outlying area-s;. ,However, puppets whose

characters frequently represent Gods an8. Goddeses, could-pretent a concept

----and(bOnvey a meSsage that might be rejected or ignored coming from a huMan'
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source,. Because -t)he aricient ,art `of puppetgy is gfamiliar ar'yi accepted,

the message .'.poker from the mouth of the puppet has validit§
t

of the rural .C.ri
14-

in colleges .so

llager. For this 'reason,

tilat, they may .teac4 their

in the eyes

trainIng 'is offered to -leachers
.

rsturdants this old:art\ fOr the.
. .

purpose of ,Commu4cating informa ion irj 'the areas...of.literacY, foOd

prOduction andi health pratIces1,- he° reliame on 'Modern methOds of
. t

im-

munization nd treatment in conjunition with traditiorial medicine,, etc:

and'social concepts -- i.e.
Vidya

* A

Bhawan,; a school

theg premi'se :that learning, will 'best

A I
7`.

communitY, cooperlation and harmony.
..,, g

in Udiivur feir*trades - 8, was rounded orJ)

,

,Music was everphere., The academic

+. .....take pip,ce in a 'joyoum wronn$ent .

program was based or( a two ye r..

scheme. One year was *spent in intensive study of a parVicular Po.X
,

graphical area; using ari integrated approach
' bringing in rdsbirice people*

wherever possibleA5 to explore the culture - customs, arts, -literature,

social structilre Ot that particular region. This year concpntrated on

the HimalAyas and I had the good fortune of learning HinWayan folk dance
.

with the students. The dances of ,this region are Virile and yigorouT,

resembling some of the Balkan line dances.

On the alternate year students are taken to a 'particular area .

their own state, Rajasthan - to explore the total environment of a small

rural coMmunity, while 1Ving their for several weeks - including its folk,"
culture. Here, they danced the

Punjabi dance.

dances .of Rajasthan' and alSo a Vigor*

Recognizing the need for a change of pace for teachers who are

volved in' academic ihgtruction all day, Vidya 'Bhawan has "introduced a

in-

PE..;
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special program.irynstr4ental music instructidn for its teachers, at no

cost to qem, for their oWn personal deve opment. There need be no com-

mitment to teach or use this music in any way, unless the teacher feels
1

comfortable doing so.
.

F011owing thiS*.v,isit, a group of us eturned one early morning to,

shareour Amerlam fo1k4ritage through song at a prayer and'asqeMbly

program, anOther exchange and 'communication experience through music.

. 7
Line ntore

,

example cif the power of dance and music in communication is the-
t

,

_

aftserIn oon wkained the slf of Seva Mandirlror a few hours of singing

arid dancing. ,Though abit se),X,conscious at the start, wahin a few

,

mInutks, sarees and all, inhibltiOns,, disappeared and formali:ties

fqrgotten. Young and old were*Swinging, reeling and 7Aughing together.

This was fqllowed by a sharing of Indian and American folk music, ending
134P

the afternoon on a warm and intimate note.

There have been many experiences.since. Udaipur -- trips to other

villages and schools where we were treated to folk.dance performances

as a way of bringing into our awareness the life and joy of a people.
41-

Again, it reconfirms my belief in folk material as a universal language

that reaches across oceans and cultures and can deepen understanding and

communication among nations.
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A BRIEF GLIMPSE
AT

AUDIOVISUAL TECHNOLOGY AND TELEVISION IN INDIA

by

_Lyndon Patrie

c
India ancient and'inodern, diverse,and complex is beginning to eX-*

*
.

hibit a passionate need, for the creation of new and innovative approaChes

( 4

to comdunication. Throughout this vast land a common bond is now be-

ginning-to immerge. This common bond ii uniting-the Indian people,; in the

understandings and appreciations of the individual, the community,.the

town or, city, the state and the country. This bOnd is being fused through

audio visual technology and to a greater degree,,televisidn.

In only a very short period; since independen0e, India ha had to be:

self sufficient and united.. India's,commitment to it!s nation and people
0

in the audiovisual area will take time, money and a considerable amount

of trial ad errOr'and evaluation.

The success or failure of any ma0cOM0f.tnication is largely dependent

on three items; resoUrces, organizatidh and.management and personnel.

Financial support from local, state and federal government is abSolutely

necesqaiy in the developing of audiovisual programs. These programs

will proceed more ffectively under specialized, centralized leadership,

working coordinately With educators and curriculum speCielists with ad-

% ditional.financial support for auxiliary staff, equipment, materials and

facilities.
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Throughout India, 1.t has been observed that this is not the caSes It
4,

is only the college.and universities-that are attempting anYllew'methods
----

of communication and even this has a major drawback. In the rural are s

the individual instructor is using the lecture as b, prime .source of

revealing ideas, fasts or fancy. Some USQ the chalk board as i:prim

:source of impact. 'Their lack 'of utilization of materials and equipment

is simple, there is none1/4availab.le. Equipment is extremely expensive.

'Most of it has to'be ,Trlpotted.. Electricity is constantlY,a problem:

JMotion pdcture projectors; tape recorders, overhead projectors anq the

like require a4ot o voltage. There are not many electrical outlets in

any given room. -Even'if there were, constant overload of amperage for

each machine would cause a potential fire hazard due to the overload on

the line,

In most of colleges and universities that were visited one person

()
appeared to be responsible for the entire schools audiovisual needs. ,His

.
main responsibilities were: having the talent student draw largemaps or

charts for other faCulty members, pUblic relations (publications), photo-

graphy and-darkroom activities. 'Many problems exist: quality large map
\

stock of pape>is1fficult, to obtain; publicptions though moderate in

cpst are e nSiK/0.,-when p4tures have to be added to-the text; and dark-

room for develtping and printing were disadvantaged because of the expense

of the'equipment as welL as no regulation of Water temperature or water

conditioners. The excessive minerals in the .water'causes large'stains on'
- d

the negatives and,prints. Therefore many 'sent their w4qk to a'city to
4

have them prOcessed and printed. There is nothing done wi-6h' colot, just
4.

in black and white.
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In Seva Mandi

UNESCO. The items

,/
TheY' are as 'f ilews

0
dif
'7, . -t .*..1.,.,

r,'7Udaipqr 'the, audioviitl'al,-equipMedr was supplied by
'-'lt , * :.t ;°

. were of Canadiari, RUStian 'and Am6.i.Can manufacture.
re.

1.
V

,

.. .

2

;Equipment
,

Bell & 16m Souild .Proiector

Viewlex w/auto tchanger fiImstrip
projector

2.4x 2 slide projector, manual , .

PoWer Aransformer - 4 position
. elearical hook-up

Radiant projection sci-eens. 70" AP/0"

-16 mm film rewinds

\

-. There ere approximately 12. 16mth° t)Aand isof various titles. The

ri

4

Manufacturer Old/New

_Russian,
_

Canadian

old

classes would come to the center_to use ori have a .projectionist provided.

It is not delivered to a classroom. TwO.-.4diovisUa3 technicans are avail;
-

able, both science teachers. ;,.Major repaa.r7ofT* quipment has to'be handled .

: ".,;

through postal Service. they do'not-e4-pe'4.,,.-bez'advent 'television, satellite

Or rwi se .

,
(

, Only three audiovisual :textbooks liere located arid these ,were frail
,

15:19 yea;s ola.
4 di

: Sands: AV Procedures in TeaCting, Ronald Press, 1956

2. Emery,- Ault & Agee : IntrodAtion to, Mass 'CoMmunic'ations, Dodd
)

& Mead, 1960.

3. Johnson: Communication, McGrawf-,Hill, 1956.
k

e 4?'

7,6 f
4. 11
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At the State Institute of Community Development, Udaibur, the

following text wdre foundr1

Chakrabarti: Aq'Education in India, Little Flower Press,

Calcutta 1967

2. -13

1959

Lewis, Harclerod: AV Materials & Methods, McGraw-Hill,

Hass & Pacher:, Preparation and Use of AV.Aids, Prentice;-Halli
r afr

i.q6o

Challa: AV Aids in Education, Atma Ram, Delhi, 1963.

1$111,'''

t the Vidya Bhawan Institution School, Udaipur, each student has .

to produce two pieces of art Iforks -eithermaps or charts. The person

with, full time AV responsibilities has to (16 his 6wn equipment repair.

He did possess some of the, very baSic tools for repair, such ashammer,414..

screw driver and a 3/4" drill. The audiovisual equipment that was stored

. in the basement consisted of one Beseler opaque projector and a Simmons

.0mega enlarger plus many maps and-charts.

A

Each of these three people have given up hope for any equipment,

either new or used. They did express a keeness for receiving up.jto-date

texts dealing with audiovisual and coTmunication areas. In fact, it was

expressed that possibly an American publisher could send them sample

desk copiesi':

In many areas throughout India, Adult Education, Adult Basic Educa-

tion, yocational Training and. Literacy Programs play a, very importaa

part of education in India. One such area to be conceimed with the
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communication media:in literacy is in'Lucknow. The literacy,House'has
(1.

15roduced and-developed materials,for the illiterate and newly literate

adults, adapting folk media, puppetry and folk drama. This.is eXpressly
. .

A .

.done.for the youth that 'ris not in school and adurts'who live in rural areas.

A few. motivational films have been prodUced for functional literacy pro-,

grams. The future aim is to experiment and ewaluate the'"new: media", such
;

ns radio, televisIon, ahart-fi-Ims-and-,-oartois.

Many colleges,in larg-cities provide same bare essentiala of audio-

viSual equipment.. Usually one of each major piece,of equipment_is avail-

able; opaque projector, taPe recorder, (reel to reel and cassette) slide

i)rojector and a l6mm,sound projector. This'equipment stayed in-one' area

'and thecl4ssrooM instructor would bring his clasS to this.area to See a

film etc. Most of the audiovisual people did not personally own their own

camera. They couldn't afford one and the college could not. Several

people did offer audiovisual workshops and/or met some AV requirement that

the,Curricula.demanded. This requirement was usually sparious and cursory
,

WIth no means.of follow-up or evaluation.

In large-trban areas, such as Bombay, progress is much more extensive

and innovative. Por instance, the Institute of Communicative Arts at St.

Xavier's College is a pioneer of the media man" and the "media wbrld".

At's curriculum is designed for the graduate student in communications,

,

or those students who plan a career is writers, critics, communication

arts consultants and.directors. Or is involved with future teachers in

the fields of radio, film, television and journalism. The courdes are

Lspread Over a two year period. They include Basic CommunicatiJn Theory to

Psychology of Communications.
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Also in Bombay, ShraMik Vidyapeeth, an adult education-center in

collaboration with-the Bombay City Social Education Committee, there are

three vocational courpes for the.training of workers for industry,

hospitals and movie theatres. These include, 16mm projector operation

(10 weeks),. 35mm projector operation (8 weeks) and-maintenance of audio

visual aids (4 weeks). IrOnically, it is St, Xavier's College that sup-
.

pl ics -the training-se ss-i ons--. In von iona l-tr i-s- -an-a s-se t -f--o r-

the trained worker% India has several thou.Sand movie theatres. Bombay

is the.Hollywood of India. Therefore, there is always a need for 35mm

Ot projectionists. In the city of Bangalore alone, there are over 60

theatres. Industry and hospitals also provide a good opportunity for

trained 16mm projectionists.

Cinema is (unwitingly) playing a vital role in determining public

Attitudes. Most theatres have three shows daily. The majority of tImes

there are long lines and the attendances is to capacity, even though the.

quality of the Indian directed and produced films leave' a lot to be

desired.

Radio is also contributing, and playing a vital role in mass communi-

cation and mass-media for rural and urban areas throughout India. Radio

is one instrument for imparting useful knowledge to the masses of people

and helping them to understand what India stands for and what it is

stfuggling hard to achieve.

The most efficient mass communication device that will someday cover

all of India's borders is television. On a small, but extremel- effective

scale, St. Xavier's College in Bombay, has their own TV Studio. WO1 only

$8,000.00, St. Xavier's was able to have a complete studio utilizing 3 inch
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videotape and equipment. Their w r with television is most impressive.

It is not jest limited to thstu1e ts and the college'. Community

prOjects are well planned and org ized. This is done througn-the use of

portable TV equipment. One such lp oject was to get the non-Yeaider, in

the slum areas.of Bombay, to be ab e to identify basic.,,signs

street, store and bus signst TIT Success of Vleir program is due largely
r

I

.to the personnel educated in the m ss.media_and_communicatIOn areaSThey_4_, 7

are beginning to get a lot of suppOrt froth.the city of BoMbays, one
,

telelsion station, wlhich is run W.the federal government. Tnis support

includes use of facilitiesIbut me than this,-support isgiven through

.the e)greitise og..proffOssional telearision,,script writers, directors and

t nproducers.
t,

India, as,adevAotling nation, has masses of illiterate people in

0,erural areas. The'present prOcess and progress of education' for the masses

Is a slow Ind tedious one, probably an impossible task. It has been.

estimated 0Lat of the 600 million Indian people that 75-80% are illiterate.

This is staggeriNipercentage. Assuming that India's educational goals

are for all ir's people then many different paths have'to be taken to

provide solutions to the problem. One of the answers lies in mass com-

munication via television.

Though India is a new world nation, the formulation of new and in-

novative techniques and solutions to their own prbblems, is-definitely

not lacking. This is specifically true with the recent massive undertaking

of having available television satellite for 2,400 villages throughout

six states: Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka Madhya Pradesh, Orrissa,.Rajasthan

and Bihar.
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In September 1969, the Government of India and the UriitQd States

signed an agreement under the Satellite Instructional Television Equip-

ments(SITE). The satellite ATC, is on loan for one year from NASA of

America and will utilize one video channel and two audio channels. This

,is extremely important because two languages are spoken in the six states.

The pictures remains the same for all stateS but the sound Will be

,reeeivcd -in the-language o-t-hat--areadur±ng-the--tthne-izxf

A.
All India Radio (AIR) is responsible for producing 'the progrAms.

These include agriculture, health, family' planning, child welfare and

animal husbandry. The programs for_schools will concentrate dn, a no

formal manner, on primary and pre-primary edu ation. It is hoped tha

..jese prograths will assist in creating a positive approach to fOrRal

n-

t

.11.
Nlid. ucation to help reduce-the drop-out Tte.

,..-4
.

There are 2,500,teleVision sets, manufacturedin India that haVe been

specially designed for the rugged rural condit' India. TWo hundred

TV sets will be battery operated.because of the lack of electricity. A

big problem'might have been the servicing of so many sets. This has been
_-

solved very efficiently by providing that no TV set will be farther than

15 kilometers from a service centre. All TV's will be housed in school

buildings.

The Centre for Educational Technology in New Delhi is providing a 12

day in-service training course in Science for 24,000 primary school

; teachers. After June 1976, 96,000 teachers will have exposure to this

course. These television programs will be relayed by satellite and will

also be accompanied by radio programs, activity guides and enrichment

materials.
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The SITE.is a mammoth experiment and with the built in evaluation

process should provide antwers to the many questions as to its effective-

.neSs'in producing mass education via television. The SITE prOgram will,

last cpi one,year and this is too short a time.to judge the value and

impact ofTV on rural and illiterate aUdiences. It is hoped that through

some new research and evaluation methods there are attitudinal_andi

behavioral changes of the people in these 2,400

India must follow up and somehow take over and or expand satellite
.

te.levision after this first year's experimental program. For in a

developing nation, television is .useful as a mass medium of communication.

-

21-0
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BARRIERS TO ADULT EDUCATION IN-iNDLA,

by

MacY- Morse

Indialexponents. of Adult Education, have for the.past thirty years or"

more looked at adult education through a wide lens. Most of, the people we

have met have listed social education along with ,community deVelopment as
'41+

pm:integral part of adult education. dandhi in the first part of the

twentieth century encouraged basic education as a factor in bringing about

independence for India. Dr. M.S. Mehta told us.that "adult education it

important for survival and an educated parent will not allow his child to

go. uneducated". Man,efforts to develop Mult education through 'literacy

programs, such non-.fc5bn.l education programs as community development.,

extensidn college courses, etc. have been started or are at preten,t being

carried out by private ..and governmental organizations. This paper Will

deal with'my tmpressions of the barriers to bringing these efforts in

adult education to a significant level.

Because Ladia is a poor country there are many factors not directly-
-

related to education that act as barriers and have a profound influence on

whether or not the Indian people will be allowed to become educated.

At the 1965 Teheran Literacy Conference,literacy was not felt to be

an aid to development of a country. It was also held that literacy in

developing countries was not developed to a point where it could be

maintained.
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.011e of the main barriers to education in.India and particularly, adult

education is that of power and politics and the resulting lack of leader-.

ship at all levels of government, especially at-the. top. Although adult.

education And, literacy are given lip service, no party, including the

ruling Congress party includes one word in its manifesto.on adult educa-

tion. Several members of.parliament who also serve as board members'or

officers of, educational associations have shown PO aggreSsiveness in

securing natibnalegislation to foster educational programs, to develop.

community.leadership or.to demand implementation of compulsory school

laws. There is no priority for adult education in'the 5 year plan, ac-

cording to the Directorate of Adult Education. Education is not seen by

leaders as a means to national development and therefore is not listed as

a priority.

Little consistent work has been done in adult education with most

programs running from 15 days to a maximum of one year. Many of these

'have been spotty, experimental or pilot programs so that not much can be

claimed with a few exceptions. Very little funding is put into educational
..41111,

programSifor adults. Most of the federal education budget (about 80%) goes

fl higher education. There is not much linkage between the university

system and adult education. In my opinion this perpetuates the dominance

of the middle class in education. Along with this is the practice of the

secondary schools and university system of giving scholarships to "deserving"

1 or "promising", students (those who conform) in the tribal or village.

These students then leave their village and go on to be absorbed into the

. Middle class, from-which position they do not return to assist in the

education of their fellow villagers.
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It is my opinion and tfiat of many workers in the field of social

education in India4 inexpedient and dangerous politics to impart:real or

radical education on a broad scale to adults in acountry where the'

problems. of-providing_food, clothing and Sheiter'are Oxtreme and met only
.

by. "crises Management". In.a country where approximately 70% of persons

are illiterate, where a, city like Calcutta takes in 200 new illiteraie

poor per day, where equality of distributiOn of food. isnon-existent, to

make 500,000,000 people- ii-Gerate and/ t socially and politically aware is

not only an insurmountable task 'but potentially threat. It has been A.;

ported to us Many times by educators that vested interests in India do not 7.

want to promote the education,of the masses, partiularly to social and

tOlitical awareness. _The staggering financial costs of educating that

1.
many people, is also politically unsound.

While the actual numbers of literate persons in India has increased,

the rate of literacy has not kept pace.mith the More rapid increase in

population. Throughout our stay in India it seems that most if not all

adult educational programs td which we were exposed had been developed

and imposed from the top down, including government and' privately de-

veloped programs. No programs have been developed by or with the people.

.This constitutes a prdblem of relevancy, for the student. If leaders of

an edubational movement work in conjunction with the people to enable them

to perceive social, political and economic inequities in their lives, the

people become aware of their situation and can then together with their

teacher determine their own prqplems and together develop.solutions to

those problems, (Friero).
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The central government has determined that one of, the top priorities

of India is increased agricultural production. The one educational progran

given credence by:the government under this priority is the Farmers Func-.

tional Literacy program and the related. Farmers Training. These programs

are directly.related to the high prifrity sector viz. increased 4ri-

cultural production. It aims at improving the efficiency'Of the'farmers

in the Special'program of agricultural production known as the "High
,

Yielding Varieties Program." These programs are carried out only in areas

that.have availability to wateri seeds, fertilizers, irrigation, mechani-

'zation where weather conditions are conducive to multiple croppings and

minitum physical inputs are required; where farmers have lack of adeduate

training and a mak

assured., 'armers

higher product

return in agriCUltui..al producttvity per unit can he

are:,conidered who are reasonably motivated to add-to-a.

Conequently, the programs are generally carried

out with farmers who are not Marginal or subsistence farmers. In fact 'some

of the programs, I suspect, are carried out' witli,lanqless tillers of the .

soil who are employed by large landcwners some of whom hold positiona' in

the Mini-stry. The Farmers Functional Literacy program appears to be a

laudable program. It 'consists of farmers discussion 'groups, keeping

farmers in touch with the latest methods, special farm and home broad-

casts, demonstrations carried out on farmers fields, tours by farmers to

research farms, training for farm women, and vocational training for farm

y youth. However, these programs are not offered to the more.than 50% of

the subsistence or marginal farmers. Agro-Service centers are manned by

Agricultural College graduates who have come from the middle class urban
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. areas arid, become Small entrepreneurs selling Seeds farm equipment, pesti-

gideso repairing farm...equipment and:so on to the Middle class or rich

farmer who has-become the new type of social dominance. This group has

emerged as a priv,leged class, a semi-feudal system having developed in'

land and its use in the practice of Share cropping which c eates a

permanent bond between the owners (landlords) and the laborers (landless

tillerS of the soil). These iandless people are not free to Move around

and with the addition of the rich 'peasants becoming money lenders, the

landless.tillers of the soil are virtually held'in boridage.. Efforts at

..Je forming cooperatives to save tribals and others from exPloitation by the

money-lenders have not been initiated on a'broad scale but'such efforts

-have been met with murder and, violence-at which time the government

frequently sides with the landlords. Although no large farms or planta-
,

!
tions were identified for us, I was told many farms exceed 2 000,ac es-

t-

and some of these are held by prominent government personne1.4: 'r to

free himself from. debt the landless illiterate must not only 1 t read

and write and compute but also be made aware of hisWcondition. Legisla-

tion has been enacted tb make the "tiller of-the soil" a land owner but

thus far has not been fully implemented. In Kerala we ran across people

who said middle cl ss interes-A are served as far as schooling is concerned

even though t129y make up a very small percentage of citizens. Those who

are educated beyond primary must pay and scholarships are given to,

"promisinestudents. Those who attend school must by free from hunger

and the necessity of working to help supplement the family income. One

ymptom of a small, uninvolved middle class is the lack pf idea1ism and
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altruism of the young people, university stu4nts, doctors, lawyers,

nursea and teachers: The United States!was able to raise a large corps

of yoUng people reared in affluence, largely withou material want, who

are willingly to go to deprived areas and take:up the yoke of poverty with
. .

,

a.

the people. I can.only speculate that it is diffic t if not impossible

to persuade doctors, teachers, lawyers to go into tiL bustee, the tribal

village, etc. and liVe as the people because the conditions are so

extreme, in Such close 'approximation or, in the case Of the tribal 1--e-.:

c._

fuse tb go back to marginal farming conditions when he can make a lilting :

y.
.

wage as a waiter and earn epOugh to become a lawyer and bre. ak the cycle of,
..

poverty. This however does, not break tbe cycle of illitepacy &or his

people. One exception to ti4s is the hill peopl who traditiOnally join

the'army become literate and persuade their families to also become

'4literate. The young lawyeand doctors who were recruited for the

National Service program in India found themselves unable to make an im-
.

pression On the village conditions largely because of lack?.of funds and

equipment but also because they themselves suffered from isolation, de-
P

privation and mental stimulation. The ur an teacher likewise finds

living in an agricultural or tribal area 1 nely and unstimulating. If

the teacher .lives outside the community he/slie Must add transportation

and time to the cost.

Reorganization of administration at district and lower .levels on.

the principle of democratic decentralization has raised many problems

and issues. The emergin ers of the President make the uniort govern-

ment preponderant over state. State laws govern the elections held at the

local, panchayati raj level. In some villages elections have not been .



held 9r 12 years.
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Elections are held at the discretion of the state govern-,

ment. There is a' lack of legislative reform, Traaitionally the panohayati

was'a vigorous body'and in some tribal villages recently, important changeS

have taken plice. Newly elected leaders 'ave more 11"&luence on communities

than earlier. 6 hela by seine political sci tists that/the sovereign

body should
, -

he the panchayat.with decision"making starting here at

grass roots level rathe than in the.Ceptral governme In cases where

there is an'ac%ive and vittl panchayati, they ara dre resPonsive to the

4
need6of the. people. Strong,

1

tional programs are developed

-IS
sit until a consensus is reached, which may take as much as four.or five

innovative

and .funded.

leadersth p.emerges.:. ,Msre educa-

Traditionally, the panchayati

nights. In non-tribal villages the panchayati raj is less effective. ,

Officials are stagnant and prograMs remain dorMant. People are not or-

ganize local Politicians,are afraiig of literacy programs and the people

vote for leaders not because of policy but because of caste or rations.

Caste groups have taken the shape of interest grOups.. There is tow'

developing a denial of the Old caste system of taking care of the poor,

widows, handicapped, etc. This:is fast changing and people are now

depending on the goveriinient. When,decision making is in the hands of

/7

local panchayat leaders they'often make a. liaison with the urban elite

to exploit their own villagers for powersor social status. "-7-upper

classes give iting, burn mud huts, insult women", accordintlo,one

source. If they complain they are told to go to Delhi" or "go'and

.appeal". If the lower caste improves his lot he frequently exploits his

own people. Some pride is taken in giVing scholarshipb to a token number

of bright tribal or student6 who are later assimilated intd the

2 1 7



system. In t e village everyone are
14 a

he untouehable.MuSt dom-'
-

.,pgomise.,
r

1

, -,.. 4, r . ,
:

k 1

1

. In spite'of SoMe increase in the7Pera:phtage 9f literacy andthe
-"v.

it

-

,

devdlopment of e4u6ational;prograMs:there ateliriany impo-rtant reaons fore'
.. 4 . , , ,. s- ;,v ' : .',

.46. 4
E

the number ofjaliterates increasi4in a4 g tpropo#ions. t 'A)

.Educational leaders have not beTn Able torei-eate the desii.ed.intereat

among the illiterafe masses4 TeacheAtt:rAined'swith the_mos_Moderh t -/4 "
methods) adopt the same methods they wre taught when they go to the-

.

-
villages. Mattired minds 'refuse tO take interest in these mechanThal ex,

ercises and endless.repetition. Some teachers are assigned to.adult_

education classes, hold class once and pien,say "thesepeople a#0. not
1 :40

interested" and close class: Highly trained teachers hay,e a hh.rate_

4

of.drop out.. *They must travel long distances to teachlangare paid only

_
a 35 rupees a month"for teaching '2...hpurs:9 6 nights a week. Most tedbhers

want to remain in urban areas. In a study done tO find out why student's
A

dropped-out of adult education,.23..categOries wereidentified. Some of

the reasons weg, too far to traVel; couldWt ifford, qtality of teacher

relevmnce of material, too much leeturing-, etc. No meanirigful curriculum

has been developed -with the peopleAn the- problem solving"method of Friere:','

Ole.pressure of nUmbers'has a deliterious'effect on the.teaching perform-
.'

ance as well as the responSe. Non-excellenae in't6cher tFaining.
A .

another major reason for a high drop out rate, The,holding of non-class

,
is another. We are told many programs are sta4ed wirth teacher wiao

gains a posit_ qi through political infltence who hold one or two

classes and never show up again. In other cases a t:eacher appears for 1"

t-

or 2 classes'a week only. There are few followlup,programs to maintain';pr

01
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advance thalevel of teaching. Another problem is retraining or =training*

of primary teachers used in adult programs. The finanCi4costs, to the

students, loss of employment while attending school, clothi4, food, etb.

is another kactor. English as a medium is required for slOme kult edu-

cation programs.' The Railroad tonal Training schoOl, required En09.sh as

a prerequisite in 3 categories of instruction. Since English is spoken by

only 2% of the population these courses are not available to the remaining

98%. Language itself, is a barrier to adult education. Hindi, although

widely used, is not universal. There are 14 regional languages with

dialects varying every 10 o;:2 miles. Emphasis,in,education-has been on

r i

academics, with 80% .of students enroiled.4in Arts and Humanities. This4 .4'

.

has not been very productive or relative to the needs of tke country.

Univeisities are not free from corruption Professord'are'paid by stu-

-dents for attending classes and-passing eXaminations. Univei:sities are

completely cut off from the'stream of adult education with the exception

of Mysore University. Many teachers themselves have only reached the

0, eignth or tenth form. This in itself is not a criticism as some teachers

are eXcellent without formal education. Much time is not.given to in-

service training or untraining'of a poorly trained teachers. Once the

yillager or unbanite is made literate there develops a problem of keeping

him so. If he is unable to'use his literacy-within one year he will revert

to his original level. Most villages'have no reading or writing materials,

.or such common things as billboards or signs. Most programs lack the

'funds and personnel to provide a consistent flow of literature to the neo-

literate.

develop I

showed 45.

The level of literacy attained must be high enough to use and

Life,or it will be lost. Retention of'literacy in one survey

1 percent of women neo-literates retained complete _literacy
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while 20.5 totally relapsed into illiteracy. Of the men surveyed 42%

retained literacy While 14.5 relapsed.

Women have special problems in gaining access to education. Poverty

is an especially heavy burden on both rural and urban families. Education

is seldom free. There are problems of clothing and transportation and

sometimes loss of income. Because of her customary participation in

family tasks or agricultural work she cannot spare the time. Tradition

makes it preferable for wOmen to be taught in separate places from men,
0

so distance, fatigue and dangers in travelling are involved. There.is a
.

gederal lack of appreciation for women's education. There is a,belj,ef

that practice of work at home is more important than school instruction.

There is a,shortage of women workers and leaders in the field and a lack

of consciousness in women of their own independent personalities. Due to
,

early marriage and restrictions on 'mobility there are limited employment
410

opportunities. Strong efforts-in family planning education for the past

seven years have failed to stop the growth of population. Some educational,

leaders say that until the socio-economic level of the family is raised

the populace will not adopt family planning. The family must see a whole

generation grow with nib infant mortalityloefore they can accept this

kind of program.

There are many other barriers to educating the people of India that

are related, directly or in many cases indirectly. Lxty-five per cent

of the farmers work four or five months and do not have enough physical

resources to organize morning .and evening classes, they suffer from poor

,

nutrition (49% of the peoPle live below the poverty linepeople 'spending

'
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less than $5 a month; lack of openness to change; hunicipalities.do not

.have resources for water supply', sewage, hygiene and transportation let

alone education lack of electricity (kerosene lanterns are used at Fames

Functional.Literacy classes); lack of eleOtricity for audio-visual aids;
4e.

programs discoritinued for lack of fundipgi programs delayed because all

outside monies,are channeled through central government;, physical barriers

such as monsOon, drought, famine floods and resulting distribution'of

'population; unemployment; mis-employment; non-employment; religion (a

;modern heat processing plant at a college training center was lying idle

because the Muslims would not accept the methods of,prOcessing and the

HindUs would nOt accept,the meat); lack of nationwide campaign. to eradicate

illiteracy; equal distribution of food and other commodities; lack of

motivation in an uneducated 45 year old man; local dialect can't be used

,as a teaching medium for a course like FFL (the bag of fertilizer, etc.-

cannot be printed in the local dialect); rodent control (17,250 rathOles

per 1/5 acre); drainage; no roads; land erosion; ruling parties non-recogni-

tion of importance of non-formal education; lack of widespread use of media,

radio arid TV;-educational and governmental organizations fun4ioning

piecemeal; low level of worker education due to large number of fragmented

trade unions; urgency to respond to national needs; lack of participation

in decision making by worker.

There are many fine progressive programs being carried out at insti-

tutions like Seva Mandir and 1hya Bhawan and experimental or research

programs such as the Satellite InStructional TelevisionExperiment. These

programs are no threat to the power structuxe at present because they do

riot reach the bulk of thespeople.
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If the national government were to launch a widespread many faceted

campaign to eradicate illiteracy and educate the people of India by pumping'

large pums of money into initial training, pay incentives, courses to ad-

vance promotion and refresher courses such as it does for the railroad

school, if it were to undertake a viable program of sharing resources and

facilities, if it were to physically develop the landscape in which: people

of that area could take a kind of interest and develop self-confidence and

create educationally related work programs, if the people themselves could

participate in social, political and educative innovation, if the exploita- -

tion of the masses could be stemmed, if there were effective coordination

among the various departments and agencies, then in my opinion India could

move from an,underemployed, unskilled, illiterate, debt-ridden, landless

populace to an exciting world leader and the national interests of India

would be served. As long as a country ignores the needs of the largest

1

segment of its population, disaster anotdecay:mupt surely follow.

Would that the HimalayaS with' its wide vistas be an inspiration to

the people of India and challenge them to contlnuing enquiry and

development. -*
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INDIAN NON-FORMAL ADULT EDUCATION

by

,John Robbins

A major goal:of public education is to develop economic,and occupa-

tional competency in students. Meeting this goal means assisting people

4
to discover and prepare for satisfying, productive means of earning their

living. In India, therefore, adult eldAtation has been encouraged to

develop and implement programs for adults between the ages of 15 - 25

that would allow them to become self sufficient.

The Directorate of Adult Education has-developed a non-formal educa-

tional progiram to meet the needs of every indiVidual to learn when h

will,-how he will and what he will.

The writer acknowledges the fact that this program is just beginning

and no intention of specific in-depth evaluation of this program is

possible for the amount of time allotted for this paper.

Personal,committment to aay field as a means to support oneself is

a fundamental life decision. There is evidence that non-formal education

in India is attempting to fulfill that goal. Throughout this process,

there seems to be a dilemma as to how to accomplish this goal. One

school of thought would be to have the student learn the language so that

they 'can then read and write, and through this medium educate themselves

in the new ways. The other school indicates that this process is too

223,
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time consuming and that non-formal education should be more problem solVing

and exploringsolutions to these Problems. It is the writers position that

neither of these vleWs are well foanded and.what is needed is some sort of

Compromise between the tw6 schools that would accomplish the objectives of

the programs If the fitst school was to sUcceea they would educate as

many illiterates as possible confining itself to elementary knowledge
. .

comes much'Iater- when materials atemade available that would improve the

efficiency of the task to be CoMPIleted. If the second school emerges Ones

education would only flourish if he continued to attend classes where.the

problems were defined and answers to these problems explained.

It would seem to this writer that a fusion of these schools would be

a proper direction for adult education to follow. We have seen in the

farmers functional literacy program clas'Ses being conducted at diffetent

locations, with diPferent students, and'using either a curriculum designed

for literacy or problem solving. One can only wonder why these two cur-

riculum could not be merged sp that the student received current information

that would immediately solve some of -his problems and lessons that would
A.

eventually solve his literacy problem. The difficulty of perforndng this

task is compounded by the rapid deVelopment of technology and the increased

specialization, which makes curriculum develOptent for these programs a

difficult and time consuming venture. .At the same time, the growth of-

man's inter-dependence intellectually, socially, economically and '

vocationally has made non-formal'adult education essential.

What about the villages the programs sae serving? Impressive statistics

are released to one group aboUt the non-formal adult education classes being
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conducted,in the villages. One often gets the impreision'that the

statistics are designed to impress'us and does not reflect actual achieve-

ments. We observe farmers clinging to homemade plows and very little

modern irrigatiOn practices being carried out. We are informed that the

ancient system of inheritance of property by division =Ong male children

has split village holdings into tiny plots. If the nonnformal adult

education process is to succeed in the villages a drastic reorganization

of curriculum will have to'be developed. The staff of teachers fot this

program must be recruited from the educated community. It is this writers

opinion.that the Prime Minister must invoke an appeal like that made by

the late President Kennedy for the Peace Corps. His proposal touched

millions of Americans. The Indian youth believes in democracy, too but

. Jie has not been asked to contribute to the building of the nation,.

Although non-formal adult education classes 'are being conducted in

the rural areas there is no evidence of any productive programs for the

urban,population. We are told by Mrs. Dava that public vocational educa-

tior1 in India does not exist in the formal or non-formal structures. She
.1111!

also informed us that there is great opportunity for skilled workerS in

the labor market. The writer again wonders why this demand is not ac-

knowledged and.programs in non-fOrmal adult education designed to meet

this need of the industries community. It would seem to me that again

the fusion of literacy and problem solving could be developed to train

workets for the job opening that exist. If one of the countries main

objectives is to educate everyone so that they may become self-sufficient

,than this is a natural area to develop. The prOgrams could be,deSigned to

be of short duration and ensure that all students are preparedto.enter
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the world of work with marketable skills. The program should provide an

awareness of and'an adaptability for differences in demands in the labor

market and the Indian career world.

Dr. O.P. Sharim Professor of Sociology, lectured to us on social

change in India. Intis concluding rema he stresSed the need for ex-

pansion of adult education in India. He also indicated that if the adult

education program is to be successful less central control of the programs,

must exist'land.greater control vested in the volunteer centers throughOut
,

.;the country.' Dr. Sharma related that certain social changes that have not

taken place, must take place before India will Succeed as a nation.

Through education, he believes, that the caste system must be exposed so

that higher caste can not exploit lower caste. Another social change that

must take place is the educated villages must return to their villages to

improve the general condition of the village. Farmers have to be educated
t)

in economics so that.profits derived from their production be reinvested

back into the operation instead of wasted on large ceremonies. . Sharma

,concluded his remarks by stating that thei,fatalistic attitude of the

villager must change. 'All of these could be accomplished through expansion

-of adult education.

The writer-bust remind himself constantly that India has only been

an independent natiOin for twenty-eight years and if I seem to be critical

of the edtCational system ift is because I keep forgetting this important

fact. Any paper of India's education would be less than factual-if it did

not acknowledge the great accomplishment of the Indian government and the

' 'Ministry ,of EducatiOn. Certainly to Change an educational systems frot a
,

System that Was doMinated by the-need to Aduce a ruling caste to an
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;educational System for effective'participation in democracy is a monumental
_

task. There:is no doubt that this has effectively been implemented and

the support of adUlt education by-the'Ministry of Education further ii-

-lustrates the committment to educational by the'National government, One
.

must also keep in mind the scope of the problem with a country of almost

six hundred million popultign and-Mbst percentage of the people illiterate

in the pre 1947 era. Many pieces of legislation that support education

have been passed by the National Government and will be inforced as the

country progresses.

One that is extremely significdnt is the compulsory primary education

law. It is predicted that by 1980 most of the age group 6-11 will be at-
.

tending_school. With this implemented I'm sure by end of the twentieth

century adult education will be taking a complete different direction then

we find it today. Great strides have been made in the universities of the

country and-improved plans are already on the'drawing bOard. Because of.

this tiemendous expansion in the educational system of the couhtry schoOi

-
staff needs are becoming a problem. New motivating methods will have to

be developed ft attract young people into the teaching profession, The

story.of 'technological education since 1947 is proOf of what a country

such as India can do once.she has taken charge of her own destinies. The.

writer is impressed with the network of scholarships that are made avail-
,

able to the youth of India. I'm sure there are other aspects of Indian

education in which apprk4able advance has been made .since 1947.. This

wr t r.hopes that he .has a chan-Ceto Oberve them before this short visit

is concluded:
aft
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.021e.-coUld.not conclude a paper on non-formal adult, education in India
t

without mentioning the new.innovation'of television and the effect. that_
-

is effected in.the field of education. The writer was extremely pleased

to be informed that this Satellite'Instructional Television ExTeriment

was a cooperative effort between the United States and the Indian Govern-

ment. The instructional objectives of this program are:

. Contribute to family planning objectiVes

2. Contribute to National integration

3. Improve agricultural practices

4. Contribute to general school and adult education

5. Contribute to teacher training

6. Improve ether occupational'skills

7. Improve health and hygiene

The programs will be sent to six cluster areas in India. Transmission

will be divided between morning and eveninebroadcast. It is interesting

to note that the programs will be projected in a non-formal manner so

that studen 'ts will be sensitive to community living skills.

In conclusion; the integrated approach I have offered for non-formal

adult education can lend itself to two main goals in curriculum development.

First, an inter-disciplinary approach can be developed in order to make

. each class meaningful and relevant to students. Second, the integrated

approach offers an environment where important social values can-be

stressed and solutions explored for the wide variety of problems that

exist.
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THE ROLE OF NON-FORMAL EDUCATION
AS IT APPLIESTO

HOME AND FAMILY LrVING

'by

Jean W. Fletcher

If we are to assume. that. the family unit is the basic structure of

4,
society an.India, what constructive measures have beek observed which

- 4

validate this premise arid what role is non-formal ectication playing within
C

the framework.of home and family living? Care must be taken that.one does

e'not confuse "non-formal" with "informal". edUcatiOn.. "Non-formal does not

refer to the informal style of learning within.the fghily unit whereby

from birth a child begins to learn through ithitatioh 'what his or her role

within the family strneture is to be and:receives individual Instruction,-

through folk lore, in religious tradition: A child's DHARMA, (appropriate

action) iS taUght via informal education. -Formal primary and secondary

education center on proficiendy in fundamental academia, areas, and

.'univergity education tends to be highly oriented to degree spedialization.

:.Where then are we to 'aisaover education which will focus on fami* educa-,

tion, education that has as its primary objective the improvement of

living.conditions in the areas of housing, sanitation, health, nutrition,

child rearing and management of family retoUrces? Is trieir evidence that

non-formal education is prepared to meet .this challenge?

The Indian culture of the'1970's appears.to divide into two main

groups - masses Of illiterates (both rural and urban) who resist formal

educdtion which takes their children out of the basic family survival

229
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group, either temporarily or permanently, and a much smallersegment of

society which is able to provide their children with-enough ;choolingt-to
P,o

propel them Into an educational elite. Returning to my ori4inal premise:-

that education for improved family living is essential it becomes most.

apparent that there exists a two fold need:

i.. Those fortunate enough to receive an adequate formal ityle;

education must be given the vision to improve family life-

for those less fortunates (We might call'it 'The lifew/dharma

of the educated elite").

2. Working projects must go beyond objectives and planning to

implementation at the grassroots level. Of course this is

an over simplification of a massive cultural problem.

an conversation with young women (seventeen and eighteen years,old)
.T if'

,

o.

_

completing their training at the Colleg4,of Heme Science atrUdaipurlt
.

. - .. .

was apparent that their training in this.field was not going to beldirected

toward society. They expressed a reluctancy to even consiaer earning a

degree in education to qualify them for the teaching profession. One girl

said, "It will be decided at the time," which I would Interpret to mean,

"my family will arrange for my marriage upon completion of school."

Further questions-revealed that not only.would parents arrange for

marriage but in-laws, would-also make the final decisions concerning any

career outside of the home that the girl might consider entering. If the

husband should agree with his wife having a career it would'become

necessary for the:Young couple to break with the family unit. If.the
, .

.

.
husbanep.! views were-those of hiS-parents, the young wife would remain in

230



the hothe. Consequently the vision, if received, to direct one's efforts
0

toward improving.family,life education will be severly restricted by the

existing.family pattern:of the educated

into an enlightened family which would

women to mingle with people.

young woman unless,she.has married

be willing to a11o4 one oftheir

That,a young woman, is better prepared fot her role as a wife via'

formal training in,.,'Home Science.. I will not.deny, btxt I teridUsly question
?

if she

in

will ever take the'.incentiVe to share this knowledge with others
.

any .non-formal educationalptograM;- Also the motirating fotce'behind
,

parents giving- their daqghter thi ;f"o'rmal* tfairfins is
;

certainly not

at Social, responsibility butr4he.e.t procuring a modes1 a. e hus. nd

. tor thk,r daUghter. The recoththendation follows that adult .

agencies eAdeavort9 7tollow up college trainedSoung

aithed

-women

'7

,rgsguród pebpie;,ke4irig curtent. files availablefo* cruj4tingstaff, --
. ..

.

1.

workers7fOTerim44t5,1 projeets and that these agericies

canpaign to.'bri440Arained hOne science women intil the area of non-formal

.

COMM y ;r
4 tr)

etertsively

education at.least .04 a
4
voliantaik or part tine-basis if they are not

committed to a full time profession.

'Within the universityl;structure some construgtive prograMs are

emerging. Duringa student's final semester'of Work as an undergraduate

in the three-year degree program_in Home Science, participation in exten-

'

sion woricis required; .At the college in Udaiput transportation is major
, .

deterrent tO full implementation of the program. Teachers and studeritp.

cah only go to villages'accessible bk public transport-and appaTently,all
,

-

work is directed.toward the village homemaker with no apprecliable,work. ,
n,

being done in what we would terM the innereity.



student extension WOrk's major thrust is towaid'f1ve dhy camps With

a twofold objectivp involved;

1. , orienting students to rural life,-:and

2. f extending knowledge to the needy Tural community.

A
Major need assessments are made throush prelimiRary surveys. Amongst

-

the major projects carried out during a caMp held in March of 1975 in the

Villagp Kavita were demons:trating of digging ad covering of draihs and

'soak-pits, spraying forty houses with DDT and launching a campaign for

..;%tat,cdntrol and the use of fumigants. Other less complex but practical
%

. demonstrations included storage of perishable goods, the hay box, candle
.

t.

and soap making. The village school was utilized to give instruction on .

. safe water, nutritious food for good health and'personal cleanliness.

Through the Farmers'Training.and Functional Literacy program carried

out by theExtension Division of the' University of Udaipur non-formai

subject matter training is provided-by'either institutionarvisits or

programs taken to the villages for three to five days, 'Realizing that'%.,

the farm's.wife shares the responsibility with her husband in-agricultural

production and greatly'influences the decision-making' proceas agricultural

inforMation is directgd toWard the women as well as the men. The woMell.

also rePeive instruction in kitcheRgardening, cropcare food storage,

.animal keeping and fami14- nutrition.

The G.O.I.'s Fifth Plan's emphasis on the integration of maternal

health child care nutrition, family planntng and non-formal.educations

programs supposes: :that bringing together the re s oUrce s of% SeVer-all -goVernn

ment 4epartments may yield more rapid and better results. In3a,

sponsored project l'aeing conducted in the Mahbubharer dis-rrict of Andhra

'Praedesh the basic services'havp three cohapents:
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1. an educational program ielated to pregnancy, child birth,

lactation and child health which focuses attention on

practical solutions;

2. effective delivery of related medical services by auxiliary

nurses or health centers; and

3. a supplementary feeding progr= to bridge the critical

nutritional gaps in diets of pregnant and lactating mothers

and young children.

To determine the most effective way of meeting these needs four ex-

perimental plans have been designed.

. Functional Literacy incorporating the three components;

b. Mother-child centers demonstrating medical, health and

nutritional practices, a

c. A combination of functional literacy plus mother-child centers,

d. A control group with no additional inputs other than the normal

government development programs.

In order-to produce problem oriented Functional Literacy material,

village women were surveyed and interviews tape recorded to gather local

word use. Thus materials were produced to meet local needs. Inspite of

twenty-five years of government programs directed at mothers and children,

more than one half of the deaths in India still occur between the incep-

tion of pregnancy and the age of four. Hopefully this five year research

project will result in a more effective way of bri ging a basic package

of maternal and child health practices to rural In ia. As of January,1975,

the design stage has been completed as well as recr itment and training
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of staff in all the initial experimehtal villages and.the initial survey

of. conditions.and attitudes made. The actual experiment will first go to

eight villages, six Inonths later a 30 village study will begin. At the

end of the first year an evaluation will be made of the feasibility of
4

extending the research to the 80 village stage. I was impressed by this

experimental project, designed by Dr. T.A. Tochy, Director of the don-

formal Education Project, Council for Social Development, New Delhi.

Overlapping and competition amongst government agencies plus a lack of

coordination of non-formal education has greatly troubled .me. With such

a massive need for raising the standard of family living for the women and

children of rural India I would hope this project might serve t give

:trbmendous.impetus to reaching,a Workable solution for a gigantf nrogram

-in social welfare.

During this brief stay in India I have heard about prligams and repfd

about schemes to improve and raise existing levels of 1PVing'but have only
alo

had the oppOrtuni:ty of-actually visiting one such pr
,

etram in action. I

am most impressed by the work of.the Extension Department.of Adult Education

at the University .of flajsthari:under the direction of Mrs.O.K. Dandiya,and

particularly with their "Non-Formal Education of the Urban Community Ex-

perimental Project for 1974-75". Much attention in India is directed -

toward 4/5 of the population dwelling in rural areas. However the fact

remains that 112 million people are urban populas with .economic and

' political power. Within this concentration of poverty and squalor.there

exists volcanic possibilities. I believe the realon I was impression With

this particular project was that the University has squarely faced the

3 4
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fact that if they limit their function to,teaching of formal courses to

youth only, that the university faces tfie danger of becoming one of the

factors creating inequalities and tensiond in society, rather than

resolving them. .To quote the introduction to the experimental project -
,

"Our universities are still slow moving in action and thought
,

and have almost been deaf and blind to these aspects of society -

the worst of proliferations of urban life. A confrontation of

D.

community problems with university pliti,sni is a social heed."
,

The project site:selected was Anandittri,-accimmunity in the process

of tranSforMation from mud house slum area to pucca housed low income

dweflings. Mast bf the houses have two families living in the two or three
r

rooms. 4 pf the neighbOrhoOd is illiterate. Women are particularly

amwe bi-:their needs. The men range from illiterates to university e4uca-

tion and their occupations range from tasonry and construction labor',

buffalo andicow owners'to motor scooter repairers.

Or. andMrs. Mohan Singh dn elated couple li:tring in the area ap-

proached.the quartment of Adult Education at the University of Rajasthan,
4!

yigh a requept for developing an educational program for.improving their

community life. They also'offered their hoffie as a meeting place. Several

preliminary meetings'mere held withoin:Ahe community to make heeds assess-

ment and a program planning committee of local leaders was formed. The

program content was coordinated by faculty members from the University as

well as the Family,Plantiing Department, Directorate of Medical and Health

Services. Separate classes' are held on Thursday afternoon for the women

and on Saturqay for the men.
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The project is goal-activity oriented. It is not a literacy prograM.

The main activity is group 'based discusions under the guidance of Uni-
,

versity experts. The day we visited the class as the guest of Mrs. Asha

Dixit, she asked the ladies to tell us some of the most important things

they had discussed in their class. Ptenatal care, having a baby at the

hospitaOnd setting up a clinic for small pox vaccination right in the
2,-

.neighblhood seemed to be their top three ideas. They were also very

44,13y about an evening feeaing program sponsored by CARE and administered

by.their group which prepares a nutritious supper, and serdet 250chiren,

pregnant women ana lactating mothers daily.

The men's classes have been concerned with such areas ti:6 improving

drainage in the area and training for civic responsibility.

My visit to this Urban Project served to convince me that non-formal

education appears to be highly successful when the immediate needs of the

people are given top priority and classes are informal, ileme)yed'fr9pm the

school atmosphere. Although literacy is a matior prob1eM-1n this netghbor-

hood health and nutrition and sanitation are most impottariEt.,,Thes'abandard

.of living for a few people is being raised and I believe this group has

become highly motivated to continue learning. Now that the area is or-

vinized as an urban,-community action group I feel literacy classes .will

also follow. AAUChWOi.k remains, but an 45cce1lent start has begun in this
e

area to improve home and family living:through Dn-formal education.

I would have left Indi& with serious doubts concerning family life

education if I had not visited Literacy House in LucknoW and its Family

Life Center. Established in 1969 with a view of disseminating informatiohi
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about planning for. better family living among millions of hard to reach

rural areas of India, its program includes functional literacy and a new

more meaningful approach to family planning,.

Fully aware that exiting birth control , family planning dampaigns

were not bringing the needed and desired results, a comprehenive Family

t. Life Program hasamerged Which seeks to focus on all the members of the

family. Child -care, home.nursing, marriage counselling and sex education,

. foods, nutrition, cooking, holm management, textiles, clothing, laundry,

population education and socio-economic development of the rural communi-

ties are all built into a 136 ,hour training program which includes field

trips to family welfare clinics, demonstrations, lectures and practice:1

programs, as well as eighteen hours of literacy teaching skills. In ad.:-

di/tion to his well organized course for rural" li'orkers,.49'Fam4y Life
r.

Center has developed excellent materials such..as'fla&t,6rd&,',Ilannel

grapris and posters for the use of workers and incorporated them in a

usahle teaching complete with teachers guide. Workers going to rural

areas are also taught how to give demonstrations and what materials to

pack into small portable kits to transpOrt to the area.

0
What I have observed at Literacy House is relevant to India's

_problem& today. It's approach is-realistie and action-oriented as well

a& future-oriented.-t:At-I'tbrepare to leave this country I am encouraged

:

by the scope of.;the-Faiilifa:Center's prograreand the goals of'Literacy

House. My ttil,inkiiig'haerirYStalized, and my original Premise.confirmed.

India's two most massive prOblerira.remain food and population. Until these
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problems are resolved, national growth, socially and economically, remains

stunted. Thus concentration on improving family life as a whole - via

population education and family life education - must be a xthonal

priority and I ee the Lucknow Family Life Center at Literacy House as

an agency prepa d to meet this problem. I sincerely hope that the Govern-

ment of Inaia as well. International agencies will increae financial

aid in this direction. Dr.c:13.,thy Fisher, founder of Literacy House, used

a canOle's light as her symbol; Gh'Idj d lantern as his symbol of en-

lightment. Indi
. .

ia\ ,n 1975 is,entitled to and needs to use electric lighting

it
to shine into the dark corners still left without illumination. Time may

b7-u-nning out. A massive thrust must be made now to educate India's

families in the broad context of home and.family livint...frdM which could

lopefully emerge a new socio-economic,value capable UYma,khtaining this-

,

'32Wst::diverse .OptIntry, as well as preserving its unique philosophy and
. -

;cultUal-heritage,

.

1*
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ADULT EDUCATION IN INDIA AND'THE AN:IMPRESSIONISTIC COMPARISPN d

by

Catherine Rosenkranz

Adult learning experiences in India are.conducted by a wide'range of ,

agencies and in many content areas, just as they are in the United States

Of America. Given the magnitude and diversity of programs in the two

countries, an in-depth analysis and critical comparisons are clearly be-

yond the scope of this paper. However, it does appear important to

provide some type of general overview and summary of programs and agencies.

In both countries, providers of adult education can be broadly grouped

in. three.sectors: the public sector, those agencieS directly fizIanced and'

controlled by various governmental units; the private se4or, those or-

-ganizations of a profit-making nature which are selling educational services
;

or carrying on internal staff developmental activities; and the voluntary

sector, charitable organizations,or professional groups which organize

0 edUcational programs for their clients or members.
4

A further breakdown of each sector can be made by the degree of

IFOrmality'of the program. As adult education in the U.S.A. is gene/13,11Y
1

'defined to exclude post-secondary credit/degree pr:ograms and extremely iti-
.,.

'rmai, non-sequential, or unplanned learning experiences this comparative

. .. , .w.
study will.follow this definition. Adult education, therefore; encothipassOs.

, I I

: A ' A ' '
long-term, intensivei highly-structured programs on one'eAZ-eMe Of.. ,

, ?'4;.,

'OpntinUum to informal, one-to-one efforts to changeattitudes:ox.jpere4se.

,leVi ot information speciilcalV, one might think of these'differences in'

terMSOf.an:OTAanization 6 management .training program or a family Planning

2 3 9
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conference. 'Methods range:from mass media approaches to tutoring.'

Teachers range from peer instructors to certified professionals.

Blackstäne and Rivera, in Volunteers for Learning, have provided

an overview of adult education in the U.
S
.AT Their-study indicated that

those with the most educatton,participated more actively in continuiftg

learning experiences and alto )4ad greater access to appropriate educational q

programs, both for professional advancement and for recreatidnal/self-

fulfillment learning. This is readily appLrent by analyzing the offerings

in professional organizations adult school programs, edudational

sion, etc. It is only recently, with a signMcant influx,of federal

funds for disadvantaged adultsl and for vocatiOnal trainineolkthe or

;

under-employed, that programs to meet the needd.or the'lesiedUeat07.segment

of the American adult population have become widely available:. Thit'same

studY also points out the l'Ot that most adult education takes'place out-

side of those agencies.whose primary function is education.That is, in,

most cases, instruction is carried out by content specialists rather tlian

edugationitts.

AlthoUgh-Our program in India has concentrated on education for the

disadvantaged, especially the non-14ban ililiterate, there appears to be

sufficient information available to indicate that the two countries have

,..somewhat parallel agency structures. However) indicationt are that there

:

jtre significant differences betWeen the two countries in both percelltage

of population participating in adult education and their distribution by

types of programs. Comments on qua1it4tive differences in availa*
1 '

programs is beyond the scope of this.. report.
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,

. Some EampIes. Of :TypeiS of Ageftcde§ trid. their Agult Education Program in India:
- , z

-..
A drive through any of Indra'i,Cities, small or large, quickly'india-.,

1

ates the extent of private agenciet'Offering adult education. A plethora

of signs urge the by-passer to learn shorthand, languages's, liusiness and

-other career-oriented subjects. *wspapers also carry advertising placed

:by this tyTe Of school. Larger, presumably more reputable, schools'ad

vertise government licensure. Small'schools do not need ank type of

official supervision of licensuxe acCording to a Kerala State Office of

Education official. Newspaper advertising.in large city English news-
..

papers also evidences the existence of privately offered recreational

,
Through a variety of sources we paye/earrpd the existenctraining

.

*,,Ograms carried out by industrie§ for their employee§ and, in some cases,

the spouses

learning program's.

of employees. For example, Poddar Spinnilig Mills, Jaipur,

described an int nsive training program tiley impleMented when their new

.plant opened

7

And6ra Mahila Sabhal"Hyderabad,.informed us that they had

trained,c aft teachers for Tata Industries. These teachers were then

employed to tpach marketable,pandicraft skills to employees' Wives.

Inaustries also cooperate with the government-in apprenticeghip

training programs. A recent news 429. release, fr,Om the state of Orissa

announced the strengtgaing or th
,

industrial,eStOlishmens identifie for-introducing tfie,bc me during the

Curren't year: '-',14(5t .onlyLill 41e

renticeship training sch e with 60_1

increased but currently CoOperat

number of training slotd.

.

1

1.
4Ustries participgting be.

01F k 's

expected to dothohe the
e'.'i RAW* .
,2t$,AN
, .s. .

1%

lik

t:

-:

L

c44.,
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Voluntary and professional organizations are active in adult education,

particularly in the larger cities. I have been very imPressed by the

:4uantity and.program quality .of voluntary educational,.and social welfare
g.(.;

organizations we have.)-Asited in India, These agencies frequently act as

.

, .

the implementing agency for various govexhment sahemeS and also offer inf.
.

.,
...', - P

bit
.

.

.

noVata,ve programs without governmental subsidies to meet adult'learning
. ..

needs.

3

Seva Andir, in Udaipur, for example.,;serlies as the implementing
4.

7

agency for direct service to farmers,under the central government's Farme.rs

Functional Literacy scheme. Under contract, they also develop materials

andjtrain and supervise teachers in the Farmers Functional Literacy m9ye-
o

tent. This institution is also involved in other programs with rural

...adults, especially in community develcipment, agricult-drel training and

provision of library,:services.

The Poona Seva Sadan Society, founded in 1909,'provides serviees'for

adult women leading to self-sufficiency. Of special interest to me are

the accelerated high schoOl,pogram on a part-time basis for women froin

16 -435 years of age and operation of stores and a canteen to give both

need6dsbmmunity service and provide part-time work for poor and needy

women. Other agencies, such:as the Salvation Army, Calcutta, also

mentioned the importance of providing.employment ppportut4ties as,a
,

rehabilitative training experience.

Ariother noteworthy adult education, prograth run by a voluntary society

-is Kerala State's lieralalGranthasala Sangharmhis is a unique organiza-

tion based on a network of 4000 rural libraries which also implements

government schemes such as Farmers' Functional Literacy.,

'2 4 2
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The last two voluntary societies I wish to mention include,'iA ad-

,dition to a number of adult education.programb, tpecific employable skill.

training. Andhra Mahila Sabha, with operations in several cities,

plements all the central government's functional literacy programs in

Andhra Pradesh. These projects are ,integrated with Child-care and family

welfare programs. It operates training and-production units for handi-.

crafts, printing and bookbinding. Of speciaI,Pinterest are various health

care-related courses which recruit village.wometi far training and return

I.
them to their villages to provide needed assistance in general.and ob-

.

-

stetrical,nursing.care. ;An agency pot vitited whiCh presumably meets

adult Urban needs i8 the Delhi YWCA's Technical Training Institute for

Women. AA additional noteworthy,prograth it Bombay't Polyvalent Adult .

Education progiam for literate workers.

An overview of non-profit adult education agencies in both India and

the U.%.A.'would be incomplete without mentioning some examples of profes-
.

sional and cultural organizations. For example, in the management area,

organizations are .active at both the local and the national level. Forth-

Coiing offerings nIew being advertised include the Hyderabad Association's

one month intensive course 411 Financial Management and Management Ac-

counting and the Indian Institute of Management's'one wOek course on

Working Capital Management.

CUltural associations, such as Calcutta's Indo-American)Society, of-

fer.a tremendous variety of'courses from flower arranging tomaterials

management. Educational programs of an even less formal nature.are

4

provided by businessmen's organizations, e.g., Rotary Club speaiers,

religious:groups Such as the Ramakrishna Mission Institute or Culture

and self-teaching groups such as International Toa-Amistress Clubs.
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The public sector is a potent force in adult education ti4,-(2:ugh direct

operation of programs and thrgligh financial and/or technical support to-

other types of agenciet.' It especially important -Lo note here that

educational activities are conducted'in most cases as part of a wider
, .

objective. Thus, the educatsional activity is not oari end in.itself .but a

means to acComplishing some other goal, both for the sponsoring agency and,

usually, the participating client. Indeed, this philosophical stance on
3

the purpose ofteducational activities is probably the most' crucial distinc-.

tion betweenadult,education and child education. On, as Malcolm-KnoWles

Inight,say,,the differnce between andragogy and pedagbgy.

Local, state and central. governmental units are sometites direct

providerg.of educational sexvicesi, .For example', the,Maharaslitra State

Directorate of Education operates. 60 center& for'Farmers.FUnctional

'Literacy, 100 centers fOr adult non;-formal education programs, ancCis

planning to introduce post-literacy prOgrams.and implement the Central

Governtent's "pilot intensive rural employment prOgramme%

A speciftc. example at' the.central' government jevel is the fiational
.*

Institue of Community Development, The courses and seminar's conducted

'by thiS#agency are primarily designed as "training of trainers" programs

for theagency's state level people, university faculty meMbers and

leaders from voluntary and governmental organizations. In addition to
,

direct training service, they.provide such ancillary adult education

functionsvas needs asketsments, consultancy and collaborative research,:

and dissemination and clearinghpuse for information on rural community

development. Each state has a CommunityDeVelopment-Institute which
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Wairg-lower level lead6rs,':;uch as Block DevelopmentAfficers and

'Bxtension Workers, who then'work directly with the rural clients.
.4
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It is interesting to note that, although the Institute of Community,
f

DevelopMent is part of the Governmeht of Indi;,'s Ministry of Agriculture,

and Irrigation, 9ther regional offices of the Ministry also &induct

a4u1t education programs. For eXimple through the liyderabaa office of

-the Ministry's Save Grain Campaign, 50 farmers participated in one of a

series of three week stipended training courses'on "Scientific Storage of

Foodgrains": This is an interesting illustration of the many ways in

which adult education programs serving the same,clientele interface and

overlap.

University agricUltural eXtension units are another widespread

example,of direct client servidb by.governmental agencies. Some univer-

sities also offer a limited number of adult education programs. In

addition, there appear to be a number of government programs in such

areas as worker-education.

no program run by local governmental units were visited during this
1

program nor notett by the writer. This is in sharp contrast to the U.S.A.

where lccal educational agencies are deeply involved in adult education

schemes and are usually selected as the implementing agency for such

programs es adult literacy.

The most siulificant role played by the central government in adult
4

education is the planning/financing role. Verifew of the voluntary

societies carry,on activities not.supported completely or to a lp.rge

extent by government granta; Private contributions, whether indigenous
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or from international privale.f0Undations, have Veen utili ed primarily

for capital expenaitures: Even such foreigncontributions as UNESCO.

projects are allocated through the central government. Theyefore, even

vOluntary agencies Are rIluctant to-Offer adult education services not.. .

A :

in the plan and not, therefore eligible.for government support,

The most notable d.fferensletweerifndiah and,U.S. adulteducation
'

appear in the pauCity 9f fee-for-Aervides Courses offered by: the public

'sector and the ladk of involvement of 18gral u4ational agencies in.adult

serviCdg. This'is in sharp contrast to the'mealth al self-supporting

-continuirig edutation offered in the U.S. by.lOcal districts, cpmmunity

;,.

s

colleges and university extensions. t'

'
,

Indian adult education's strong emphasis on rural development is
-

cOnsistent with the present population diAribution Of 80% non-urban

dwellers. Looked at from this perspective,the differences in alloCation
- ,

of fwograms by content/client ereab between the countriei should be

expected.

. 1

CONCLUSIONS

It ia'my impression that most of the-organizational infrastructures

of adult education found,in the U.S. 'also exist in India with the eXcepLion
b -

of noted lack of involvement of government elementary and secondary

agencies in adult education-. The concepts of life-long learning and
, et'

functional educationarg expressed inthe philosophical foundations of

d the adult education Movement in bcth . countries*ind, in fact,.are the

3:Tiost salient featUYea of the ipternational adult education movement.
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The

Director General
ofUNESCO

Rene'Maheu define the
movement in

1972 in the
folowing words:,

New
structuvs must be

devised
that wifldo

aAty with the
frontiers

separating ormal
education from

informal
education

(resulting,

in
realization of the

principle of)
life-long educati

of which
is learning

how tO learn
and,which tries to g

.

individual the
opportunity to

suppilemen
andrenew4his`knowledge

throughout the
course of hit life."

thto object

ve each

store of

I.

Most U.S. adult
educators would also

heartily concur with the
stateer4

ment in the 34th
annual report of the

Bombay City Sotial
Education Com-

mittee.

.4

All adult
education

activities
should.:be viewed from a functional

angle - functional
in the

broad sense
of,the term, that is to says,

bearing in mind the many
part:which (*.le man in his time must play,

and not
only his

productive work.
Functional

adult,education as

thus
understood would meet both the

needs,of
economic

development
and those of

personal
fulfillment And social

progress.
My,overall

impression As that
although our adult

education
programs

appear
quite-different,. they

are.basically similar in
atteMpting to

oat the
specific needs of

pedples and
societies in

different stages of
evelopment. Adult

Education
activities within our global

village are

'.versified but based on a common detire to,meet
rumen-needs.-
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The Director General of UNESCO Rene Maheu defined the Movement in'

1972 in the following words:

New structures must.te devised that will do away with the frontiers

separating formal education from informal education .... (resulting

in realization of the .principle of) life-long education, the object

of which is learning how to learn and which tries to give each

indtvidual the opportunity to supplement and renew his store of

knowledge throughout the course of his life."

Most U.S. adult:ed4cators,would also heartily concii5 with the state-

mextin the 34th anipifeport of the Boilibay City Socfal Education Com-.

f4 ,mittee.

All adult education activities-should be viewed from a functional

angle - functional in the broad sense of the term, that is to, say,

bearing in mind 'the many part which one man in his time must play,

and not only his productive work. Functional adult education as.

thus understood would meet both the needs Of economic development,

and those of personal fulfillment and social progress. ,

My overall itpression is that althbugh our adult education programs
,

*appear quite different, they are basically-similar in attempting to

.1,11wmeet tha specific needs of peoples and.societies in different stages of

development. Adult Education activities within our global village are

diversified but based on a common desireto meet human needs.
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DEVELOPMENT IN INDIA - REFLECTIONS'

by

Rocco Pannella

The first glimpses one has of India are thoSe of massive poverty,

high unemployment and ,UnderemployMent, Urban slums. The question that

one asks is why. The answer to. a westerner (and a simplistic one.at that)

would be *Co spend,billions of dollars on industrialization,, urban planning

so forth and this misery would soon disappear. But would it? Perhaps

,de question that-should be raised ia, Has the move towards 'westerniza-

tion".and all that it implies brought about many of these Same problems?

We in the West fail to recognize that there are an indefinite number

of ways in which a nation's (and a people's) needs and wants may be met.
b

Perhaps the sollitioni-developed in the West may not be the ones necessary

to solve the ,probiems of Countries such as India. As Julius Nyerere has-

stated, "Growth must come out of our own roots, not through.the grafting

on those which are alien to dur society."

The introduction of new technology and strategy,.with little regard

.for social imperatives, leads to a situation in which disparity, in-

- stability and unrest' becoMe inevitable. Does this then lead to a

progress and growth or chalS and turMoil?

Is Industrialization the Answer?

The Club of Flome Report states that a society with a high level of

industrialization may be unsustainable in the near future. It may be
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self-extinguished if it exhaust the natural resources on which it depends.

Paul Ehrlich writes that the earth's environment cannot stand heavy in-

duStrialization throughout the world.

The United States, the most advanced western country, with only sixo'

. per cent of the world's people consumes between thirty and fifty per cent

of the world's consumption of raw materials. If the undeveloped 'and poor

nations like India industrialized and consumed natural resources at the

same rate, how long would it take for the earth to'exhaust itself?

?he Club of Rome Report.further notes that the present disparity

between the developed and Adeveloped,nationsmay be equalized.as muchipy',

a decline in the.developed countries due to shortage in natural resources,

a drop in populatioh caused by uncontrolled fndustrial pollution, fOod

shortage due to climatic changes as well as the lack of family planning

and war brought about by the need to control valuable natural resources

as by an impi'ovement in the undeveloped countries.

Developing nations such as India might be wise therefore'to emphasize

the increase in And improvement of agricultural production and the de-

velopment of small industries such as textile mills (which are excellent

where there is an overabundance of labor) and the development of regional

handcrafts in its rural areas. PerhapS any attempt to increaseitheir:

standard of living to the same level as that of the developed p:ountries by

any other means would be lethal to the planet and be the end of mankind.

s Mechanization the Answer?

1

Fuels to run huge:mechanical mplexes as Well as automobile's and

farm machinery.continue to escalate'in cost at a phenpmenal rate. Can a

64
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nation, such as India, afford'to.go bankrupt in order to fuel machinery it

may not need? Paul Hoffman states that the goal of a nation is not just

to increase its Gross National Proqiidt but to meet human needs, to give

each,Andividual among the hundreds of millions of the poor a chanA to

.build a life that,is really worth living. Is it more important to.get the

job finished through the use of maAive and cost1;y machinery or to give

thousands of Indiahs'some long.-termempIoyment And hence aid'their families"!

in surviving? Throughout India, in villages as well as cities, I saw

industtial as well as consumer productskbeing produced in small dimly lit

shops and high rise structures reaching towards the skygwith the barest

use of adlianced technology and machinery. Can growth then take place

without the need of large amounts of capital investment, costly industrial

plants and bighly complex machinery?

According to the National In'stitute of CommunitY Development in

Hyderabad, mechanization of farms Will.not particularly lead to higher

farm productivity. Mote important is good seed.and the proper use of

fertilizers. -In villages we viSittA'in,Rajasthan I saw the differences

that the Troper use of fertilizers, the planting of crops at the right time

and irrigation'of farmland can make in increased farm productivity. None

of these farms4Made use of any type of machinery and yet yields,increased

ten-fold if not more. It is neither profitable nor valuable to mechanize

a farm, according to the InstitUte, that has less than two hundred acres.

Farms in India average ten acres or less and in:Rajasthan they .were less

than two.

Mechanization, therefore, doa's not necessarily lead to a better

situation. does, however, lead to a nation's dependence on fuels from
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foreign nations it can hardly afford to Purchase, to the migration to

cities of unskilled workers thatinvolVes abreakdown in family ties and

support, to increased'debt on,the part of individual farmers. ulthoilt

necessarily showing higher farm yields or.profits and even higher un-%

employment and unrest in rural,as well as- urban areas.

.Is Urbanization the Answer?'

fr

.

According to,Lannoy, -"The ntass migration from the rural areas to the.

cities of the unemployed, mostly unskilled, has led to the appalling and
11,

iall too familiar problems of alienated pepple.living in a state of destitu-

tion and degradation inthe swarming Lhastis' on .the outskirts of urban

industrial belts" 'These shanty toWrIs often groW at a rate ten times that

of the cities themselves... One need only visit the Cities of Caracas Rio

de Janeiro, Rome Bombay and Calcutta to document this. By the year 1984,

fifty per cent of t1-1 world's peoPle will be liVing in cities'. Five

hundred thousand acres of'valuable and exhaustable farmland disappears

each day'to build these cities-of squalor ana misery. By the year 2000,
.

if the present rate continues and is, not chec ed, we shall run out of al

the World's arable land.

Increases in national_ income, according to Lannoy, are eaten up by

the.crushing burdens produced by this canderous growth. Cities like

Calcutta or New York do not have the administrative organizations, the

social services', housing, hospitals or schools to meet the needs of this

-crushing onslaught of humanity. Where does this then lead? It can orr/5-.

.lead to overcrowding in housing where it is not uncommon in Bombay for ten

252
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to twenty people to live in an ,eight by ten room; to unbelievable dis-
.

,-ruptionbn Mass transportation where long queues form waiting for buses;

. -Co loneliness for the sick and the aged; to areas like the "cages" of

.4-.4baY:whre young girls from rural areas have nowhere else to turn; to

whole families living in utter squalor on street corners or railroad

stations; tO poverty in the midst of affluence; to massive unemployment

;and underemployment which is directly linked to the drift from rural areas

1

teYurbaniareas; to alienation and dehumanization of indiViduals who become

,.cogs, in the social machinery; to owerdependence on the pity organizatiOn

for meeds which it cannot satisfy and which once were met by theextended

family;*to the destruction of the natural environment and finally to tlie

ripe of ugliness, crime and.violence that was previously unknown in rUral

areas.

' The result of 11-paried and chaotic urban growth is, therefore,

-ke
.'not.economic progress arid Social stability but human misery, turmOii and

degradation: As. R. awney in his The Acquistive Society stated, "In

a'highly competitive (urban-indUstrial). society individual strivings for

preferment advancement, gain anti sucCesvsubvert the social services,

-

distort the sense of human valueS and underminesThuman community."

T14.1e Role oducation

The role of education, according to traditional-weern philosophy,'

is primarily to impart the. 3 R's to a.new generation or society as well
_

as to develop social and political ,awareness among-adultsias well as the

young. This philosophy, I feel, is still valid in developing countries
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and, more work should be done,in these areas.': One of India's gteatest

problems today is,that literacy needs are not being met either by state )

or private institutions and where a start has been Made there is A

tremendous relapse into illiteracy within a short period of time. ,

Along with these responsibilities, education should also, in my

opinion, act as an agent for promoting attitudes consistent with the .

, .

,.'
. ..7

needs and c'apahilities of a nation, the needs of the individuals within /
, .

a society and the future needs of mankind based on the earth's limited
,-.'

--resources. Education must also try to counter the attitude that massive

and uncontrolled growth towards industrialization, mechanization and

'urbanization leads to economic well-being for a nation and personal

happiness for individuals within the,society.

Education should develop societies which emphasize the quality of

life en cl. the, quality of man's relationship to other men ratherthakan

emphasis on material wants. People in, the developing countries (as well.

as the deVeloped countries) find themselve-s with new and pressing wants
A

which they perceive as being essential to their happiness and social well-
.

being. One's status,.sense of self-reppect and worth becomeS dependent

on the quantity of goods consumed. The extravagant,useless and sometimes

harmful become essential needs instead of wants. A child born in the

United States today will consume during his lifetithe at least twenty
.

, .

,times as much as a child born in India and will contribute abOut fifty

times as much pollution to the environment.
4

ri 6

:Education, thereforemust help individuaIs,put into proper Arspec-

five, the difference between uncontrolled wants and bftic needs and the

harm these insatiable Wants may have not only on their well,-being-but the

future of mankind.
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Besidef.
,
,.

'Iljc.,,,,Lrzu,

tiqn must a '..' :. IIPL 'areness of ec4gy, cOnservatian. ilhd what role,
, c

: 4).,
,z,

people have to play in protecting the,3-Ald 'for future generations to

come. It must seek to counter the assintionthat more is better.and
,
th4

ti.

mass media that extol extraVagant buying and wastage of limited4resources.
, -:

It should be stated' 'here that it would- lA naive' to ihinX that, A.

,.,.,.

"westernization'; can orshOuld 'be stopped. What fam proposing, howevEtri t,-

sgciall'And political itwareness, educa-

.
.1is that people, through education, can be made to.see that Nesterniza,.---

.tion" can be both beneficial and humane if it is gradual and well-plannek,

V.not only to meet today's,needS but the-needs

Education can also be used and.should be used to chan

of the Puture.
4

.0

sociaVas 7-

,!mc.

well-asindividual'attitudes. The attitude among South'Asi and

particularly Indians, that manual labor isundignified muSt be disarmed

(1

ifiecOn'omic giowth and progress are to take place. this may, n ..t.rn see

, r

5e,oung,TeOple move not -to Urban areas when their formal education iscom-

4

pleted- (only to meet frustration, despair and unemployment) ,but to return

-ta.thett village'eand small towns where they can act as catalysts and

'agents for so. cal, econbmic and'political change. This would%also-

alleviate the massive prObleM fn India of millions of universiW
,

4

'graduatesTyna are unemployed or underepTloyed because jobs:do'note4st
Lf- r

-
in the middle manageniint and professiOnal areas that theY Ireftrai

The,sedond steP in this educational process would be to train people

to develop an "intermediate technoloei:that would meet the needs of' the



nation's econOmy while at the same time limit the use of valuable natUral

resources. AccordingTto Lannoy, "What has so far largely been ignOred in

India is the need to apply the most highly sophistated and inventive of
,

engineering skills to devising simpler and more manageable machinery (i
. It4

tiisf manufacturing; repair and unkeep) Which would be More within the
4'41, r
ecOnomic reach'and work palkerns Of the rural labor force and which would'.

ameliorate the lot'of the lower caSt&groups thrOugh increased agricultural

productivity.

The University of Udailour seems.to be moving in.just that direction.

We saw classrooms and, workshops where used oil barrelS wri-e being con-.

verted into inexTensive grain silos; manual seeders were,constructedthat

'wOuld itprove,seeding while not increase the demand for-expensive ftels;

Methane converters were developed to solve not only the pNeOlem of animal
9

waste but in addition light homes and Tuel stoves;and lastly the invention ,

of a rototiller (based on the principle of,a, lawn mower) that used-minimal

fuel but provided maximum efficiency for the smaller farmer.

1, The question that can then-be raised is are large industrial complexes.7

"like Tata and Birla sharing the responsibility for developing simPle
.

machinery and-alternative power sourdesl,. With their almost unlimit d

capital resourceq, technical,know-how, vast' research institutes,, nation-

wide networks for distribution and services, they should be in-the fore-.

front in the development ofobasic machinery that were beincdeveloped at

the University of Udaipur. The fact-is:that the task at hand is too

immense, the need too pressing and,the future of the nation at itake to

, leave this kind of development and growth to chance' and amateurish

endeavors.

2
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Is it too late?

I think it is not too late to.coritrol growth provided that (1) de-

veloping nations sugh as Indi an in a realistio'manner not only for

today but also for the futUr%(21that education do its share in .raising.

4 k

the consciousness of people to404,unlimited growth can db to a nation

and.its people; and (3) that develwd nations such'aS the United States
0,

/ .

take a position of respect for and'an .understanding of other people'

lifeStyles in this our pluraltStic and ever-shrinking world.

(Acknowledgements.tO Peter Stone, Developrfrent Dilemma, and to the staff
'of Seva Mandir,didaipur.')
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FaRSONAL OBSERVATIONS ON INDIA

by

Dante Bedini

The problem .with any analysis even a subjective one of the Indian4.
D' 0

culture is; wjlere do you-start''2 Tkecacbmplexity of the cross-currents of,

philosophies and diversity of life.styles make anyobservation based on

a two month experience extremely liMited. To assume to have an accurate

insight into the sol;ation of some ot.Indials major problefts e.g,..providing
'

.

a sufficient and dependable supply of food.for its hungry and ever in-

creasing populance, raising the standard of living of its masses to a

more acceptable hygenic and life expectancy level; elimination or at leas

signifiCant,reduction Of.the huge army of illiterates, which are piading

a pondO,r9p 1?urden on.a society that needs mobility and flexibility in

der tO mainstream itself into the modern world community; and,raising

industrial production so that necessary technology, and consumer products

are available and attainable by all; after so shoirt a period of insertions

would be the height of egoism. I find it nec4ssary then to focus my at-

tention on the fundamental
philosophical'principles that,appear .to have

broadnnegative effects on the 4Ocial and structural evolution of the Indian

, /culture. It is more than obvious that there is no hltio ogicaldeficiency

c?

in the Indian brain. Educated and uneducated Indians like have:demonstrated

'
high levgas Of achievement in arts, crafts and skil ; and keed,awareness(t0

and insight into their material ana social problems. Why is it. then that
y

their sincere and dedidated'efforts towards finding solutions7beCoMe mere
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Pin priCks that do not causeitheJlionster to move; but rather, pnlY shugfle
_

feett 'It seemsto me that the problem is one of distortion of pers-

pective as a result of adhering'to philosophical principles that are no

longeY tenable in modern society. Continued egforts at modifying and
. . 3,

. .

rationalizing modern industtialized progress to suit Indiaii philo6ophicalN

.

:perspectives have resulted in an anthrophical,Indian culture. What dre

these philosophical fall4pAes that proYideno based upon which a'progres-,a. ,

sive iocieties super.struCture,cari be build? I will list those that hive

.. impressed me the most; but I dO not consider the list complete; nor am I

able to arrange it.in order of rtance and weight.
.4'

I would first of 'all like 'to address myself JA8 the concept of

4111.,

4

fatalism, that I have tOnded to Conneet With the. Hindu religion, Each
,

4
'time I broached this subject it was pointed oUt to me that there is no

founaation for4ataliSM -in'the Hindu religion in fact, I ath told, ih the- .

BhagwatGAai: Krishna.telis Arjuna that man is the master of-his''oWri

destinY. This atement is in direct Conflict with the cdhcept:Of fatalism,

,o
but how then ca n one e lain the widespread and deep rooted acceptante of

,fate-by IndianS?, Perhapsiitheansweriies. in the dharma, karma relationship
.

whereby:one does one'.s-Outy to build favorable karma in order to escape

the rebirth cycle.and beclo one with Cod. 'Acceptance og bii-th in a lower

life, cYcle'*'a.::,resultofrOng:doingsn previous life mqdt be oriqof:
.4

the main building'blocks upcin which thephilosophy-of fatalism. rests...it 'In

.any case,oit inot sighificant how, Or,why-fatamiS an actep-C4dr

,philosophical traaition. What is Signi:g:i'dant s tgAt,it

cannot be denied. ,Nor can the iipact:.of tatalieSan*trili40-1.Clgn ;he

progressive d yelgpment:of a ,natioh I-fone.I.A to accept
.

259
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bnes fate what can be the motivation to iMprove? 6 change is"pre=

. cluded by need, and ait is often and more comMonly :Necessity is

,the mother Of invention." If the.individuals Of a.giVen society.have
.P

.1`

learned to accept their fate, it would seem reasonable
13

progress and modernization, ift the contemporary sense,
,

4,

The second problem to be-considered is the

to assume that

will be 0

o

1'!-
caste system; a:s it relates

to skills', crafts, and vocations'. Though the caste practices of the past

are,no-lOnger,legal an ,'. have been abolished in

there seem's to be 'a 7endency in r:ral India to

prints of ohe's ancestors. Obvicisiy the'lacX

that could intrease ;-_vailable vocational options is a.coritributing faCtor:.o

thejIndian constitution,
.

follow the vocational foot-
s°.

of educational opportunities

As'yOcational education t;uins momentum the negative effect's ofothe daste-1 :

vocational systemwill be proportiOnately reduced, Right snow and through=

out several thousand year's of Indian history, there are families of farmers

dancers, musicians; shoemakers, etc. Butthere is no scientific evidence
- ,

that skill or vocational4adaptability and capability are inherited

characteristics that will infact increase over the generatiOns: THe

positive effects of patrimonical vocations are the readY availability of

vOcational 'tutOrage and ap0 Oiticeships; and the introduction of the child
, ,-

as an edonomicunitt The liegative aSpects are more detrimental to the

total cultural development of a society, and give lie to the immediate

and obvioud needs of the family unit. Individuals wh)) might-have been ,

brilliant or near genl'us (if not.genious itself) in .a given Pr4esSion,

had- they been allowed to follow theirnatural johYsiological.and

psychological abilities and desire4s,, haye been locked into,a Vocational

2 6
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inheritance that does not provide a vent for .their realb talents And so,

a societies' mathematical oddg of hayingtheright person, at the right

place, and at, the right time are significantly reduced. ios e avan

garde pioneers of thought and skill, that have provided the world with .

, .

the keys to.unlock the chamber of technological Mystery, would,Ilave been
1"'

reduced in number - if not eliminated-- had they' been reStricted by the

,inheritance of astultifying Vocation. It iS.not that the job will never

get done, for no one is indispensible, it is just that it will-take a lot

longer. India has been denied its,fair share of technological progress

by the restrictive.mature of the caste vocational system...-.

Since independence in 1947, India has experienced a surge of national-

istic feeling, and rightfully so. India with its rich cultval heritage
4

has much td`be proud of. With its ancient temples, forts and ruins, it

is living evidence of a "g.,lorious,past. WOrthy of great pride also, is

itg struggle tO.mainstream itself into the modern world community inspite

of enormous and discouraging problems such as over-population food supply,

and literacy. Here again however, India must be careful not to permit

over zealous nationalism. to become a depressant rather than a cultural

stimulant. That Indians must find for themselves and develope in their
4

own time and their own way, because Indians are the only ones who really

understand India, and its.needs, is not soun ogic. The question is not'

whether 'Indians are capable of developing the necessary technology, for

their ability, is not in dispute; it is.more a matter of time. Other

nations were fortunate to have passed through nationalistic phases when

411,

the world moved at a slower pace. The rapid advances of;communication and

tech/blogy in the modern world have made independent development impractical,
o.
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for the compounded pace of technologital development have made catching

up'impossible. 'Developing nations Must move directly into the contemporary.

stream if therare ever Boing to narrow the gap between them and the more

advanced societies. To refuse assistance from more htghly developed

countries means denying oneself of the experiences of oVIers. .It is in

direct Conflict with the concepts of education andyrinciples of learning.

Is-it really necessary to Bo through the same mistakes? The old adage,

"Those who will not learn from history are destined to relieve it," must

be heeded. Although there have been some dismal failures with efforts to

introduce western technology in the Indian culture, the nult iS not with

the.technology; but rather it is man's error in the nature of the introduc-

tion. It would be better not to dWell on the failures of the past; but

rather, seek the solutions and methods that would insure success. Only in

this manner can India ever hope td narrow the broad technological gap

currently liMiting her progress. Very clo-sely related to the restrictive

r!

nature of over zealous nationalism is the concept of maintenance of

cultural tradition for their own sake. That there is tremendous social

value in the maintenance, if not revering, of one's ancestry cannot be

denied. Here again, however, care mustbe taken; and highly selective

processes must be observed for stringent adherence to cultural traditions'

can place .change and progress within fixed boundaries. 1Equally "deceiving

is India's ability to absorb diverse cultures and philosophies. It is

like the liome owner who readily repairs the roof, replasters the walls,
.40r-A,

applies fresh paint, or makes remodeling improvements without heeding the

faulty. foundation. To sum'up, nationalism,and retaining ancestoral

traditions are not intrensically in the b5Ipt interests of a society,

they can be tools of stagnation,
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One more thought closely linked with nationalism shOuld-be considered.

In a country with .nearly seyOnty per centAlliteracy,,not_only is.the choice

of-national language vital; but also the nature of the alphabet should be ,

given thorgugh consideration. In this modern age of technology, that has

virtually shrunk the earth's topography and has made international com-,
..

municatiOns both facile and necessary, is the choice of the. Hindu alphabet

over the western wise? This merely compounds the problem of ultimate.in-

ternational computer communication. World standardization is inevitable.

.Does it make sense to overcome such massive illiteracy and then have to

.retrain? .-

Lastly I would like to probe the validity of the Gandhian philosopAY - .

not mass production but production fo/ the masses. Here again India's

huge unemployment problem.marks one's perspective.. Of course, it is im--
,

portant to find produLve work for as many people as possible,to promote

the demoCratic principle of equal opportunity for 'all, but that does not

mean they should all be doing, the same thing. The most important factor

10
to be considered here is the cost-return production ratib. Having ten men

do the work-of one only guarantees any equally low standard of living for

all. The beauty of mechanization is that.it frees manpower to provide the

services that raise a societies standard of living. In a modern societies;

supeTstructure, productive manpower must be kept miniMal,inOrder to insure

low cost. Unemployed forces must be directed into new fields and vocations,

.especially the service areas.

India's p:reat weakness can be,its greatest strength for in its un-

tapped human resources there.i8 a labor force that can favOrably Compete

in the world market, Morts musestart at the national level to convert

2 6 3
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low yield farming areas into
industrial prodUction, thereby inereAing theprofitability

Government

as textile

centers.

through low labor
cost-productivity return- ratios. -If the

instituie national
,industries.such

7of Inia
wo$4041Atk out and

or electront4A1.1t
which it

7nNio4" coUld compete in world trade
I believe such problems as per capita

income,
unempaoyment,-food shortages, even literacy,

etc:, would soon be resolved..I can

based on a

only conclude as I started
by stating that my opinions are

particularly limited exposure to India, its peopie, and its
.

culture; apd that I express them not with critical intent, but more .asfirst
impressions of a foreigner who has

considerable to learn.

4.

^
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A PERSONAL VIEW OF SOME PROBIEMS

OF

NONFORMAL EDUCATION SCHEMES IN INDIA

by

Elvin Jones

Nonformal education is alive and well in India. There are problems

to be worked out in many of the projects which have been started thus

far in some of the 22 states but I thpic it fair.to say that the concePt

of nonformal education has teen accepted by educationists and social;,

reformers as one of the ways by which to provide large numbers of people

with praétical, free education.

Throughout my travels in India it h been unfortunate that _I have

not been able to visit more of the nonformal education project Centers

which have international reputatibns. Despite this it has been exciting'

and informative to have my attention drawn to projectd in states such as

Maharashtra where I found the Directorate of Education composed of an

energetic and committed group of educators. There, a nonformal education

project has been devised to service 100 centers with a total enrollment of

r
3000 adults, These Centers are spre over a considerably large area of:

the distrnt and are designed to pas onjesic knowledge in the area of.

'nutrition,.common, diseases,.individual and public sanitation, child care,

leadership training, games and pth ical exerciSes as well as social and

cultural programs. Also included in tlie project plans are the inclusion
eseb

of a
4,
basic literacy course and when and where po'ssible, occupational or
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vocational skills such as masonary, carpentry, dairy poultry or.sheep

raiSing in addition to other skills which some districts may consider more

pradtical. In this way the nonformal project in Maharashtra has at this'

point in time been able to,identify educational needs and preferences,

prepare a syllabus, select it's population and begin to implement a

program which should have some'effect on the over.all community. .The non-,
A

formal program sponsored by the re 44,1q, Utear Pradesh and being

developed at Literacy House is another expmPie of a project which has

_

been created to teach the young rural and urban Population. Were it not
AA

for this project many of India's youth would not otherwirebe atle to,

attend any sort of educational,program and ta.ke the advantage:of the

educational facilities and personnell avAlable to those whose communities

cannot provide ;he same services.

The syllabus of the Uttar Pradesh4rogsam it, essentially the same
1

,094

,that found in Maharashtra ,e .the important differenCe.thaI the
. .

former makes plain its inte coneentrating more on'social issuda'

p weI1 , as numeracy .and

)'
mechaniSM whiCh.

P
b ')

'I.;; 0 ''' : ;,

. . .

-A14.':d ..; ) .to modiftr and auTment th where necessary pra azt.so provides,anOn-
1

.
.

Most important, this progra4as a

student-4f these the QppOrtunity

- going e4a1uatiorl scheme t place.

.As regiardsraininepriliws,°i was parW7 ssed with
-1

4,

,program prepared Literacrffouse in Lucknow wh for

)
' 4! officers and sppervisorslof these programs being .a.s.igned for national

m4;
consumption. Ilearned at Lucknow that co 4;es'Ior the above mentioned

4
J. ; ,

pOZ'sbnnel are,presently offered in each of'fbr'i'stricts of the state and
,

0 .

,12..14:

' I
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e

j?5

last for ien days time. Thes0;i rvisors and project directors in turn. '4

, conduct training coursesin: Ijistricts for inStructors to be-em-
,,;1±. a

ployed in nonformal educatoenters. Although the: training courses for,

the instructors are onlyb tbiee day duration, it is encouraging that,

the field-based operati eceite trainingAn the areas outlined by
tko

Literacy House. These i basic theoretical familiarization with the

concepts of nonformaI $6' tion.informatipn pertaining to nonformal educa-
,

tion projects being co u d in,Uttar.,Pradesh, how to cOnstruct a problem-
it'

ot
oriented curriculum

,
.

,,-..
dualdiffereii es of adult learners and Other,

.

'

pertinent knowledge,

evaluative and ma-VIA

a4-5d npon my laol

education programs were

hodological, organizational,

aspects of nonformal education.

illed visits to agencies where nonformal

oped, I feel confident that over the

-
next few.years nOnformal gi44 ion AS a means of dissiminating functional

educafion to the- mo'-i1 be developed as a viable means of educa-
7

e

ting large numbe f '41ople on a small budget.
, There are, however, a few

questions which ld like to address to those Who read this paper and
o.'
' -whose experience in-the development, impleAentation and evaluation'of

nonfomMaDeducatior$ projects is more extensive than my own. That lower
, 4MA

,level admini is'and teachers in India receive training in order to
Ay,

be eflectpe as nonformal educators is commendable. The content.of thiS
,

train0i
re

pg is import and I think it apPropriate to mention he my
1

,concem ati t the classroom situation in nonformal education classes.,

If the indiVVUaIs whO are to be held responsible for instructing'the

uneducated they must be ready and willing to develop the kind ofraPpor4,
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with their students which is suitable for adult students. Also, it'is

my feeling that if instructors are intent on devaoping in their students
, .

the ,seAle of the need to attempt Tefbrm of pres4g social, environmental
, .

dnd ,Ota 1 problems.,,than tfliS work requites the teachers and the

crt?..

they Must be willing to alloW the people they have elected to eduCate the

and lower level administrators to recognize the fact that'

opportunity to make input into the curricula and also to ,develop the sense

of self-respect and self-reliance which is an integral part of nonformal
0

education. These I think are perhaps two of the Most important aspects

of nonformal education which muSt be earefully observed 157 project

directors and teachers. Too often in my observation of nonformal classes

I have seen the subjugatiOn of the adult learners do the position of

--children as in the formal education setting, as well as the use of

eurricula which seemed far removed from the immediate problems of the

learners. If one of the objectives of a nonformal education program is

tcniimulate self-reliance aJanalytic thinking than adults in such

programs should be given every Opportunity to develop these competencies.

"Another point which practitioners of nonf6rmai education might look

into is the degree to which upper level administrators are helpful-or

Jiarmful regarding the implementation of nonformal programs and what types

of training courses, are being organized for this constituency. For those

of us who haue.experiended the'intricasieS of bureaucratic administrations,

we know that very often'top administratTrs.are frequently not familiar

with the'projects they ,are requested to direct. jlor they may be proponeRts

of programs which national or local governments have instructed them, o'

implement. Thin being the case, I think it imaginative that abpoi t d

2 8
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4 .

..educational administrators be maae sufficiently aware of the theeretical

and practical aspectslof nonformal education as well as attempting done

, Clarification of their Own attitudes toward-this type of mass education:

This can most succesSfully be achieved throUgh thorough-training or

group/sessions speeifically designed for administrators. Yet another.
/ ,-.

, ...
. ,

.

point. which'I limula like tO raise is that,regarding curriculum, particu-
.

larly that Ispect'which' deals specifically with the practical and ecOno;lic

m dynamites of-ru±al'and uran liein India as-well as fth derb f
,

eloping
,

,,.,.. .:....
countries. It.seemS clear tb'4sobserver that nonformal education as

.

a means of enlightpning)heamsses.7pf proPer as regards their hatth and

--

7 ,
social problems. in .S.AdiUs 'oil to bacic,literacy is not enoUgh. NonPormal

.

,

education should I think also be developed locally so that it Can aid
. ,,70

.

proper, especially the rural and.urbanexploited, not only with ways and

means of increasing productivity but also to come to grips with prJoblems

which may be important factors affecting their ability to survive and

progress once_asiOnedUcation and raised consciousness have been.adhieved.

There are Other illin Indian society such as indebtedness, land aliena-.

0. .tion corruption and social/economic'stratification which can pe made

ir?art'of the curriculum and which would be just as beneficial, if not

more, than the subjects typically found in nonformal curricula. IP' non-.

..formal:6ducation is to perform a real serVice to the people we must not
'c?.

fail to, include topics.for.discussion which will really serve the needs .of

the'Teople despite ttle fact that some-participants in'programs may, dur,i.ng
,

initial Stages, of:.&t;t4,gused to, the program, feel too shy to ask to have

.
.

,de'rtain topics.inellAded during needs assessment session2.
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4 3

. .I would like now to make.a brief comment on t ubject of materials.

' used in.nonformal education 'projects. Looking at education fromthe tradi-

tiOnal point of .view, it is .4T feeling that too much has been made of the

need for books for .individual studentS. This necessity has in many cases

been sufficient to,keep students out of classes and as in some cases

)
developed oVer the years into-an obstacle rather t an.aid to the

furtherance -of meaningful education'. It is Mye-feeling-that books should

be:replaced where possible with simple impressive visual aids.which are

sufficiently designed to achieve the sagp objectives as their bound counter-,
i,..t,.

,
, .t.

.

parts and which are reproducible at lower costs. As has been mentioned

elsewhere ,(the 0erseas Hindystan TiMes, June. 19
41,

grams which hope to make a significant contribution to 'the task. f

rejuvenating inventiveness.and creativity in the minds of the people need ,

1975), edUcational pro-,

to do some bold thinking 91'1 how t6 replace the textbook bY'other carefully

' prepared econotical and locally suitable media.

To reiterate; the above are only some of the ideas which have passed

through my ming auring my short stay in'Indid. On the whole I do not

feel that I am.yet in a position to give prescriptive recommendations-to

nonformal educators although what I have written here May be of some help.

to those who areiiri the initiaf stages of planning implementing Or evalua-

.
.ting their programs. It is my hope that.in the'near.future Ifill,be ,

, .
..

able to make a more meaningful and constructive colltriblitlw to the field,-
. .

.' '. , ,-..
.1.

:of nonformal education in developed 'and developing countrles and thaC my
.

,

thoughts will have soMe hearing on_theeeducatiOnal.prograMs being deviseq,

'cpr our masse,s of people' wflo..need and earnestly des:ire son d. type of
0,

functional, practical education.
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